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of programming in mathematical statistics 

INTRODUCTION 
STATAL is a library of statistical procedures, written in ALGOL-60, for use at 
the CDC CYDER 70 system of the Stichting Academisch Rekencentrum Amster-
dam (SARA). At present (in the year 1988) STATAL works on the CYBER 
170-750 (old) or the CYDER 180-990 (new) models under the NOS/BE operating 
system. The library was developed at the department of Mathematical Statis-
tics of the Mathematisch Centrum at Amsterdam. The documentation first 
appeared in 1974 as a loose leaf manual. It was supplemented, revised and 
updated in 1976, 1977, 1978 and 1981. Further revisions lead to the present 
final form of the manual. 
STATAL departs from other statistical libraries in that it does not contain 
complete programs for standard statistical techniques, but rather a quite com-
plete collection of procedures for elementary, generally not simple statistical 
computations (e.g. computation of distribution functions, inverse distribution 
functions, random samples from distributions, tables, pictures, statistics). 
Using the STATAL-procedures it is easy for an ALGOL-programmer to write pro-
grams for various statistical problems. So, applications of STATAL will mainly 
be in non-standard consultation and in research (e.g. simulations). 
The choice of the ALGOL language grew out of a tradition at the Mathemat-
ical Centrum. Furthermore, this language still describes the structure of the 
procedures better than many other programming languages currently in use. 
Thus we expect that the source texts of the procedures will be useful for pro-
grammers writing similar procedures in other languages. 
STATAL is organised as follows. Each procedure of the library is identified 
by a name and a code number. The code number can be used in an ALGOL-60 
program when reference is made to a pre-compiled procedure in the object 
code library. All procedures in STATAL are classified according to. These sub-
jects are identified by a section number. This manual is ordered according to 
these section numbers. In order to find a particular procedure, there is a sys-
tematic index, in which all procedures are ordered by their section number. 
For cross referencing their is an index by code number, which has references 
to procedure name and section number. 
On the SARA CDC CYDER models mentioned above, the object code of the 
procedures is available on disk; they are contained in the library file STATAL 
under ID=MATCEN, SN=M. This library file can be used when programs com-
piled under ALGOL 5 are loaded. Notice that the program must contain exter-
nal references of all STATAL procedures used. (Such external references must 
contain the complete heading of the procedure with the correct parameter 
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LGO [, options]. 
Alternatively, one can also use the circumlude REFS with external references of 
all STATAL procedures. The program then need not contain external references. 
By the way, this option is used in all examples of use. Compilation and execution 
can be done by: 
EFL,60000, or RFL,60000. 
ATTACH, ST AT AL, ID=MATCEN, SN=M. 
A60, I =program, S=STATAL-REFS. 
LGO [, options]. 
A very few procedures use the library of numerical routines NUMAL or the 
library of graphical routines CALCOMP. For such procedures, these libraries 
have to be attached also. Documentation of these libraries are Hemker (1980) 
and SARA publicatie 11. 
The procedures in STATAL are written in standard ALGOL-60 (that is 
according to Naur, 1964). However, in some STATAL procedures the use of 
input and output procedures, which are not defined in standard ALGOL-60, 
could not be avoided. So, most STATAL procedures are in principle indepen-
dent of the computer and the compiler used. In any case they can be adapted 
by minor changes. 
A part of the STATAL library has been translated into FORTRAN. This FOR-
TRAN version of STATAL is called STAR and is also available on the SARA CDC 
CYDER models. 
REFERENCES 
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. This index contains the names and code numbers of the procedures 
classified according to subject. (section number). 
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Section number and subject Code Page 
1. DISTRIBUTIONS 1 
I. Discrete distnoutions 2 
1. Binomial distribution 
1. BIN 41000 3 
2. BININV 41001 6 
3. BINPROB 41251 10 
2. Hypergeometric distribution 
1. HYPERG 41004 12 
2.HYPERGINV 41005 15 
3.HYPERGPROB 41253 19 
3. Negative binomial distribution 
1. NEGBIN 41009 22 
2. NEGBININV 41010 24 
3. NEGBINPROB 41254 28 
4. Poisson distribution 
1. POISSON 41013 30 
2. POISSONINV 41014 33 
3. POISSONPROB 41252 36 
5. Distribution of Wi/coxon's two-sample statistic 
1. WILCOX 41020 38 
2. WILCOXINV 41021 42 
3. WILCOXPROB 41022 47 
6. Distribution of two-sample run statistic 
1. RUN 41023 50 
2.RUNINV 41024 53 
3. RUNPROB 41025 57 
7. Distribution of Kendalll's statistic 
1. KENDALL 41026 59 
2. KENDALLINV 41027 61 
3. KENDALPROB 41028 64 
8. Multinomial distribution 
1. MULNOMPROB 41255 66 
9. Multihypergeometric distribution 
l.MULHYPERGPROB 41256 69 
2. Continuous distributions 72 
1. Uniform distribution 
1. UNIFORM 41567 73 
2. UNIFORMINV 41568 75 
3. UNIFORMDENS 41751 77 
2. Normal and bivariate normal distribution 
1. Plll 41500 79 
2.PHINV 41501 82 
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3. PHIDENS 41752 86 
4.NORMAL 41502 88 
5. NORMALINV 41503 90 
6. NORMALDENS 41753 92 
7. BIVANORM 41558 94 
3. Lognormal distribution 
1. LOGNORMAL 41539 97 
2. LOGNORMALINV 41540 99 
3. LOGNORMALDENS 41754 101 
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1. CHISQ 41506 103 
2. CHISQINV 41507 105 
3. CHISQDENS 41758 107 
4. NCCHISQ 41509 109 
5. Central and non-central Student distribution 
1. STUDENT 41530 112 
2. STUDENTINV 41531 114 
3.STUDENTDENS 41762 116 
4. NCSTUDENT 41533 118 
5. NCSTUDENTINV 41534 122 
6. Central and non-central F distribution 
1. FISHER 41521 125 
2. FISHERINV 41522 127 
3. FISHERDENS 41761 129 
4. NCFISHER 41525 131 
7. Exponential distribution 
1. EXPON 41561 134 
2. EXPONINV 41562 136 
3. EXPONDENS 41755 138 
8. Logistic distribution 
1. LOGISTIC 41550 140 
2. LOGISTICINV 41551 142 
3. LOGISTICDENS 41765 144 
9. Gamma distribution 
1. GAMMA 41513 146 
2. GAMMAINV 41514 149 
3. GAMMADENS 41756 151 
10. Beta distribution 
1. BETA 41517 153 
2. BETAINV 41518 155 
3. BETADENS 41760 157 
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11. Cauchy distribution 
1. CAUCHY 41541 159 
2. CAUCHYINV 41542 161 
3. CAUCHYDENS 41763 163 
12. Weibull distribution 
1. WEIBULL 41545 165 
2. WEIBULLINV 41546 167 
3. WEIBULLDENS 41759 169 
13. Laplace distribution 
1. LAPLACE 41565 171 
2.LAPLACEINV 41566 173 
3.LAPLACEDENS 41764 175 
14. Erlang distribution 
1. ERLANG 41563 177 
2. ERLANGINV 41564 179 
3. ERLANGDENS 41757 181 
15. Extreme value distribution 
1. EXTVAL 41571 183 
2. EXTVALINV 41572 185 
3.EXTVALDENS 41766 187 
16. Studentized range distribution 
1. STUDRANGE 41560 189 
17. Distribution of sample correlation coefficient 
1. BINORCOR 41569 192 
18. Distribution of Kolmogorov- Smirnov statistic 
1. KOLSMIR 41556 198 
2. COMPUTATION OF STATISTICS 201 
1. In non-parametric theory 
1. One-sample problems 
1. WILCOXONS WI 42400 202 
2.KOLMOGOROVST 42405 206 
3. CRAMER VON MISES WI 42407 209 
4. ANDERSON DARLING 49999 212 
2. Two-sample problems 
1. WILCOXONS W2 42401 215 
2. ANSARY-BRADLEYS W 42404 218 
3. KENDALLS TAU 42411 222 
4. SPEARMANS RHO 42412 227 
5. SMIRNOVS D 42406 230 
6. CRAMER VON MISES W2 42408 234 
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2. In normal distribution theory 
1. One-sample problems 
1. STUDENTS TI 42402 238 
2. Two-sample problems 
1. STUDENTS T2 42403 241 
2. PROMOCORCO 42410 244 
3. Multivariate techniques 
1. CORMAT 44410 247 
2.MINICORMAT 44411 260 
3. JORESKOG 44400 265 
3. In binomial distribution theory 
1. BIN LOW BOUND 42420 295 
2. BIN UPP BOUND 42421 297 
4. Descriptive statistics 
1. SAMPLE DES 42430 299 
2. FREQTAB DES 42431 303 
3. SORTING AND RANKING 309 
1. Sorting 311 
1. VEC QSORT ll020 312 
2. ROWQSORT 11030 315 
3. COLQSORT 11040 318 
4. RMAT QSORT 11050 321 
5. CMATQSORT 11060 324 
6. VEC2 QSORT 11024 326 
2. Sorting via indices 329 
1. VEC INDQSORT 11021 330 
2. ROW INDQSORT 11031 333 
3. COL INDQSORT 11041 337 
4. RMAT INDQSORT 11051 341 
5. CMAT INDQSORT 11061 344 
3. Permuting 347 
1. VECPERM 11022 348 
2. ROW PERM 11032 351 
3. COL PERM 11042 354 
4. RMATPERM 11052 357 
5. CMATPERM 11062 360 
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4. Ranks and ties 363 
1. VEC RANKTIE 11023 364 
2. ROW RANK.TIE 11033 367 
3. COL RANKTIE 11043 370 
4. RMAT RANK.TIE 11053 373 
5. CMAT RANKTIE 11063 377 
4. PERMUTATIONS AND COMBINATIONS 381 
1. Pennutations 
1. PERMUTATION 40501 385 
2. GENERAL PERM 40502 388 
2. Combinations 
1. COMBINATION 40503 392 
2. GENERAL COMB 40504 395 
5. RANDOM NUMBER GENERATORS 399 
1. Elementary procedures for random number generators 400 
1. ASELECT 41308 401 
2. TEST RANDOM 41399 404 
2. Random numbers from discrete distributions 411 
1. Discrete uniform distribution 
1. RANDOM INT 41301 413 
2. RANDOM SAM 41307 415 
3. RANDOM PERM 41306 418 
4. RANDOM SORSAM 41310 421 
5. RANDOM SAMREP 41312 424 
6. RANDOM SORSAMREP 41311 427 
2. Alternative distribution 
1. SUCCESS 41300 430 
3. Binomial distribution 
1. RANDOM BIN 41324 432 
2. RANDOM BINALIAS 41330 434 
3. RANDOM BINALSORS 41331 437 
4. RANDOM BINHISTO 41332 441 
4. Geometric distribution 
1. RANDOM GEOMETRIC 41323 444 
5. Hypergeometric distribution 
1. RANDOM STHYPERG 41316 446 
2. RANDOM HYPERG 41317 449 
6. Negative binomial distribution 
1. RANDOM NEGBIN 41325 452 
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7. Poisson distribution 
1. RANDOM POIS 41305 454 
2. RANDOM POISTAB 41326 456 
3. RANDOM POISTABSAM 41327 465 
4. RANDOM POISSORSAM 41329 473 
5. RANDOM POISHISTO 41328 477 
. 3. Random numbers from continuous distribution 481 
1. Uniform distribution 
1. RANDOM UNIF 41302 482 
2. Normal distribution 
1. RANDOM NORM 41303 484 
2. RANDOM BINORM 41333 486 
3. RANDOM MULTINORM 41309 489 
3. Chi-square distribution 
1. RANDOM CHISQ 41315 493 
4. Exponential distribution 
1. RANDOM EXP 41304 495 
5. Logistic distribution 
1. RANDOM LOGISTIC 41322 497 
6. Gamma distribution 
1. RANDOM GAMMA 41313 499 
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1. RANDOM BETA 41314 502 
8. Cauchy distribution 
1. RANDOM CAUCHY 41318 505 
9. Weibull distribution 
1. RANDOM WEIBULL 41319 507 
10. Laplace distribution 
1. RANDOM LAPLACE 41320 509 
11. Gumbel distribution 
1. RANDOM GUMBEL 41321 511 
6. TABLES AND PICTURES 513 
1. TABULATE 40200 514 
2. TRIANGLE 40201 525 
3. RECTANGLE 40202 530 
4. PRINTPC 47001 535 
5. PLOTPC 47002 541 
6.SCATTERPRINT 47000 547 
7. HISTO 47003 557 
8.PROBPRINT 47004 561 
9. PLOTDIST 47005 567 
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7. AUXILARY PROCEDURES 587 
1. LOGGAMMA 40400 588 
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3. WILCOXONS W 40000 594 
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5.BOUND "BOUND" 600 
6.INVERSE 40001 603 
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41000 BIN 1.1.1.1 3 
41001 BININV 1.1.1.2 6 
41004 HYPERG 1.1.2.l 12 
41005 HYPERGINV 1.1.2.2 15 
xiii 
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41009 NEG BIN 1.1.3.1 22 
41010 NEGBININV 1.1.3.2 24 
41013 POISSON 1.1.4.1 30 
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1.1 DISCRETE DISTRIBUTIONS 
This section contains procedures for computing the distribution function, 
the inverse distribution function, and the probability function of discrete distri-
butions. The distribution functions are defined for all real values x of the argu-
ment. H the argument is smaller (larger) than the minimum (maximum) of the 
range, the value 0 (1) is assigned to the procedure identifier. H the argument x 
is not an integer but is within the range, the value of the distribution function 
with argument x is equal to the value with argument ENTIERCX>. When the 
argument of a (discrete) probability function is not contained in the support of 
the distribution, the value 0 is assigned to the procedure identifier. The param-
eter list of the inverse distribution function contains a Boolean LEFT to indi-
cate if either the left hand tail inverse or the right hand tail inverse has to be 
computed. The left hand tail inverse of the value PROB is defined as the max-
imum of all values Y of the support such that PCX<Y><PROB, where x is a ran-
dom variable with the distribution considered. The right hand tail inverse of 
the value PROB is defined as the minimum of all values Y of the support such 
that PCX;;;a.Y><PROB. When it is possible to compute the ~verse distribution 
function, a value larger than the maximum or smaller than the minimum of the 
support is assigned to the procedure identifier. (This value iS maximum + l or 
minimum -1 for most distributions, and is maximum +2 or minimum -2 for 
WILCOXINV and KENDALLINV). 
We aimed for a precision of 10-10 in the computation of the procedures. 
In some cases it was not possible to obtain such a precision. The procedures 
which are computed 'exactly' have a precision equal to the machine precision 
10-14• Most procedures that approximate a function instead of computing it 
'exactly' use the procedures INCONPLETE BETA, LOGGANNA or PHI. 
The computation of the procedures WILCOX, WILCOXINV, WILCOXPROB, KEN-
DALL, KENDALLINV and KENDALLPROB takes a considerable amount of time, so it 
is advised to use these procedures only with small samples, such as the ones in 




AUTHOR: J.H. Bethlehem 
INSTITUTE: Mathematical Centre 
RECEIVED: 740101 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
The procedure computes the binomial distribution function, i.e. the probability 
that the number of successes in N independent experiments is less than or 
equal to a given value x. Each of the experiments performed has the same, 
fixed probability P of succes. 
KEYWORDS 
Binomial distribution function 
CALLING SEQUENCE 
Heading 
"REAL" "PROCEDURE" BIN (X, N, P); 
"VALUE" X, N, P; 
"REAL" X, N, P; 
"CODE" 41000; 
Formal parameters 
x: <arithmetic expression>, argument of the distribution function; 
N: <arithmetic expression>, number of experiments; 
P: <arithmetic expression>, probability of success in a single experi-
ment. 
DATA AND RESULTS 
The value of the distribution function is assigned to the procedure identifier 
BIN. 
The following error messages may appear: 
Erromumber 2 (if N is not an integer;;;;., o) 










METHOD AND PERFORMANCE 
The distribution function is computed exactly for N .;;;; 1000, and is approxi-
mated for N > 1 OOO by: 
1 - INCOMPLETE BETA (P,ENTIER(X + 1),N - ENTIER(X), EPSILON), 
where EPSILON, the precision of the incomplete BETA function, equals 10-12 • 
The precision of the computation is 10-10 • 




BIN( 24, 100, .18), 
BINC200, 400, .48), 








"REAL" "PROCEDURE" BIN(X, N, P); 
"VALUE" X, N, P; "REAL" X, N, P; 
"BEGIN" "INTEGER" IX; 
4 
IX:= ENTIER(X); 
"IF" N < 0 "OR" N > ENTIER(N) "THEN" 
BIN:= STATAL3 ERROR("("BIN")", 2, N) "ELSE" 
"IF" P < 0 "OR" P > 1 "THEN" 
BIN:= STATAL3 ERROR("("BIN")", 3, P) "ELSE" 
"IF" IX < 0 "THEN" BIN:= 0 "ELSE" 
"IF" IX >= N "THEN" BIN:= 1 "ELSE" 
"IF" P = 0 "THEN" BIN:= 1 "ELSE" 
"IF" P = 1 "THEN" BIN:= 0 "ELSE" 
"IF" N > 1000 "THEN" 
"BEGIN" "REAL" B; 
B:= 1 - INCOMPLETE BETACP, IX + 1, N - IX, "-12>; 
BIN:= "IF" B < 0 "THEN" 0 "ELSE" B; 
"END" "ELSE" 
"BEGIN" "REAL" "PROCEDURE" TAIL; 
"BEGIN" "INTEGER" I; "REAL" PROB, CUM, LAST; 
PROB:= CUM:= BINPROB(IX, N, P); 
"FOR" l:= IX - 1, I - 1 "WHILE" CUM > LAST "DO" 
"BEGIN" PROB:= 
1.1.1.1 Bin 
PROB * (1 - P) I P * (l + 1) I (N - I); 




"IF" X > ENTIER(N I 2) "THEN" 
"BEGIN" IX:= N - IX - 1; P:= 1 - P; 
BIN:= 1 - TAIL 







AUTHOR: J.H. Bethlehem 
INSTITUTE: Mathematical Centre 
RECEIVED: 750401 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
The procedure computes the left (right) hand tail inverse of the binomial distri-
bution, i.e. the largest (smallest) integer for which the left (right) hand tail pro-
bability of the distribution is less than or equal to a given value PROB. Each of 
the N experiments performed has the same, fixed probability P of succes. 
KEYWORDS 
Inverse binomial distribution function 
CALLING SEQUENCE 
Heading 
"REAL" "PROCEDURE" BININV (PROB, N, P, LEFT>; 
"VALUE" PROB, N, P, LEFT; 




PROB: <arithmetic expression>, tail probability of the value to be com-
puted; 
N: <arithmetic expression>, number of experiments; 
P: <arithmetic expression>, probability of success in a single experi-
ment; 
LEFT: <Boolean expression>, Indicating if either the left hand tail 
inverse or the right hand tail inverse has to be computed. In the 
first (second) case left should have the value "TRUE" ("FALSE"). 
DATA AND RESULTS 
The value of the inverse distribution function is assigned to the procedure 
identifier BININV. The value -1 CN + 1 > is assigned if the probability of o on 
is larger than PROB. 
The following error messages may appear: 
Erromumber 1 (if PROB..; 0 or PROB;;;., 1) 
Erromumber 2 (if N is not an integer ;;;., o) 














METHOD AND PERFORMANCE 
Bininv 
In both cases the inverse distribution function is computed using the recurrent 
relation between successive binomial probabilities, starting with an estimated 
inverse obtained from a normal approximation. 
The precision of the comparisons made is 10-10. 






BININV(.25, 10, .4, LEFT), 
BININVC.52, 12, .6, LEFT), 
BININVC.01, 3, .5, LEFT), 
BIN INV(. 74, 11, • 7, "NOT" LEFT>, 
BININVC.61, 8, .3, "NOT" LEFT>, 













"REAL" "PROCEDURE" BININVCPROB, N, P, LEFT>; 
"VALUE" PROB, N, P, LEFT; 
"REAL" PROB, N, P; "BOOLEAN" LEFT; 
"BEGIN" "INTEGER" X; "REAL" PX, PCUM; 
8 
"IF" PROB <= 0 "OR" PROB >= 1 "THEN" 
STATAL3 ERRORC"C"BININV")", 1, PROB) "ELSE" 
"IF" N > ENTIERCN) "OR" N < 0 "THEN" 
STATAL3 ERRORC"C"BININV")", 2, N) "ELSE" 
"IF" P < 0 "OR" P > 1 "THEN" 
STATAL3 ERRORC"C"BININV")", 3, P); 
"IF" P = 0 "OR" N = 0 "THEN" 
BININV:= ("IF" LEFT "THEN" -1 "ELSE" 1) 
"ELSE" "IF" P = 1 "THEN" 
BININV:= C"IF" LEFT "THEN" N - 1 "ELSE" N + 1) 
"ELSE" "IF" LEFT "THEN" 
"BEGIN" X:= PHINV(PROB) * 
SQRTCN * P * C1 - P)) - 0.5 + N * P; 
"IF" X < 0 ".THEN" X:= 0 
"ELSE" "IF" X > N "THEN" X:= N; 
"IF" PROB < (1 - P) ** N "THEN" BININV:= -1 "ELSE" 
"BEGIN" PX:= BINPROB(X, N, P); PCUM:= BINCX, N, P); 
"IF" PCUM > PROB "THEN" 
"BEGIN" "FOR" PCUM:= PCUM - PX 
"WHILE" PCUM > PROB "DO" 
"BEGIN" PX:= PX * X * (1 - P) I 
CN - X + 1) I P; 
X:= X "'" 1 
"END"; X:= X -
"END" "ELSE" 
"BEGIN" "FOR" PX:= 
PX* CN - X) I ex+ 1) * p I (1 - P) 
"WHILE" PCUM + PX < PROB "DO" 





"BEGIN" X:= PHINVC1 - PROB) * 
SQRTCN * P * C1 - P)) + 0.5 + N * P; 
"IF" X < 0 "THEN" X:= 0 "ELSE" 
"IF" X > N "THEN" X:= N; 
"IF" PROB < P ** N "THEN" BININV:= N + 1 "ELSE" 
"BEGIN" PCUM:= 1 - BINCX - 1, N, P); 
PX:= BINPROBCX, N, P); 
"IF" PCUM < PROB "THEN" 
"BEGIN" "FOR" PX:= 
PX* X * (1 - P) I CN - X + 1) I P 
"WHILE" PCUM + PX < PROB "DO" 




"BEGIN" "FOR" PCUM:= PCUM - PX 
"WHILE" PCUM > PROB "DO" 
"BEGIN" PX:= PX * CN - X) * P I 
ex+ 1> / c1 - P>; 
X:= X + 1 










AUTHOR: R Kaas 
INSTITUTE: Mathematical Centre 
RECEIVED: 750201 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
The procedure computes the binomial probability function, i.e. the probability 
that the number of successes in N independent experiments is equal to a given 
value x. Each of the experiments performed has the same, fixed probability P 
of success. 
KEYWORDS 
Binomial probability function 
CALLING SEQUENCE 
Heading 
"REAL" "PROCEDURE" BINPROB ex, N, P); 
"VALUE" X, N, P; 
"REAL" X, N, P; 
"CODE" 41251; 
Formal parameters 
x: <arithmetic expression>, argument of the probability function; 
N: <arithmetic expression>, number of experiments; 
P: <arithmetic expression>, probability of success in a single exper-
iment. 
DATA AND RESULTS 
The value of the probability function is assigned to the procedure identifier 
BINPROB. 
The following error messages may appear: 
Erromumber 2 (if N is not an integer ;;;. o) 










METHOD AND PERFORMANCE 
The probability function is computed as follows: 
BINPROB(X,N,P) =EXP CLOGGAMMA(N + 1) - LOGGAMMACX + 1) 
-LOGGAMMACN-X+1) + X * LN (P) + CN - X) * LN C1 - P)). 
The precision is 10-10. 




BINPROB(2, 4, .50), 
BINPROBCO, 3, .25), 








"REAL" "PROCEDURE" BINPROBCX, N, P); 
"VALUE" X, N, P; "REAL" X, N, P; 
BINPROB:= "IF" N < 0 "OR" N > ENTIER(N) 
"EOP" 
"THEN" STATAL3 ERROR("("BINPROB")", 2, N) 
"ELSE" "IF" P < 0 "OR" P > 1 
"THEN" STATAL3 ERROR("("BINPROB")", 3, P) 
"ELSE" "IF" X < 0 "OR" X > N "OR" X > ENTIER(X) 
"THEN" 0 "ELSE" "IF" P = 0 "OR" N = 0 
"THEN" ("IF" X = 0 "THEN" 1 "ELSE" 0) 
"ELSE" "IF" P = 1 
"THEN" ("IF" X = N "THEN" 1 "ELSE" 0) 
"ELSE" EXP(LOGGAMMA(N+1) - LOGGAMMA(X+1) 





AUTIIOR: R Kaas 
INSTITUTE: Mathematical Centre 
RECEIVED: 750515 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
The procedure computes the hypergeometric distribution function, i.e. the pro-
bability that in a sample of size N, drawn (without replacement) from a popu-
lation of size 1111, the number of elements with a given property is less than or 
equal to a given value x. R is the total number of elements with the given 
property. 
KEYWORDS 
Hypergeometric distribution function 
CALLING SEQUENCE 
Heading 
"REAL" "PROCEDURE" HYPERG (X, N, R, 1111); 
"VALUE" X, N, R, Iii; 
"REAL" X, N, R, 1111; 
"CODE" 41004; 
Formal parameters 
x: <arithmetic expression>, argument of the distribution function; 
N: <arithmetic expression>, size of the sample; 
R: <arithmetic expression>, number of elements in the population 
with the given property; 
1111: <arithmetic expression>, size of the population. 
DATA AND RESULTS 
The value of the distribution function is assigned to the procedure identifier 
HYPERG. 
The following error messages may appear: 
Erromumber 2 (if N is not an integer;;;.. o, or N > 1111) 
Erromumber 3 (if R is not an integer ;;;.. o, or R > 1111) 












METHOD AND PERFORMANCE 
Hyperg 
The distribution function is computed exactly for M.;;;; 100000. Using the value 
of HYPERGPROB< x, N, R, M > and the recurrent relation of the hypergeometric dis-
tribution, the smallest tail of the distribution is computed. The iteration pro-
cedure is terminated when the change in the probability is less than 10-14 • If 
the right tail was computed, the result is subtracted from 1. 
For M > 100000 a normal approximation is used. (Cf. Molenaar (1973) formula 
(2.45) on page 136 and formula (2.27) on page 126). 
For M .,.;;; 100000 the precision is 10-10 , and for M > 100000 the precision is 
10-s. 
REFERENCE 
[l] W. Molenaar Approximations to the poisson, binomial and hyper-
geometric distributions, Mathematical Centre Tracts 31, Mathematical 
Centre, Amsterdam, 1973. 




HYPERG( 2, 5, 13, 18), 
HYPERG( 7, 18, 12, 60), 








"REAL" "PROCEDURE" HYPERGCX, N, R, NN>; 
"VALUE" X, N, R, NN; "REAL" X, N, R, NN; 
"BEGIN" "INTEGER" I; "REAL" SUM, LAST, TERM; "BOOLEAN" LEFT; 
"IF" N < 0 "OR" N > NN "OR" N - ENTIER(N) 'I: 0 "THEN" 
STATAL3 ERROR("("HYPERG")", 2, N); 
"IF" R < 0 "OR" R > NN "OR" R - ENTIER(R) "'!: 0 "THEN" 
STATAL3 ERROR("("HYPERG")", 3, R>; 
"IF" NN - ENTIER(NN) 'I: 0 "THEN" 




"IF" N > NN I 2 "THEN" 
"BEGIN" LEFT:= "FALSE"; N:= NN - N; X:= R - X - 1 "END"; 
"IF" R > NN I 2 "THEN" 
"BEGIN" LEFT:= "NOT" LEFT; R:= NN - R; 
X:= N - X - 1 
"END"; 
"IF" N > R "THEN" "BEGIN" I:= N; N:= R; R:= I "END"; 
"IF" X < 0 "THEN" HYPERG:= "IF" LEFT "THEN" 0 "ELSE" 
"ELSE" 
."IF" X >= N "THEN" HYPERG:= "IF" LEFT "THEN" "ELSE" 0 
"ELSE" "IF" NN > "5 "THEN" 
"BEGIN" "REAL" BETA, TAU, CHI; 
TAU:= SQRT(R * N * CNN - N) * CNN - R) I NN) I NN; 
CHI:= (X + .5 - N * R I NN) I TAU; 
BETA:= (CHI * CHI + 2) I 12; 
X:= "IF" R <= NN I 4 "THEN" 
2 * CSQRTCCX + .5 + BETA) 
* CNN - R - N + X + .5 + BETA)) 
- SQRT((N - X - .5 + BETA) * 
(R - X - .5 + BETA))) I 
SQRTCNN + 1.5 - NN * NN I 2 IN I (NN - N)) 
"ELSE" 
CHI + CC~I * CHI - 1) * 
(2 * N - NN) * CNN - 2 * R) 
I 6 I TAU I NN I NN + CHI * 
(1 - 3 * CNN - N) * N I NN I NN) 
I 48 I TAU I TAU; 
HYPERG:= PHIC"IF" LEFT "THEN" X "ELSE" -X) 
"END" "ELSE" 
"BEGIN" X:= ENTIER(X); 
TERM:= SUM:= HYPERGPROB(X, N, R, NN); 
"IF" X > (N + 1) * CR+ 1) I CNN+ 2) "THEN" 
"BEGIN" LEFT:= "NOT" LEFT; SUM:= O; 
"FOR" I:= X + 1, I + 1 "WHILE" LAST < SUM "DO" 
"BEGIN" TERM:= TERM* (N - I+ 1) * (R - I+ 1> 
I I I CNN - R - N + l); 
LAST:= SUM; SUM:= SUM + TERM 
"END" 
"END" "ELSE" 
"FOR" I:= X, I - 1 "WHILE" LAST < SUM "DO" 
"BEGIN" TERM:= TERM * I * CNN - N - R + I) 
I CN - I + 1) I CR - I + 1); 
LAST:= SUM; SUM:= SUM + TERM 
"END"; 








AUTHOR: J. Bethlehem 
INSTITUTE: Mathematical Centre 
RECEIVED: 750401 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
The procedure computes the left (right) hand tail inverse of the hypergeometric 
distribution i.e. the largest (smallest) integer for which the left (right) hand tail 
probability of the distribution is less than or equal to a given value PROB. M is 
the size of the population, N the size of the sample and R the number of ele-
ments in the population with a given property. 
KEYWORDS 
Inverse hypergeometric distribution function 
CALLING SEQUENCE 
Heading 
"REAL" "PROCEDURE" HYPERGINV (PROB, N, R, M, LEFT>; 
"VALUE" PROB, N, R, M, LEFT; 
"REAL" N, R, M, "BOOLEAN" LEFT; 
"CODE" 41005; 
Formal parameters 
PROB: <arithmetic expression>, tail probability of the value to be com-
puted; 
N: <arithmetic expression>, size of the sample; 
R: <arithmetic expression>, number of elements in the population 
with a given property; 
M: <arithmetic expression>, size of the population; 
LEFT: <boolean expression>, indicating if either the left hand tail 
inverse or the right hand tail inverse has to be computed. In the 
first (second) case left should have the value "TRUE" ("FALSE"). 
DATA AND RESULTS 
The value of the inverse distribution function is assigned to the procedure 
identifier HYPERGINV. If left is "TRUE" and the probability of MAX<O,N+R-M) is 
greater than PROB, the value MAX<O,N+R-M)-1 is assigned. If left is "FALSE" 
and the probability of MIN<N,R) is greater than PROB, the value MINCN,RH1 is 
assigned. 
The following error messages may appear: 
Erromumber 1 (if PROB .;;;; 0 or PROB ;;a. 1) 
Erromumber 2 (if N is not an integer ;;a. o, or N > M) 
Erromumber 3 (if R is not an integer ;;a. o, or R > M) 














METHOD AND PERFORMANCE 
1.1.2.2 
In both cases the value of the inverse distribution function is computed using 
the recurrent relation between successive hypergeometric probabilities, starting 
with an estimated inverse obtained from a normal approximation. 
The precision of the comparisons made is 10-10 • 















HYPERGINVC.25, 10, 8, 12, LEFT), 
HYPERGINVC.52, 12, 14, 30, LEFT), 
HYPERGINVC.01, 3, 10, 15, LEFT), 
HYPERGINVC.74, 11, 10, 25, "NOT" LEFT>, 
HYPERGINVC.61, 8, 8, 10, "NOT" LEFT>, 




"REAL" "PROCEDURE" HYPERGINV(PROB, N, R, M, LEFT>; 
"VALUE" PROB, N, R, M, LEFT; 
"REAL" PROB, N, R, M; "BOOLEAN" LEFT; 
"BEGIN" "INTEGER" X; "REAL" PX, PCUM, LOW, UP; 
"IF" PROB <= 0 "OR" PROB >= 1 "THEN" 
STATAL3 ERROR("C"HYPERGINV")", 1, PROB) "ELSE" 
"IF" N > ENTIER(N) "OR" N < 0 "OR" N > M "THEN" 
STATAL3 ERROR("("HYPERGINV")", 2, N) "ELSE" 
"IF" R > ENTIER(R) "OR" R < 0 "OR" R > M "THEN" 
STATAL3 ERRORC"C"HYPERGINV")", 3, R) "ELSE" 
"IF" M > ENTIER(M) "OR" M < 0 "THEN" 
STATAL3 ERROR("("HYPERGINV")", 4, M); 
LOW:= "IF" N + R - M > 0 "THEN" N + R - M "ELSE" 0; 
UP:= "IF" N < R "THEN" N "ELSE" R; 
"IF" N = 0 "OR" R = 0 "THEN" 
HYPERGINV:= ("IF" LEFT "THEN" -1 "ELSE" +1) 
"ELSE" "IF" N = M "OR" R = M "THEN" 
HYPERGINV:= ("IF" LEFT "THEN" M - 1 "ELSE" M + 1) 
"ELSE" "IF" LEFT "THEN" 
"BEGIN" X:= PHINVCPROB) * SQRTCCM - N) * N * R * 
CM - R) I CM* M *CM - 1))) + R *NIM+ 0.5; 
"IF" X < LOW "THEN" X:= LOW "ELSE" 
"IF" X > UP "THEN" X:= UP; 
"IF" PROB < HYPERGPROB(LOW, N, R, M) "THEN" 
HYPERGINV:= LOW - 1 
"ELSE" 
"BEGIN" PX:= HYPERGPROBCX, N, R, M); 
PCUM:= HYPERGCX, N, R, M); 
"IF" PCUM > PROB "THEN" 
"BEGIN" "FOR" PCUM:= PCUM - PX 
"WHILE" PCUM > PROB "DO" 
"BEGIN" PX:= PX * X * CM - N - R + X) I 
(N - X + 1) I CR - X + 1); X:= X - 1 
"END"; X:= X - 1 
"END" "ELSE" 
"BEGIN" "FOR" PX:= PX * (N - X) * CR - X) I 
ex+ 1> / CR - x + 1> 
"WHILE" PCUM + PX < PROB "DO" 





"BEGIN" X:= PHINVC1 - PROB) * SQRT((M - N) * N * R * 
CM - R) I CM* M * CM - 1))) + R * N IM - 0.5; 
"IF" X < LOW "THEN" X:= LOW "ELSE" 
"IF" X > UP "THEN" X:= UP; 
"IF" PROB < HYPERGPROBCUP, N, R, fll) "THEN" 





"BEGIN" PCUM:= 1 - HYPERGCX - 1, N, R, 110; 
PX:= HYPERGPROBCX, N, R, M); 
"IF" PCUM < PROB "THEN" 
"BEGIN" "FOR" PX:= PX * X * (M - N - R + X) I 
CN - X + 1) I CR - X + 1) 
"WHILE" PCUM + PX < PROB "DO" 
"BEGIN" X:= X - 1; PCUM:= PCUM + PX "END" 
"END" "ELSE" 
"BEGIN" "FOR" PCUM:= PCUM - PX 
"WHILE" PCUM > PROB "DO" 
"BEGIN" PX:= PX * (N - X) * CR - X) I 
ex+ 1) I CM - N - R + x + 1); 
X:= X + 1 










TITLE: · Hypergprob 
AumoRS: R. Kaas, J.M. Buhrman 
INSTITUTE: Mathematical Centre 
RocEIVED: 76090 l 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
The procedure computes the hypergeometric probability function, i.e. the pro-
bability that in a sample of size N, drawn (without replacement) from a popu-
lation of size M, the number of elements with a given property is equal to a 
given value x. R is the total number of elements with the given property. 
KEYWORDS 
Hypergeometric probability function 
CALLING SEQUENCE 
Heading 
"REAL" "PROCEDURE" HYPERGPROB ex, N, R, M); 
"VALUE" X, N, R, M; 
"REAL" X, N, R, M; 
"CODE" 41253; 
Formal parameters 
x: <arithmetic expression>, argument of the probability function; 
N: <arithmetic expression>, size of the sample; 
R: <arithmetic expression>, number of elements in the population 
with the given property; 
M: <arithmetic expression>, size of the population; 
DATA AND RESULTS 
The value of the probability function is assigned to the procedure identifier 
HYPERGPROB. 
The following error messages may appear: 
Erromumber 2 (if N is not an integer ;;;;.. o, or N > M) 
Erromumber 3 (if R is not an integer ;;;. o, or R > 111) 










METHOD AND PERFORMANCE 
The probability function is computed as follows: 
HYPERGROBCX,N,R,M)= 
1
BINCOEFCX, N)*BINCOEFCM-N, R-X) /BINCOEFCM, R) 
EXP(LOGGAMMA(N+1 HLOGGAMMACM-N+1 HLOGGAMMACR+1 >+ 




where BINCOEFCK,l) is the binomial coefficient K! /(L!*CK-L) ! ). 
The precision is 10-10. 




HYPERGPROBC3, 6, 6, 12), 
HYPERGPROBC2, 3, 9, 11), 








"REAL" "PROCEDURE" HYPERGPROBCX, N, R, M); 
"VALUE" X, N, R, M; "REAL" X, N, R, M; 
"BEGIN" 
20 
"INTEGER" "PROCEDURE" BINCOEFCN, K); "VALUE" N, K; 
"INTEGER" N, K; 
"BEGIN" "INTEGER" B, L, B1; 
B1:= "IF" K > N - K "THEN" N - K "ELSE" K; B:= 1; 
"FOR" L:= 1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" B1 "DO" 
B:= B * CN + 1 - L) // L; 
BINCOEF:= B 
"END"; 
"IF" N < 0 "OR" N > M "OR" N > ENTIERCN) 
"THEN" STATAL3 ERROR("("HYPERGPROB")", 2, N) 
"ELSE" "IF" R < 0 "OR" R > M "OR" R > ENTIER(R) 
"THEN" STATAL3 ERROR("("HYPERGPROB")", 3, R) 
1.1.2.3 
1.1.2.3 Hypergprob 
"ELSE" "IF" M > ENTIER(M) 
"THEN" STATAL3 ERROR("("HYPERGPROB")", 4, M); 
"IF" X < 0 "OR" X < N+R-M "OR" X > N "OR" X > R 
"OR" X > ENTIER(X) 
"THEN" HYPERGPROB:= 0 "ELSE" 
"IF" N = 0 "OR" M = 0 "THEN" HYPERGPROB:= 
("IF" X = 0 "THEN" 1 "ELSE" 0) "ELSE" 
"IF" N = M "OR" R = M "THEN" HYPERGPROB:= 
C"IF" X = M "THEN" 1 "ELSE" 0) "ELSE" 
"IF" M <= 51 "THEN" 
HYPERGPROB:= (BINCOEFCN, X) * BINCOEF(M - N, R - X)) 
I BINCOEFCM, R) 
"ELSE" 
"BEGIN" "INTEGER" I; "REAL" PROB; PROB:= O; 
"FOR" I:= N, M-N, R, M-R "DO" 
PROB:= PROB + LOGGAMMA(I + 1); 
"FOR" I:= N - X, X, M - N - R + X, R - X, M "DO" 






Negbin 1 .1 .3.1 
'frn.E: Negbin 
AUTIIOR: R. Kaas 
INSTITUTE: Mathematical Centre 
RECEIVED: 750201 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
The procedure computes the negative binomial distribution function, i.e. the 
probability that the number of experiments, needed to obtain a given numbere 
of K successes, is less than or equal to a given value x. Each of the experi-
ments performed has the same fixed probability P of success. 
KEYWORDS 
Negative binomial distribution function 
CALLING SEQUENCE 
Heading . 
"REAL" "PROCEDURE" NEGBIN ex, K, P); 
"VALUE" X, K, P; 
"REAL" X, K, P; 
"CODE" 41009; 
Formal parameters 
x: <arithmetic expression>, argument of the distribution function; 
K: <arithmetic expression>, required number of successes; 
P: <arithmetic expression>, probability of success in a single experi-
ment. 
DATA AND RESULTS 
The value of the distribution function is assigned to the procedure identifier 
NE GB IN 
The following error messages may appear: 
Erromumber 2 (if K is not an integer;;;;. o) 










METHOD AND PERFORMANCE 
The distribution function is computed as follows: 
NEGBIN(X,K,P)=1-BIN(K-1, ENTIER(X), P). 
The precision is 10-10. 




NEGBIN( 10.5, 7, .44), 
NEGBIN( 15.0, 11, .60), 








"REAL" "PROCEDURE" NEGBIN(X, K, P>; 
"VALUE" X, K, P; "REAL" X, K, P; 
NEGBIN:= "IF" K < 0 "OR" K > ENTIER(K) 
"EOP" 
"THEN" STATAL3 ERROR("("NEGBIN")", 2, K) 
"ELSE" "IF" P <= 0 "OR" P > 1 
"THEN" STATAL3 ERROR("("NEGBIN")", 3, P) 
"ELSE" "IF" X >= K "THEN" 






AumoR: J. Bethlehem 
INSTITUTE: Mathematical Centre 
RECEIVED: 750401 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
The procedure computes the left (right) hand tail inverse of the negative bino-
mial distribution, i.e. the largest (smallest) integer for which the left (right) 
hand tail probability of the distribution is less than or equal to a given value 
PROB. Each of the experiments performed has the same, fixed probability P of 
success. 
KEYWORDS 
Inverse negative binomial distribution function 
CALLING SEQUENCE 
Heading 
"REAL" "PROCEDURE" NEGBININV (PROB, K, P, LEFT>; 
"VALUE" PROB, K, P, LEFT; 




PROB: <arithmetic expression>, tail probability of the value to be com-
puted; 
K: <arithmetic expression>, required number of successes; 
P: <arithmetic expression>, probability of success in a single experi-
ment; 
LEFT: <boolean expression>, indicating if either the left hand tail 
inverse or the right hand tail inverse has to be computed. In the 
first (second) case LEFT should have the value "TRUE" ("FALSE"). 
DATA AND RESULTS 
The value of the inverse distribution function is assigned to the procedure 
identifier NEGBININV. The value K-1 is assigned if the probability of K is 
larger than PROB. 
The following error messages may appear: 
Erromwnber I (if PROB "' 0 or PROB ;;;.. 1) 
Erromwnber 2 (if K is not an integer ;;i. o) 














METHOD AND PERFORMANCE 
Negbininv 
In both cases the value of NEGBININV is computed using the recurrent relation 
between successive negative binomial probabilities, starting with an estimated 
inverse obtained from a normal approximation. 
The precision of the comparisons made is 10-10. 






NEGBININVC.25, 10, .4, LEFT), 
NEGBININV(.52, 14, .6, LEFT), 
NEGBININV(.01, 3, .5, LEFT), 
NEGBININVC. 74, 11, • 7, "NOT" LEFT), 
NEGBININVC .61, 8, .3, "NOT" LEFT>, 













"REAL" "PROCEDURE" NEGBININV(PROB, K, P, LEFT); 
"VALUE" PROB, K, P, LEFT; 
"REAL" PROB, K, P; "BOOLEAN" LEFT; 
"BEGIN" "INTEGER" X; "REAL" PX, PCUM; 
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"IF" PROB <= 0 "OR" PROB >= 1 "THEN" 
STATAL3 ERROR("("NEGBININV")", 1, PROB) "ELSE" 
· "IF" K > ENTIER(K) "OR" K < 0 "THEN" 
STATAL3 ERROR("("NEGBININV")", 2, K) "ELSE" 
"IF" P <= 0 "OR" P > 1 "THEN" 
STATAL3 ERROR("("NEGBININV")", 3, P); 
"IF" P = 1 "OR" K = 0 "THEN" 
NEGBININV:= ("IF" LEFT "THEN" K - 1 "ELSE" K + 1) 
"ELSE" "IF" LEFT "THEN" 
"BEGIN" X:= (PHINV(PROB) * 
SQRT(K * (1 - P)) + K - P I 2) I P; 
"IF" X < K "THEN" X:= K; 
"IF" PROB < P ** K "THEN" NEGBININV:= K - 1 "ELSE" 
"BEGIN" PX:= NEGBINPROBCX, K, P); 
PCUM:= NEGBIN(X, K, P); 
"IF" PCUM > PROB "THEN" 
"BEGIN" "FOR" PCUM:= PCUM - PX 
"WHILE" PCUM > PROB "DO" 
"BEGIN" PX:= PX * ex - K) I C1 - p) 
/(X-1); 
X:= X - 1 
"END"; X:= X - 1 
"END" "ELSE" 
"BEGIN" "FOR" PX:= PX* (1- p) * x I ex - K + 1) 
"WHILE" PCUM + PX < PROB "DO" 





"BEGIN" X:= (PHINV(1 - PROB) * 
SQRT(K * (1 - P)) + K + P I 2) I P; 
"IF" X > K "THEN" X:= K; 
PCUM:= 1 - NEGBINCX - 1, K, P); 
PX:= NEGBINPROB(X, K, P); 
"IF" PCUM < PROB "THEN" 
"BEGIN" "FOR" PX:= PX* ex - K) I (1 - p) I ex - 1) 
"WHILE" PCUM + PX < PROB "DO" 
"BEGIN" X:= X - 1; PCUM:= PCUM + PX "END" 
"END" "ELSE" 
"BEGIN" "FOR" PCUM:= PCUM - PX 
"WHILE" PCUM > PROB "DO" 
"BEGIN" PX:= PX* (1 - P) * X I (X - K + 1); 
X:= X + 1 










Negbinprob 1.1 .3.3 
Tnu: Negbinprob 
AUTHOR: R. Kaas 
INSTITUTE: Mathematical Centre 
RECEIVED: 750201 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
The procedure computes the negative binomial probability function, i.e. the 
probability that the number of experiments, needed to obtain a given number 
of K successes, is equal to a given value x. Each of the experiments perf onned 
has the same, fixed probability P of success. 
KEYWORDS 
Negative binomial probability function 
CALLING SEQUENCE 
Heading 
"REAL" "PROCEDURE" NEGBINPROB (X, K, P); 
"VALUE" X, K, P; 
"REAL" X, K, P; 
"CODE" 41254; 
Formal parameters 
x: <arithmetic expression>, argument of the probability function; 
K: <arithmetic expression>, required number of successes; 
P: <arithmetic expression>, probability of success in a single experi-
ment. 
DATA AND RESULTS 
The value of the probability function is assigned to the procedure identifier 
NEGBINPROB. 
The following error messages may appear: 
Erromumber 2 (if K is not an integer;;;.. o) 










METHOD AND PERFORMANCE 
The probability function is computed as follows: 
NEGBINPROB(X,K,P) = P * BINPROB CK-1, ENTIERCX-1), P). 
The precision is 10-10. 




NEGBINPROB( 5, 3, .50), 
NEGBINPROB( 4, 1, .25>, 








"REAL" "PROCEDURE" NEGBINPROBCX, K, P); 
"VALUE" X, K, P; "REAL" X, K, P; 
NEGBINPROB:= "IF" K < 0 "OR" K > ENTIER(K) 
"THEN" STATAL3 ERROR("("NEGBINPROB")", 2, K) 
"ELSE" "IF" P <= 0 "OR" P > 1 
"THEN" STATAL3 ERRORC"("NEGBINPROB")", 3, P) 
"ELSE" "IF" X < K "OR" X > ENTIERCX) "THEN" 0 
"ELSE" "IF" P = 0 "THEN" 0 
"ELSE" "IF" P = 1 "OR" K = 0 
"THEN" ("IF" X = K "THEN" 1 "ELSE" 0) 






AUTHORS: M. van Gelderen, J.M. Buhrman 
INSTITUTE: Mathematical Centre 
RECEIVED: 76090 l 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
The procedure computes the Poisson distribution function, i.e. the probability 
that a random variable having a Poisson distribution with mean MU, is less 
than or equal to a given value x. 
KEYWORDS 
Poisson distribution function 
CALLING SEQUENCE 
Heading 
"REAL" "PROCEDURE" POISSON ex, MU); 
"VALUE" X, MU; 
"REAL" X, MU; 
"CODE" 41013; 
Formal parameters 
x: <arithmetic expression>, argument of the distribution function; 
MU: <arithmetic expression>, mean of the distibution. 
DATA AND RESULTS 
The value of the distribution function is assigned to the procedure identifier 
POISSON. 
The following error message may appear: 








METHOD AND PERFORMANCE 
The distribution function is computed exactly for MU ,so; 1000, and is approxi-
mated by PHICY> for MU> 1000, where v is the approximated normal deviate. 
(See Molenaar (1973), formula II.5.2 or Peizer & Pratt). 




[1] W. Molenaar: Approximations to the Poisson, binomial and hyper-
geometric distribution functions, Mathematical Centre Tracts 31, 
Mathematical Centre, Amsterdam, 1973. 
[2] D.B. Peizer & J.W. Pratt: A normal approximation for binomiai f, beta 
and other common, related tail probabilities, J. Amer. Stat. Assoc., 63, 
(1968) P.1416-1456. 





POISSON( 17.1, 20.5), 








"REAL" "PROCEDURE" POISSONCX, MU>; 
"VALUE" X, MU; "REAL" X, MU; 
"BEGIN" "INTEGER" IX; 
"REAL" "PROCEDURE" KSICK, L>; 
"VALUE" K, L; "REAL" L; "INTEGER" K; 
"BEGIN" "REAL" U, U2, W; W:= SQRTCL>; 
U:= 2 * (SQRT(K + 1) - W); 
U2:= U * U; KSI:= 
U + CU2 - 4) I 12 I W + C-U2 * U + 10 * U> I 72 I 
L + C21 * U2 * U2 - 371 * U2 - 52) I 6480 I L I W 
"END"; 
IX:= ENTIER(X); 
"IF" IX < 0 "THEN" POISSON:= 0 "ELSE" 
"IF" MU <= 0 "THEN" 
POISSON:= STATAL3 ERROR("("POISSON")",2,MU) 
"ELSE" 
"IF" MU > 1000 "THEN" POISSON:= PHICKSICIX, MU)) 
"ELSE" 
"BEGIN" "INTEGER" I, MODUS; "REAL" MODUSPROB, PROB, CUM; 
MODUS:= ENTIER(MU) + 1; "IF" IX < MODUS "THEN" 
"BEGIN" PROB:= CUM:= POISSONPROBCIX, MU); 
"FOR" I:= IX "STEP" -1 "UNTIL" 1 "DO" 
"BEGIN" PROB:= PROB * l I MU; 
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CUM:= CUM + PROB 
"END" 
"END" "ELSE" 
"BEGIN" MODUSPROB:= PROB:= CUM:= 
POISSONPROBCMODUS, MU); 
"FOR" I:= MODUS "STEP" -1 "UNTIL" 1 "DO" 
"BEGIN" PROB:= ·PROB * I I MU; 
CUM:= CUM + PROB 
"END"; PROB:= MODUSPROB; 
"FOR" I:= MODUS + 1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" IX "DO" 
"BEGIN" PROB:= PROB * MU I I; 











AumoR: J. Bethlehem 
INSTITUTE: Mathematical Centre 
RECEIVED: 750401 
BRIBF DESCRIPTION 
The procedure computes the left (right) hand tail inverse of the Poisson distri-
bution with mean MU, i.e. the largest (smallest) integer for which the left (right) 
hand tail probability of the distribution is less than or equal to a given value 
PROB. 
KEYWORDS 
Inverse Poisson distribution function 
CALUNG SEQUENCE 
Heading 
"REAL" "PROCEDURE" POISSONilllV (PROB, MU, LEFT>; 
"VALUE" PROB, MU, LEFT; 




PROB: <arithmetic expression>, tail probability of the value to be com-
puted; 
MU: <arithmetic expression>, mean of the distibution; 
LEFT: <boolean expression>, indicating if either the left hand tail 
inverse or the right hand tail inverse has to be computed. In the 
first (second) case left should have the value "TRUE" ("FALSE"). 
DATA AND RESULTS 
The value of the inverse distribution function is assigned to the procedure 
identifier POISSONINV. The value -1 is assigned if the probability of 0 is larger 
than PROB. 
The following error messages may appear: 
Erromumber 1 (if PROB ..;; 0 or PROB ;;;. 1) 














METHOD AND PERFORMANCE 
1.1.4.2 
In both cases the inverse distribution function is computed using the recurrent 
relation between successive Poisson probabilities, starting with an estimated 
inverse obtained from a normal approximation. 
The precision of the comparisons made is 10-10 • 






POISSONINVC.25, 1, LEFT), 
POISSONINVC.52, 2, LEFT), 
POISSONINVC.04, 17, LEFT), 
POISSON INV(. 74, 11, "NOT" LEFT>, 
POISSONINVC.61, 8, "NOT" LEFT>, 











"REAL" "PROCEDURE" POISSONINV(PROB, MU, LEFT); 
"VALUE" PROB, flllU, LEFT; 
"REAL" PROB, MU; "BOOLEAN" LEFT; 
"BEGIN" "INTEGER" X; "REAL" PX, PCUM; 
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"IF" PROB <= 0 "OR" PROB >= 1 "THEN" 
STATAL3 ERROR("("POISSONINV")", 1, PROB) "ELSE" 
"IF" MU <= 0 "THEN" 
STATAL3 ERRORC"C"POISSONINV")", 2, MU); 
"IF" LEFT "THEN" 
"BEGIN" X:= (PHINVCPROB) I 2 + SQRT(fl'IU)) ** 2 - 1; 
"IF" X < 0 "THEN" X:= 0; 
"IF" PROB < EXP(-fl'IU) "THEN" POISSONINV:= -1 "ELSE" 
1.1.4.2 Poissoninv 
"BEGIN" PX:= POISSONPROBCX, MU); 
PCUM:= POISSONCX, MU); 
"IF" PCUM > PROB "THEN" 
"BEGIN" "FOR" PCUM:= PCUM - PX 
"WHILE" PCUM > PROB "DO" 
"BEGIN" PX:= PX * X I MU; X:= X - 1 "END"; 
X:= X - 1 
"END" "ELSE" 
"BEGIN" "FOR" PX:= PX* MU I ex+ 1) 
"WHILE" PCUM + PX < PROB "DO" 





"BEGIN" X:= (PHINV(1 - PROB) I 2 + SQRTCllllU)) ** 2 + 1; 
"IF" X < 0 "THEN" X:= O; 
PCUM:= 1 - POISSONCX - 1, MU); 
PX:= POISSONPROB(X, MU); 
"IF" PCUM < PROB "THEN" 
"BEGIN" "FOR" PX:= PX * X I MU 
"WHILE" PCUM + PX < PROB "DO" 
"BEGIN" X:=. X - 1; PCUM:= PCUM + PX "END" 
"END" "ELSE" 
"BEGIN" "FOR" PCUM:= PCUM - PX 
"WHILE" PCUM > PROB "DO" 
"BEGIN" PX:= PX* MU I ex+ 1); X:= x + 1 "END"; 







Poissonprob 1 .1 .4.3 
TITLE: Poissonprob 
AUTHOR: R Kaas 
INSTITUTE: Mathematical Centre 
RECEIVED: 750201 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
The procedure computes the Poisson probability function, i.e. the probability 
that a random variable having a Poisson distribution with mean MU, is equal to 
a given value x. 
KEYWORDS 
Poisson probability function 
CALLING SEQUENCE 
Heading 
"REAL" "PROCEDURE" POISSONPROB ex, MU); 
"VALUE" X, MU;. 
"REAL" X, MU; 
"CODE" 41252; 
Formal parameters 
x: <arithmetic expression>, argument of the probability function; 
MU: <arithmetic expression>, mean of the distribution. 
DATA AND RESULTS 
The value of the probability function is assigned to the procedure identifier 
POISSONPROB. 
The following error message may appear: 








METHOD AND PERFORMANCE 
The probability function is computed as follows: 
POISSONPROB(X, MU) = EXP(-MU+X*LNOllU) - LOGGAMMA(X+1 )). 
The precision is 10-10. 
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1.1.4.3 














"REAL" "PROCEDURE" POISSONPROBCX, MU); 
"VALUE" X, MU; "REAL" X, MU; 
POISSONPROB:= "IF" MU <= 0 
"THEN" STATAL3 ERRORC"C"POISSONPROB")", 2, MU) 
"ELSE" "IF" X < 0 "OR" X > ENTIER(X) "THEN" 0 







AurnoRs: J.M. Burhman, J.G. Bethlehem 
INSTITUTE: Mathematical Centre 
:RECEIVED: 780601 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
The procedure computes the distribution function of the test statistic w of 
Wilcoxon's two sample test (under the null-hypothesis), i.e. the probability that 
the value of w is less than or equal to a given value x. Let 111 and Ill be the 
sizes of two independent samples from two (possibly) different distributions. 
Wilcoxon's two sample test statistic w is the number of times that an observa-
tion from the first sample is larger than an observation from the second sam-
ple, multiplied by two. The procedure computes the distribution function of w 
under the null-hypothesis that the two samples are from the same (continuous) 
distribution. (Thus it is assumed that no equal observations occur in the joint 
sample). 
KEYWORDS 
Null-hypothesis distribution function of Wilcoxon's two sample test statistic 
CALLING SEQUENCE 
Heading 
"REAL" "PROCEDURE" WILCOX (X, Ill, Ill); 
"VALUE" X, Ill, Ill; 
"REAL" X, Ill, Ill; 
"CODE" 41020; 
Formal parameters 
x: <arithmetic expression>, argument of the distribution function; 
111: <arithmetic expression>, size of the first sample; 
N: <arithmetic expression>, size of the second sample. 
DATA AND RESULTS 
The value of the distribution function is assigned to the procedure identifier 
WILCOX. 
The following error messages may appear: 
Errornumber 2 (if Mis not an integer ;;;., o) 












METHOD AND PERFORMANCE 
Wilcox 
The distribution function is computed exactly by using a recurrence relation 
when M•No;;;400, and it is approximated by using an Edgeworth expansion when 
M*N>400 (cf. Fix and Hodges, 1955). In the trivial case that M=1 or N=1, the 
distribution function equals ENTIER(X/2+ 1) I (N+1) or ENTIERCX/2+1> I CIH 1) 
respectively. The computation using the recurrence relation is exact, but 
would require too much time and/ or memory for M•N> 400. The approxima-
tion requires little time and memory, but the precision is 10-s. However, this 
precision is not even guaranteed if M or N is small (say 2 to 5), but M•N>400. 
REFERENCE 
[1] E. Fix and J.L. Hodges Jr.: Significance probabilities of the Wilcoxon 
test, Ann. Math. Stat., 26 (1955), P.301. 
ExAMPLE OF USE 
"BEGIN" 
OUTPUT(61, "("3CZ.6D,I>")", 
WILCOX( 8, 3, 4), 
WILCOXC140, 140, 1), 








"REAL" "PROCEDURE" WILCOX(X,M,N); 
"VALUE" X,M,N; "REAL" X,M,N; 
"BEGIN" 
"INTEGER" "PROCEDURE" MIN(A,B); 
"VALUE" A,B; "INTEGER" A,B; 
MIN := "IF" A > B "THEN" B "ELSE" A; 
"INTEGER" "PROCEDURE" MAXCA,B); 
"VALUE" A,B; "INTEGER" A,B; 
MAX := "IF" A > B "THEN" A "ELSE" B; 
"REAL" WP1; "BOOLEAN" X EVEN, RIGHT; 
"INTEGER" MN; 
"IF" M < 0 "OR" ENTIERCM) < M "THEN" 
STATAL3 ERROR("("WILCOX")", 2, M); 
"IF" N < 0 "OR" ENTIER(N) < N "THEN" 
STATAL3 ERROR("("WILCOX")", 3, N); 




X := ENTIERCX/2); 
"IF" X < lllN/2 "THEN" RIGHT := "FALSE" "ELSE" 
"BEGIN" RIGHT := "TRUE"; X := lllN-X-1 "END"; 
X EVEN := ENTIERCX/2) * 2 = X; 
M := lllIN(M,N); N := lllN/M; 
"IF" X < 0 "THEN" WP1 := 0 "ELSE" 
"IF" M = 1 "THEN" WP1 := CX+1) I CN+1) "ELSE" 
"IF" M = 2 "THEN" WP1 := C"IF" X EVEN "THEN" 
CX+2>•CX+2) I C2*CN+1)*(N+2)) "ELSE" 
CX+1)•CX+3) I C2•CN+1)•(N+2)) ) "ELSE" 
"IF" 2•X = MN - 1 "THEN" WP1 := .5 "ELSE" 
"IF" !'IN > 400 "THEN" 
"BEGIN" "INTEGER" NOEPI, N2, N3, N4, M2, M3, 144; 
"REAL" FOY, F3Y, F5Y, F7Y, T3, T5, T7, Y, Y2; 
Y := (2•X + 1 - MN) I SQRTCMN * (Ill+ N + 1) I 3); 
Y2 := Y * Y; 
NOEf'I := 10 * MN * CM + N + 1); FOY := PHIDENSCY); 
N2 := N * N; N3 := N2 * N; N4 := N2 * N2; 
M2 := M * Ill; M3 := M2 * Ill; M4 := M2 * 1112; 
F3Y := Y * C3 - Y2); 
F5Y := Y * C-15 + Y2 * (10 - Y2)); 
F7Y := Y * C105 - Y2 * (105 - Y2 * C21 - Y2))); 
T3 := (M2 + N2 + MN + M + N) I NOEM I 2; 
T5 := (2 * CM4 + N4) + 4 * 
(M3 * N + N3 * M + M3 + N3) + 
6 * M2 * N2 + 7 * MN * CM + N) + M2 + N2 + 
2 * MN - Ill - N) I CNOEM * NOEM * 2.1); 
T7 := (1112 + N2 + MN + M + N) ** 2 
I (NOEM * NOEM * 8); 
WP1 := MAXCPHI(Y) - FOY * 
CT3 * F3Y - T5 * F5Y - T7 * F7Y), 0); 
"END" "ELSE" 
"BEGIN" "INTEGER" I,J,W,UP,UP1,UP2; "REAL" H1,H2; 
"IF" N * (X+1) <= 12000 "THEN" 
"BEGIN" M := N; N := MN I M "END"; 
"BEGIN" "REAL" "ARRAY" WP[O:X, 1:Ml; 
UP2 := MINCM, ENTIER((MN-X-1)/(N-1))); 
"FOR" I := MAX(2, -ENTIER(X/2-1111)) "STEP" 
"UNTIL" UP2 "DO" 
"BEGIN" UP:= X-Ol-I>*2; UP1 := MINCUP,I-1>; 
H1 := 1f(l+1); 
"FOR" W:= MAXCO, X-(M-I)*N) "STEP" 1 
"UNTIL" UP1 "DO" 
WPCW,l] := H1 * (W+1>; 
"END"; 
"FOR" J := 2 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" N "DO" 
"BEGIN" UP:= MINCX-(M-1)*J , J-1); 
H2 := 1/CJ+1 >; 
"FOR" W:= MAX<O, X-(M-2)•N-J) "STEP" 
"UNTIL" UP "DO" 
WPCW,1] := H2 * CW+1); 
UP2 := ("IF" J*M < X+1 "THEN" 
ENTIERCCMN-X-1)/(N-J)) "ELSE" 1111); 
"FOR" I := MAXC2,-ENTIERCX/J-llll)) "STEP" 
1.1.5.1 
1.1.5.1 
"UNTIL" UP2 "DO" 
"BEGIN" UP:= X - (M-I>*J; 
H1:= J/CI+J); H2 := I/CI+J); 
UP1 := MINCUP,J-1); 
"FOR" W := MAX<O, X-(M-l)*N) "STEP" 1 
"UNTIL" UP1 "DO" 
WP[W,IJ := WP[W,Il*H1; 
UP1 := MINCUP,I•J-I-1); 
"FOR" W := MAXCJ, X-CM-l)*N) "STEP" 1 
"UNTIL" UP1 "DO" 
WP[W,IJ := WP[W,Il*H1 + WP[W-J,I-1]•H2; 
UP1 := MINCUP,I•J-1); 
"FOR" W:= MAXCI•J-l, X-CM-l)*N) "STEP" 1 
"UNTIL" UP1 "DO" 
WP[W,IJ := H1 + WP[W-J,I-1J•H2; 
"END" 
"END"; 
WP1 := WP[X,MJ; 
"END"; 
"END"; 





Wilcoxinv 1.1 .5.2 
TITLE: Wilooxinv 
AUTHOR: J.M. Burhman 
INSTITUTE: Mathematical Centre 
.RECEIVED: 780601 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
The procedure computes the left (right) hand tail inverse of the distribution of 
the test statistic w of Wilcoxon's two sample test under the null-hypothesis, i.e. 
the largest (smallest) even integer for which the left (right) hand tail probabil-
ity of the distribution is less than or equal to a given value PROB. l"I and N are 
the sizes of the first and second sample, respectively. 
KEYWORDS 




"REAL" "PROCEDURE" WILCOXINV CPROB, M, N, LEFT); 
"VALUE" PROB, M, N, LEFT; 




PROB: <arithmetic expression>, tail probability of the value to be com-
puted; 
M: <arithmetic expression>, size of the first sample; 
N: <arithmetic expression>, size of the second sample; 
LEFT: <boolean expression>, indicating if either the left hand tail 
inverse or the right hand tail inverse has to be computed. In the 
first (second) case LEFT should have the value "TRUE" ("FALSE"). 
DATA AND RESULTS 
The value of the inverse distribution function is assigned to the procedure 
identifier IHLCOXINV. The value -2 <2 *I'll* N+2> is assigned if the probability 
of 0 < 2 * Iii * N > is larger than PROB. 
The following error messages may appear: 
Erromumber l (if PROB .;;; 0 or PROB ;;;.. 1) 
Erromumber 2 (if 111 is not an integer ;;;.. o) 












METHOD AND PERFORMANCE 
Wilcoxinv 
The computation is started by estimating the inverse using a simple normal 
approximation. H M•Nos;;;400 or M=1 or N=1 the estimated inverse is used to 
find the correct inverse from the exact distribution, otherwise the estimated 
inverse is corrected as far as possible with use of the Edgeworth expansion 
mentioned in section 1.1.5. l. 
The precision of the comparisons made is 10-14• 













WILCOXINV( .39, 4, 8, LEFT), 
WILCOXINV( .01, 26, 10, LEFT), 
WILCOXINVC.001, 4, 4, LEFT), 
WILCOXINV( .15, 8, 5, "NOT" LEFT>, 
WILCOXINV( .01, 26, 10, "NOT" LEFT), 





"REAL" "PROCEDURE" lrlILCOXINV(PROB, M, N, LEFT>; 
"VALUE" PROB, M, N, LEFT; "REAL" PROB, Jill, N; "BOOLEAN" LEFT; 
"BEGIN" 
44 
"INTEGER" X, Iii, WI, MN; "REAL" Z; "BOOLEAN" MN EVEN; 
MN := 14 * N; 
MN EVEN := ENTIERCMN/2) * 2 = MN; 
X := "IF" MN EVEN "THEN" MN/2 - 1 "ELSE" MN/2 - 1.5; 
PROB := PROB + "-13*(1-PROB); 
"IF" PROB <= 0 "OR" PROB >= 1 "THEN" 
STATAL3 ERROR("("lillLCOXINV")", 1, PROB) "ELSE" 
"IF" M < 0 "OR" ENTIER(M) < M "THEN" 
STATAL3 ERROR("C"WILCOXINV")", 2, Jill) "ELSE" 
"IF" N < 0 "OR" ENTIER(N) < N "THEN" 
STATAL3 ERROR("("lilILCOXINV")", 2, N) "ELSE" 
"IF" MN = 0 "THEN" WI := -2 "ELSE" 
"IF" PROB = .5 "THEN" WI := ENTIERCCMN-1 >12) * 2 "ELSE" 
"IF" M = 1 "THEN" WI := ENTIER(PROB•(N+1)) * 2 - 2 
"ELSE" 
"IF" N = "THEN" WI := ENTIERCPROB•(M+1)) * 2 - 2 
"ELSE" "IF'' MN > 400 "OR" M=2 "OR" N=2 "THEN" 
"BEGIN" Z := PHINVCPROB) * SQRTCMN*CM+N+1)/3) +MN; 
WI := Iii := ENTIER(Z/2) * 2; 
"IF" WI < 0 "THEN" WI := W := O; 
"IF" WI > 2•fillN "THEN" WI := W := 2*fillN; 
"IF" WILCOX(W, M, N) <= PROB "THEN" 
"BEGIN" "FOR" W := W + 2 
"WHILE" WILCOX(W, fill, N) <= PROB "DO" WI := Iii 
"END" "ELSE" 
"BEGIN" "FOR" Iii := W - 2 
"lrlHILE" lrllLCOX(lrl, M, N) > PROB "DO" WI := W; 
WI := WI - 2; 
"END"; 
"END" "ELSE" 
"BEGIN" "INTEGER" I,J,UP,UP1; "REAL" H1,H2; 
"BOOLEAN" RIGHT, EQUAL; "REAL" "ARRAY" WCMN[-1:X+2J; 
"INTEGER" "PROCEDURE" MAXCA,B); 
"VALUE" A,B; "INTEGER" A,B; 
MAX := "If" A > B "THEN" A "ELSE" B; 
"INTEGER" "PROCEDURE" MIN(A,B); 
"VALUE" A,B; "INTEGER" A,B; 
MIN := "IF" A > B "THEN" B "ELSE" A; 
RIGHT := PROB > .5; 
"IF" RIGHT "THEN" PROB := 1 - PROB; 
I := MAX(M,N); J := MINCfill,N); 
"IF" I* (X+1) > 12000 "THEN" 
"BEGIN" fill := J; N := I "END" "ELSE" 
"BEGIN" M := I; N := J "END"; 
"BEGIN" "REAL" "ARRAY" WP[Q:X, 1:MJ; 
"FOR" I := MAXC2,-ENTIER(X/2-M)) "STEP" 1 
"UNTIL" Iii "DO" 
"BEGIN" UP:= X-CM-I)*2; UP1 := MINCUP,I); 
1.1.5.2 
1.1.5.2 
H1 := 1/CI+1 >; 
"FOR" W:= 0 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" UP1 "DO" 
WP[W,ll := H1; 
"END"; 
"FOR" J := 2 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" N "DO" 
"BEGIN" UP:= MINCX-(M-1)*J , J); H2 := 1/CJ+1>; 
"FOR" W:= 0 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" UP "DO" 
WP[W, 1J := H2; 
"FOR" I := MAXC2,-ENTIERCX/J-M)) "STEP" 
"UNTIL" M "DO" 
"BEGIN" UP:= X - CM-I>*J; 
H1:= J/(I+J); H2 := I/CI+J); 
UP1 := MINCUP,J-1); 
"FOR" W := 0 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" UP1 "DO" 
WP[W,IJ := WP[W,IJ•H1; 
UP1 := MINCUP,I•J-l); 
"FOR" W := J "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" UP1 "DO" 
WP[W,IJ := WP[W,Il•H1 + WP[W-J,l-1J•H2; 
UP1 := MINCUP,l*J); 
"FOR" W := I•J-I+1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" UP1 
"DO" WP[W,ll := WP[W-J,I-1J•H2; 
"END" 
"END"; 
WCMN[-1] := O; 
WCMN[Ol := WP[O,MJ; 
"FOR" W := 1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" X "DO" 
WCMN[WJ := WCMN[W-1] + WP[W,MJ; 
"IF" MN EVEN "THEN" 











1 - WCMN[Xl; 
WI := PHINV(PROB) * SQRT(MN*CM+N+1)/3) +MN; 
W := ENTIER(Wl/2); 
"IF" W < 0 "THEN" WI := W := 0 "ELSE" WI:= W; 
"IF" WCMN[W] <= PROB "THEN" 
"BEGIN" "FOR" W := W + 1 
"WHILE" WCMN[WJ <= PROB "DO" WI := W 
"END" "ELSE" 
"BEGIN" "FOR" W := W - 1 
"WHILE" WCMN[WJ > PROB "DO" WI := W; 
WI := WI - 1; 
"END"; 
EQUAL := WCMN[Wl] = PROB; 
"IF" RIGHT "THEN" 
"BEGIN" "IF" EQUAL "THEN" WI := 2 * (MN - WI - 1) 
"ELSE" WI := 2 * (MN - WI - 2) 
"END" 










TITLE: . Wilooxprob 
AUTHOR: J.M. Burhman 
INSTITUTE: Mathematical Centre 
RECEIVED: 780601 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
The procedure computes the probability function of the test statistic w of 
Wilcoxon's two sample test (under the null-hypothesis), i.e. the probability that 
the value of w is equal to a given value x. Let M and N be the sizes of two 
independent samples from two (possibly) different distributions. Wilcoxon's 
two sample test statistic w is the number of times that an observation from the 
first sample is larger than an observation from the second sample. The pro-
cedure computes the probability function of w under the null-hypothesis that 
the two samples are from the same (continuous) distribution. (Thus it is 
assumed that no equal observations occur in the joint sample). 
KEYwORDS 
Null-hypothesis probability function of Wilcoxon's two sample test statistic 
CALLING SEQUENCE 
Heading 
"REAL" "PROCEDURE" WILCOXPROB ex, M, N); 
"VALUE" X, M, N; 
"REAL" X, M, N; 
"CODE" 41022; 
Formal parameters 
x: <arithmetic expression>, argument of the probability function; 
M: <arithmetic expression>, size of the first sample; 
N: <arithmetic expression>, size of the second sample. 
DATA AND RESULTS 
The value of the probability function is assigned to the procedure identifier 
WILCOXPROB. 
The following error messages may appear: 
Erromumber 2 (if M is not an integer ;;;. o) 










METHOD AND PERFORMANCE 
1.1.5.3 
The probability function is computed exactly, by using a recurrence relation, 
when M•N<400, and is approximated as WILCOXPROBCX,M,N)= WILCOXCX,M,N) 
-WILCOXCX-2,M,N) when M•N<400. In the trivial cases that M=1 or N=1, the 
probability function equals 1/CN+1 > or 1/CM+1 >, respectively. The computa-
tion using the recurrence relation is exact, but would require too much time 
and/ or memory for M*N>400. The approximation requires little time and 
memory, but the precision is 10-s. However, the precision is not even 
guaranteed if Mor N is small (say 2 to 5), but M•N>400. 
ExAMPLE OF USE 
"BEGIN" 
OUTPUTC61, "C"3CZ.6D,J)")", 
WILCOXPROBC 6, 4, 3), 
WILCOXPROBC140, 140, 1), 








"REAL" "PROCEDURE" WILCOXPROBCX,M,N); 
"VALUE" X,M,N; "REAL" X,M,N; 
"BEGIN" 
48 
"INTEGER" "PROCEDURE" MINCA,B); 
"VALUE" A,B; "INTEGER" A,B; 
MIN := "IF" A > B "THEN" B "ELSE" A; 
"INTEGER" "PROCEDURE" MAXCA,B); 
"VALUE" A,B; "INTEGER" A,B; 
MAX := "IF" A > B "THEN" A "ELSE" B; 
"REAL" WP1; 
"INTEGER" MN; 
"IF" M < 0 "OR" ENTIERCM) < M "THEN" 
STATAL3 ERRORC"C"WILCOXPROB")", 2, M); 
"IF" N < 0 "OR" ENTIERCN) < N "THEN" 
STATAL3 ERRORC"C"WILCOXPROB")", 3, N); 
MN := M * N; 
X := MINCX/2, MN - X/2); 
M := MINCM,N); N := MN/M; 
"IF" ENTIER(X) < X "THEN" WP1 := 0 "ELSE" 
"IF" X < 0 "THEN" WP1 := 0 "ELSE" 
"IF" MN = 0 "THEN" WP1 := 1 "ELSE" 
1.1.5.3 
"IF" M = 1 "THEN" WP1 := 1/(N+1) "ELSE" 
"IF" M = 2 "THEN" 
WP1 := ENTIERCX/2+1) I CCN+1)*(N+2)/2) "ELSE" 
"IF" MN > 400 "THEN" 
WP1 := WILCOXC2*X,M,N) - WILCOXC2•X-2,M,N) "ELSE" 
"BEGIN" "INTEGER" I,J,W,UP,UP1,UP2; "REAL" H1,H2; 
"IF" N * CX+1) <= 12000 "THEN" 
"BEGIN" M := N; N := MN/M "END"; 
"BEGIN" "REAL" "ARRAY" WP[O:X, 1:MJ; 
UP2 := MINCM, ENTIERCCMN-X)/(N-1))); 
"FOR" I := MAXC2,-ENTIERCX/2-M)) "STEP" 
"UNTIL" UP2 "DO" 
"BEGIN" UP:= X-CM-1)*2; UP1 := MINCUP,I>; 
H1 := 1/CI+1 >; 
"FOR" W:= MAXCO, X-CM-I>*N) "STEP" 1 
"UNTIL" UP1 "DO" 
WPCW,IJ := H1; 
"END"; 
"FOR" J := 2 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" N "DO" 
"BEGIN" UP:= MINCX-CM-1)*J , J); H2 := 1/CJ+1); 
"FOR" Iii:= MAXCO, X-CM-2)•N-J) "STEP" 1 
"UNTIL" UP "DO" 
WPCW,1J := H2; 
UP2 := "l°F" J•M<X+1 "THEN" 
ENTIER<CMN-X)/CN-J)) "ELSE" M; 
"FOR" I := MAXC2,-ENTIERCX/2-M)) "STEP" 
"UNTIL" UP2 "DO" 
"BEGIN" UP:= X - CM-l)•J; 
H1:= J/CI+J); H2 := I/(I+J); 
UP1 := MINCUP,J-1); 
"FOR" W := MAXCO, X-CM-I>*N) "STEP" 1 
"UNTIL" UP1 "DO" 
WPCW,I] := WPCW,Il*H1; 
UP1 := MINCUP,I•J-I); 
"FOR" W := MAXCJ, X-CM-I>•N) "STEP" 1 
"UNTIL" UP1 "DO" 
WPCW,I] := WPCW,ll*H1 + WP[W-J,I-1l*H2; 
UP1 := MINCUP,I*J); 
"FOR" W:=MAXCI•J-I+1,X-Ol-I>*N) "STEP" 1 
"UNTIL" UP1 "DO" 
WPCW,I] := WPCW-J,I-1J•H2; 
"END" 
"END"; 
WP1 := WPCX,MJ; 
"END"; 
"END"; 







AUTHOR: J. Bethlehem 
INSTITUTE: Mathematical Centre 
RECEIVED: 750701 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
The procedure computes the distribution function of the test statistic w of the 
two sample run test (under the nul-hypothesis), i.e. the probability that the 
value of the test statistic is less than or equal to a given value x. The test 
statistic is equal to the number of runs in the ordered joint sample. M and N 
are the sizes of the first and second sample, respectively. The procedure com-
putes the distribution function under the null-hypothesis that the two samples 
are from the same (continuous) distribution. (Thus it is assumed that no equal 
observations occur in the joint sample). 
KEYWORDS 
Null-hypothesis distribution function of the two sample run test statistic 
CALLING SEQUENCE 
Heading 
"REAL" "PROCEDURE" RUN ex, M, N); 
"VALUE" X, M, N; 
"REAL" X, M, N; 
"CODE" 41023; 
Formal parameters 
x: <arithmetic expression>, argument of the distribution function; 
M: <arithmetic expression>, size of the first sample; 
N: <arithmetic expression>, size of the second sample. 
DATA AND RESULTS 
The value of the distribution function is assigned to the procedure identifier 
RUN. 
The following error messages may appear: 
Erromumber 2 (if Mis not an integer ;;;;.. o) 










METHOD AND PERFORMANCE 
Run 
The distribution function is computed exactly, using the value of RUNPROB and 
a recurrent relation between successive probabilities. 
The precision is 10-10. 
REFERENCE 
[1] A. Wald and J. Wolfowitz: On a test whether two samples are from the 
same population, Ann. Math. Stat., 11, 1949, p.147-162. 
'ExAMPLE OF USE 
"BEGIN" 
OUTPUT(61, "C"3CZ.6D,f)")", 






RUNC9, 8, 6), 
RUNC8, 17, 22)) 
SOURCE TEXT 
"CODE" 41023; 
"REAL" "PROCEDURE" RUNCX, 1111, N); 
"VALUE" X, 1111, N; "REAL" X, 1111, N; 
"BEGIN" 
"REAL" P, PCUllll; "INTEGER" IX, I, K, UP; 
"IF" 1111 < 0 "OR" ENTIERCllll) < 1111 "THEN" 
STATAL3 ERRORC"C"RUN")", 2, 1111) "ELSE" 
"IF" N < 0 "OR" ENTIERCN) < N "THEN" 
STATAL3 ERROR("("RUN")", 3, N) "ELSE" 
"IF" 1111 > N "THEN" "BEGIN" K:= 1111; 1111:= N; N:= K "END"; 
"IF" fill= 0 "THEN" RUN:= C"IF" X < 1 "THEN" 0 "ELSE" 1) 
"ELSE" "IF" X < 2 "THEN" RUN:= 0 "ELSE" 
"IF" 1111 = N "AND" X >= 1111 * 2 "THEN" RUN:= 1 "ELSE" 
"IF" X > 1111 * 2 "THEN" RUN:= 1 "ELSE" 
"BEGIN" IX:= ENTIERCX); "IF" IX II 2 * 2 < IX "THEN" 
"BEGIN" PCUllll:= P:= RUNPROBCIX, 1111, N>; 
K:= CIX - 1) I 2; 
P:= P * K * 2 I (1111 + N - K * 2>; PCUllll:= PCUllll + P 
"END" "ELSE" 
"BEGIN" K:= IX I 2; 




"FOR" I:= IC - 1 "STEP" -1 "UNTIL" 
"BEGIN" P:= P * (M + N - I * 2) * I 
CM - I) I 2; PCUM:= PCUM + P; 













AUTHOR: J. Bethlehem 
INSTITUTE: Mathematical Centre 
RECEIVED: 750701 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
The procedure computes the left (right) hand tail inverse of the distribution of 
the test statistic of the run test, i.e. the largest (smallest) integer for which the 
left (right) hand tail probability of the distribution is less than or equal to a 
given value PROB. M and N are the sizes of the first and second sample respec-
tively. 
KEYWORDS 
Inverse null-hypothesis distribution function of the run test statistic 
CALLING SEQUENCE 
Heading 
"REAL" "PROCEDURE" RUNINV CPROB, M, N, LEFT>; 
"VALUE" PROB, M, N, LEFT; 




PROB: <arithmetic expression>, tail probability of the value to be com-
puted; 
M: <arithmetic expression>, size of the first sample; 
N: <arithmetic expression>, size of the second sample; 
LEFT: <boolean expression>, indicating if either the "LEFT" hand tail 
inverse or the right hand tail inverse has to be computed. In the 
first (second) case LEFT should have the value "TRUE" ("FALSE"). 
DATA AND RESULTS 
The value of the inverse distribution function is assigned to the procedure 
identifier RUN INV. H no value within the support can be computed the value l 
(if LEFT is "TRUE") or the value 2*MINCM,NH1 (if LEFT is "FALSE" and M=N) or 
the value 2*MIN(M,NH2 (if LEFT is "FALSE" and M:FN) is assigned. 
The following error messages may appear: 
Erromumber l (if PROB .;;; 0 or PROB ;;;. 1) 
Erromumber 2 (if Mis not an integer ;;;. o) 














METIIOD AND PERFORMANCE 
1.1.6.2 
In both cases the inverse distribution function is computed, using the recurrent 
relation between successive probabilities of the run test statistic, starting with 
an estimated inverse obtained from a normal approximation. 
The precision of the comparisons made is 10-10 • 





RUNINV(.39, 4, 8, LEFT), 
RUNINVC.48, 3, 6, LEFT), 
RUNINVC.77, 5, 8, LEFT), 
RUNINVC.15, 7, 4, "NOT" LEFT>, 
RUNINVC.92, 3, 5, "NOT" LEFT>, 













"REAL" "PROCEDURE" RUNINVCPROB, M, N, LEFT>; 
"VALUE" PROB, M, N, LEFT; "REAL" PROB, M, N; "BOOLEAN" LEFT; 
"BEGIN" 
"INTEGER" H, R, MN; "REAL" P, PCUM; 
"IF" PROB <= 0 "OR" PROB >= 1 "THEN" 
STATAL3 ERROR("("RUNINV")", 1, PROB) "ELSE" 
"IF" M < 0 "OR" ENTIER(M) < M "THEN" 
STATAL3 ERROR("("RUNINV")", 2, M) "ELSE" 
"IF" N < 0 "OR" ENTIERCN) < N "THEN" 
STATAL3 ERROR("("RUNINV")", 3, N); 
MN:= M + N; 
"IF" M > N "THEN" "BEGIN" H:= M; M:= N; N:= H "END"; 
"IF" M = 0 "THEN" 
RUNINV:= ("IF" LEFT "THEN" 0 "ELSE" 2) "ELSE" 
"IF" LEFT "THEN" 
"BEGIN" R:= PHINV(PROB) * 
SQRTCCMN ** 3 - MN) I C2 * M * N * 
(2 * M * N - MN))) + .5 + 2 * M * N I MN; 
"IF" R < 2 "THEN" R:= 2 "ELSE" 
"IF" R >M * 2 "THEN" R:= M * 2; 
"IF" PROB < RUNPROBC2, M, N) 
"THEN" RUNINV:= +1 "ELSE" 
"BEGIN" PCUM:= RUN(R, M, N); 
"IF" PCUM <= PROB "THEN" 
"BEGIN" "FOR" P:= RUNPROBCR + 1, M, N) 
"WHILE" PCUM + P <= PROB "DO" 
"BEGIN" R:= R + 1; PCUM:= PCUM + P "END" 
"END" "ELSE" 
"BEGIN" "FOR" P:= RUNPROBCR, M, N) 
"WHILE" PCUM - P > PROB "DO" 
"BEGIN" R:= R - 1; PCUM:= PCUM - P "END"; 
R:= R - 1 
"END"; RUNINV:= R 
"END" 
"END" "ELSE" 
"BEGIN" R:= PHINVC1 - PROB) * 
SQRTCCMN ** 3 - MN) I C2 * M * N * 
(2 * M * N - MN))) + 1.5 + 2 * M * N I MN; 
"IF" R < 2 "THEN" R:= 2 "ELSE" 
"IF" R > M * 2 "THEN" R:= M * 2; 
MN:= "IF" M = N "THEN" 2 * M "ELSE" 2 * M + 1; 
"IF" PROB < RUNPROBCMN, M, N) 
"THEN" RUNINV:= MN + 1 "ELSE" 
"BEGIN" PCU14:= 1 - RUNCR - 1, M, N); 
"IF" PCUl4 <= PROB "THEN" 
"BEGIN" "FOR" P:= RUNPROBCR - 1, 14, N) 
"WHILE" PCUM + P <= PROB "DO" 
"BEGIN" R:= R - 1; PCUM:= PCUM + P "END" 
"END" "ELSE" 
"BEGIN" "FOR" P:= RUNPROBCR, M, N) 




"BEGIN" R:= R + 1; PCUM:= PCUM - P "END"; 











AUTHOR: J. Bethlehem 
INSTITUTE: Mathematical Centre 
RECEIVED: 750701 
B.RIBF DESCRIPTION 
The procedure computes the probability function of the test statistic of the two 
~pie run test, i.e. the probability that the value of the test statistic is equal 
to a given value x. The test statistic is equal to the number of runs in the 
ordered joint sample. M and N are the sizes of the first and second sample, 
respectively. The procedure computes the distribution function under the 
null-hypothesis that the two samples are from the same (continuous) distribu-
tion. (Thus it is assumed that no equal observations occur in the joined sam-
ple). 
KEYwORDS 
Null-hypothesis probability function of the two sample run test statistic 
CALLING SEQUENCE 
lleading _ 
"REAL" "PROCEDURE" RUNPROB ex, .. , N); 
"VALUE" X, M, N; 
"REAL" X, M, N; 
"CODE" 41025; 
Formal parameters 
x: <arithmetic expression>, argument of the probability function; 
M: <arithmetic expression>, size of the first sample; 
N: <arithmetic expression>, size of the second sample. 
DATA AND RESULTS 
The value of the probability function is assigned to the procedure identifier 
RUNPROB. 
The following error messages may appear: 
Erromumber 2 (if Mis not an integer ;;i. o) 










METHOD AND PERFORMANCE 
The probability function is computed exactly, using the procedure LOGGAMMA 
for the computation of LNCN! >. 
The precision is 10-10. 




RUNPROB( 5, 3, 4), 
RUNPROBC11, 7, 7), 








"REAL" "PROCEDURE" RUNPROBCX, M, N); "VALUE" X, M, N; 
"REAL" X, M, N; 
"BEGIN" "INTEGER" K; "REAL" P; "BOOLEAN" EVEN; 
"IF" M < 0 "OR" ENTIER(M) < M "THEN" 
STATAL3 ERRORC"C"RUNPROB")", 2, M) "ELSE" 
"IF" N < 0 "OR" ENTIER(N) < N "THEN" 
STATAL3 ERROR("("RUNPROB")", 3, N); 
"IF" M > N "THEN" "BEGIN" K:= N; N:= M; M:= K "END"; 
EVEN:= ENTIERCX I 2) * 2 = X; 
K:= "IF" EVEN "THEN" x I 2 "ELSE" ex+ 1) I 2; 
RUNPROB:= 
"IF" N = 0 "THEN" 0 "ELSE" 
"IF" M = 0 "THEN" ("IF" X = "THEN" 1 "ELSE" 0) "ELSE" 
"IF" X < 2 "OR" X > 2 * M + "OR" ENTIER(X) < X 
"THEN" 0 "ELSE" 
"IF" EVEN "THEN" 
2 * M * N * EXP(2 * CLOGGAMMA(M) + LOGGAMMACN) -
LOGGAMMACK)) - LOGGAMMACM - K + 1) - LOGGAMMACN - K + 1) 
- LOGGAMMACM + N + 1)) "ELSE" 
CM+ N - X + 1) * M *NI (K - 1) * EXPC2 * (LOGGAMMA(M) 
+ LOGGAMMACN) - LOGGAMMA(K - 1)) - LOGGAMMACM + N + 1) 






Aumo:Rs: J. Bethlehem, J.M. Buhrman 
INSTITUTE: Mathematical Centre 
RECEIVED: 760901 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
The procedure computes the distribution function of the test statistic s of 
Kendall's test of independence under the null-hypothesis, i.e. the probability 
that the value of s is less than or equal to a given value x. N is the number of 
pairs of observations cxru,vr1J>, ••• ,CX[NJ,Y[Nl>. The test statistic s is 
equal to the sum of SIGN((X[l]-X[J])•(Y[l]-Y[JJ)); l,J=1, ••• ,N. The 
assumption is made that no equal values occur among the XUl or the Y[Jl. 
KEY'WORDS 
Null-hypothesis distribution function of Kendall's test statistic 
CALLING SEQUENCE 
Heading 
"REAL" "PROCEDURE" KENDALL ex, N>; 
"VALUE" X, N; 
"REAL" X, N; 
"CODE" 41026; 
Formal parameters 
x: <arithmetic expression>, argument of the distribution function; 
N: <arithmetic expression>, number of pairs of observations. 
DATA AND RESULTS 
The value of the distribution function is assigned to the procedure identifier 
KENDALL. 
The following error message may appear: 












METHOD AND PERFORMANCE 
The distribution function is computed exactly as the sum of probabilities, 
using KENDALLPROB, for N.;;; 9, and is approximated by a normal distribution 
with continuity correction for N > 9. 
For N.;;; 9 the computation is exact but slow (approximately proportional to 
X•N!); for N > 9 the computation is fast but the precision is 5•10-3 • 
ExAMPLE OF USE 
Program: 
"BEGIN" 
OUTPUTC61, "( "3CZ.6D,I>" )", 










"REAL" "PROCEDURE" KENDALLCX, N>; "VALUE" X, N; "REAL" X, N; 
"BEGIN" 
"INTEGER" I, G, IX; "REAL" P; 
"IF" N < 0 "OR" ENTIER(N) < N "THEN" 
STATAL3 ERRORC"C"KENDALL")", 2, N); 
G:= N * (N - 1) I 2; IX:= G + ENTIERC-CG - X) I 2) * 2; 
"IF" IX >= G "THEN" KENDALL:= 1 "ELSE" 
"IF" IX < -G "THEN" KENDALL:= 0 "ELSE" 
"IF" N > 9 "THEN" 
KENDALL:= PHICIX + 1 I SQRT(N * (N - 1) * (N+N+5) I 18)) 
"ELSE" "IF" IX > 0 "THEN" 
"BEGIN" P:= 0; "FOR" I:= G "STEP" -2 "UNTIL" IX + 2 "DO" 
P:= P + KENDALLPROB(I, N); KENDALL:= 1 - P 
"END" "ELSE" 
"BEGIN" P:= 0; "FOR" I:= -G "STEP" 2 "UNTIL" IX "DO" 







AUTIIOR: J. Bethlehem 
INSTITUTE: Mathematical Centre 
RECEIVED: 750701 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
The procedure computes the left (right) hand tail inverse of the distribution of 
Kendall's test statistic, i.e. the largest (smallest) integer with the same parity as 
the values with positive probability for which the left (right) hand tail proba-
bility is less than or equal to a given value PROB. N is the number of pairs of 
observations. 
KEYWORDS 
Inverse null-hypothesis distribution function of Kendall's test statistic 
CALLING SEQUENCE 
Heading 
"REAL" "PROCEDURE" KENDALLINV (PROB, N, LEFT>; 
"VALUE" PROB, N, LEFT; 




PROB: <arithmetic expression>, tail probability of the value to be com-
puted; 
N: <arithmetic expression>, number of pairs of observations; 
LEFT: <boolean expression>, indicating if either the left hand tail 
inverse or the right hand tail inverse has to be computed. In the 
first (second) case LEFT should have the value "TRUE" ("FALSE"). 
DATA AND RESULTS 
The value of the inverse distribution function is assigned to the procedure 
identifier KENDALLXNV. If no value within the support can be computed, the 
value -fNCN-1 )-2 (if LEFT is "TRUE") or the value fN<N-1 )+2 (if LEFT is 
"FALSE") is assigned. 
The following error messages may appear: 
Erromumber 1 (if PROB .;;; 0 or PROB ;;;. 1) 














METHOD AND PERFORMANCE 
1.1.7.2 
In both cases the inverse distribution function is computed exactly, starting 
with an estimated inverse obtained from a normal approximation. The com-
puting time is approximately proportional to ABS (PH I NV ( PROB) ) •N2• 
The precision of the comparisons made is 10-14 • 




LE FT:= "TRUE"; 
OUTPUTC61, "("6C+ZD,J>")", 
KENDALLINVC.93, 4, LEFT), 
KENDALLINVC.84, 6, LEFT>, 
KENDALLINVC.77, 6, LEFT), 
KENDALLINV(.51, 4, "NOT" LEFT), 
KENDALLINVC.29, 5, "NOT" LEFT>, 













"REAL" "PROCEDURE" KENDALLINV(PROB, N, LEFT>; 
"VALUE" PROB, N, LEFT; "REAL" PROB, N; "BOOLEAN" LEFT; 
"BEGIN" "INTEGER" S, G; "REAL" P, PCUM; 
"IF" PROB <= 0 "OR" PROB >= 1 "THEN" 
STATAL3 ERROR("("KENDALLINV")", 1, PROB) "ELSE" 
"IF" N < 0 "OR" ENTIER(N) < N "THEN" 
STATAL3 ERRORC"C"KENDALLINV")", 2, N); 
G:= N * CN - 1) I 2; 
"IF" N = 0 "THEN" 
KENDALLINV:= ("IF" LEFT "THEN" -1 "ELSE" +1) 
"ELSE" "IF" LEFT "THEN" 
"BEGIN" S:= PHINVCPROB) * SQRTCG * CN * 2 + 5) I 9>; 
S:= "IF" ABS(S) > G "THEN" G * SIGNCS) "ELSE" 
G + ENTIER(-(G - S) I 2) * 2; 
"IF" PROB < KENOALLPROB(-G, N) "THEN" 
KENDALLINV:= -G - 2 
"ELSE" 
"BEGIN" PCUM:= KENDALL(S, N); 
"IF" PCUM <= PROB "THEN" 
"BEGIN" "FOR" P:= KENDALLPROB(S + 2, N) 
"WHILE" PCUM + P <= PROB "DO" 
"BEGIN" S:= S + 2; PCUM:= PCUM + P "END" 
"END" "ELSE" 
"BEGIN" "FOR" P:= KENDALLPROBCS, N) 
"WHILE" PCUM - P > PROB "DO" 
"BEGIN" S:= S - 2; PCUM:= PCUM - P "END"; 
S:= S - 2 
"END"; KENDALLINV:= S 
"END" 
"END" "ELSE" 
"BEGIN" S:= PHINV(1 - PROB) * SQRT(G * CN * 2 + 5) I 9>; 
S:= "IF" ABS(S) > G "THEN" G * SIGN(S) "ELSE" 
G - ENTIERCCG - S) I 2) * 2; 
"IF" PROB < KENDALLPROB(G, N) "THEN" 
KENDALLINV:= G + 2 "ELSE" 
"BEGIN" PCUM:= 1 - KENDALL(S - 2, N); 
"IF" PCUM <= PROB "THEN" 
"BEGIN" "FOR" P:= KENDALLPROB(S - 2, N) 
"WHILE" PCUM + P <= PROB "DO" 
"BEGIN" S:= S - 2; PCUM:= PCUM + P "END" 
"END" "ELSE" 
"BEGIN" "FOR" P:= KENDALLPROB(S, N) 
"WHILE" PCUM - P > PROB "DO" 
"BEGIN" S:= S + 2; PCUM:= PCUM - P "END"; 









Kendallprob 1 .1 . 7 .3 
TITLE: Kendallprob 
AUTHOR: J. Bethlehem 
INSTITUTE: Mathematical Centre 
RECEIVED: 760901 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
The procedure computes the probability function of the test statistic s of 
Kendall's test of independence under the null-hypothesis, i.e. the probability 
that the value of s is equal to a given value x. N is the number of pairs of 
observations CXE1J, YE1 J>, ••• , cxrnl, YENl>. The test statistic s is equal to 
the sum of SIGNC<XEll-XEJl>•CYEil-YEJJ»; I,J=1, ••• ,N. The assumption 
is made that no equal values occur among the XUl or the YEJl. 
KEYWORDS 
Null-hypothesis probability function of Kendall's test statistic 
CALLING SEQUENCE 
Heading 
"REAL" "PROCEDURE" KENDALLPROB ex, N); 
"VALUE" X, N; 
"REAL" X, N; 
"CODE" 41028; 
Formal parameters 
x: <arithmetic expression>, argument of the probability function; 
N: <arithmetic expression>, number of pairs of observations. 
DATA AND RESULTS 
The value of the probability function is assigned to the procedure identifier 
KENDALLPROB. 
The following error message may appear: 










METHOD AND PERFORMANCE 
The probability function is computed exactly, using a recurrent relation, for 
N.;;; 9, and is approximated by a normal distribution with continuity correction 
for N > 9. For N.;;; 9 the computation is exact but slow (approximately propor-
tional to N!); for N > 9 the computation is fast, but the precision is 5•10-3 • 














"REAL" "PROCEDURE" KENDALLPROB(X, N); 
"VALUE" X, N; "REAL" X, N; 
"BEGIN" "INTEGER" G, IX; 
"REAL" "PROCEDURE" PROB(S, N); 
"VALUE" S, N; "INTEGER" S, N; 
"BEGIN" "INTEGER" I; "REAL" P; 
"IF" N = 2 "THEN" PROB:= ("IF" ABSCS) = 1 "THEN" .5 
"ELSE" 0) "ELSE" 
"BEGIN" P:= 0; 
"FOR" I:= 0 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" N - 1 "DO" 
P:= P + PROBCS - N + 1 + l * 2, N - 1); 
PROB:= P I N 
"END" 
"END"; 
"IF" N < 0 "OR" ENTIER(N) < N "THEN" 
STATAL3 ERROR("("KENDALLPROB")", 2, N>; 
G:= N * (N - 1) I 2; IX:= ENTIER(X); 
"IF" N > 9 "THEN" 
"BEGIN" "REAL" S; S:= SQRTCN * CN-1) * (N+N+5) I 18); 
KENDALLPROB:= PHI(lX + 1/S) - PHICIX - 1/S) 
"END" "ELSE" 
KENDALLPROB:= "IF" IX < X "OR" ABSCIX) > G "OR" 






AutHoRS: J.M. Buhrman, R. Kaas, I. van der Tweel 
INSTITUTE: Mathematical Centre 
RECEIVED: 770101 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
The procedure computes the multinomial probability function, i.e. the proba-
bility that a random vector with a multinomial distribution with parameters N, 
P[1l, ••• ,P[Kl is equal to X[1l, ••• ,X[Kl. N denotes the number of indepen-
dent experiments performed and P[1l, ••• ,P[Kl the respective probabilities of 
the events 1, ••• , K. The result of each experiment is one of these events. 
KEYWORDS 
Multinomial probability function 
CALLING SEQUENCE 
Heading 
"REAL" "PROCEDURE" MULNOMPROB ex, N, K, P); 
"VALUE" N, K; 
"REAL" N, K; 
"ARRAY" X, P; 
"CODE" 41255; 
Formal parameters 
x: <arithmetic expression>, argument of the probability function; 
N: <arithmetic expression>, number of experiments; 
K: <arithmetic expression>, number of events; 
P: <array identifier>, vector containing the probabilities. 
DATA AND RESULTS 
The value of the probability function is assigned to the procedure identifier 
MULNOMPROB. 
The following error messages may appear: 
Erromumber 2 (if N is not an integer > o) 
Erromumber 3 (if K is not an integer > 1) 










METHOD AND PERFORMANCE 







if XCIJ is not a non-negative integer for some 1 .;;;1.;;;K, 
if PUJ=O and X[IJ>O for some 1os;;;Ios;;;K, 
EXPCLOGGAMMA(N+1 >+ ~ CXCI]•LN(P[l]) /LOGGAMMA(X[IJ +1))) 
1=1 
The precision is 10-1 o. 
ExAMPLE OF USE 
Program: 
"BEGIN" 
in all other cases. 
"REAL" "ARRAY" X, Z, P1[1:3J, Y, P2[1:4J; 
INARRAYC60, X); INARRAY(60, P1); INARRAY(60, Y); 










MULNOMPROB(X, 10, 3, P1), 
MULNOMPROBCY, 6, 4, P2), 













"REAL" "PROCEDURE" MULNOMPROBCXVEC, N, K, PVEC>; 
"VALUE" N,K; "REAL" N,K; "ARRAY" XVEC, PVEC; 
"BEGIN" "REAL" XL, PL, LNPR, EPS, PSUM; 
"INTEGER" J, XSUM; 
"IF" N > ENTIER(N) "OR" N < 1 "THEN" 
STATAL3 ERROR("("MULNOMPROB")",2,N) "ELSE" 
. "IF" K > ENTIER(K) "OR" K < 2 "THEN" 
STATAL3 ERROR("("MULNOMPROB")",3,K) "ELSE" 
"BEGIN" PSUM := 0; XSUM := 0; EPS := "-14; 
"FOR" J := 1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" K "DO" 
"BEGIN" PL := PVEC[JJ; 
"IF" PL < 0 "THEN" 
STATAL3 ERROR("("MULNOMPROB")",4,PU "ELSE" 
PSUM := PSUM + PL 
"END"; 
"IF" ABSCPSUM-1) > EPS "THEN" 
STATAL3 ERROR("("MULNOMPROB")",4,PSUM) "ELSE" 
"BEGIN" "FOR" J := 1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" K "DO" 
"BEGIN" XL := XVEC[JJ; 
"IF" XL > ENTIERCXU "OR" XL < 0 "THEN" 
"BEGIN" MULNOMPROB := O; "GOTO" OUT "END"; 
XSUM := XSUM + XL; 
"END"; 
"IF" XSUM""' N "THEN" 
"BEGIN" MULNOMPROB := O; "GOTO" OUT "END" "ELSE" 
"BEGIN" LNPR := LOGGAMMA(N+1); 
"FOR" J := 1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" K "DO" 
"IF" PVEC[JJ = 0 "THEN" 
"BEGIN" "IF" XVEC[J]""' 0 "THEN" 




LNPR := LNPR - LOGGAMMA(XVEC[J]+1) + 
XVEC[J] * LNCPVEC[JJ); 









TmE: . Mulhypergprob 
AUTHOR: J.M. Buhrman 
INSTITUTE: Mathematical Centre 
REcEIVED: 780601 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
The procedure computes the multihypergeometric probability function, i.e. the 
probability that in a random sample of size N drawn without replacement from 
a population consisting of R[1l elements of type 1, ••• ,R[IC] elements of type 
IC, occur xru elements of type 1, ••• ,X[IC] elements of type IC. 
KEYWORDS 
Multihypergeometric probability function 
CALLING SEQUENCE 
Heading 
"REAL" "PROCEDURE" flllULHYPERGPROB ex, N, IC, R>; 
"VALUE" N, IC; 
"REAL" N, IC; 
"ARRAY" X, R; 
"CODE" 41256; 
Ji'orrnalJJararneters 
x: <array identifier>, argument of the probability function; 
N: <arithmetic expression>, sample size; 
IC: <arithmetic expression>, number of different types of elements in 
the population; 
R: <array identifier>, vector containing the numbers of elements of 
each type in the population . 
DATA AND RESULTS 
The value of the probability function is assigned to the procedure identifier 
MULHYPERGPROB. 
The following error messages may appear: 
Erromumber 2 (if N is not an integer > o) 
Erromumber 3 (if IC is not an integer > o) 










METHOD AND PERFORMANCE 
The probability is computed as follows: 
MULHYPERGPROBCX,N,K,R)= 
K 







if X[IJ is not a non-negative integer for some 1..;I..;K, 
if X[IJ>RUJ for some 1..;1..;K, 
-LOGGAMMA(M+1) 
K 
+ ~ CLOGGAMMACR[Il+1) 
I=1 
-LOGGAMMA(X[l] +1) 
- LOG GAMMA CR [l l - X [ Il + 1 ) )) in all other cases. 
where M=l:RUJ is the number of elements in the population. 
The precision is 10-10. 
ExAMPLE OF USE 
Program: 
"BEGIN" 
"REAL" "ARRAY" Y1, Y2, SH1:3J, Y3, S2[1:4J; 
INARRAY(60, Y1); INARRAY(60, Y2); INARRAY(60, S1); 
INARRAYC60, Y3); INARRAY(60, S2); 
OUTPUT(61, "("3CZ.6D,/)")", 
MULHYPERGPROBCY1, 7, 3, S1), 
MULHYPERGPROBCY2, 8, 3, S1), 
MULHYPERGPROBCY3, 6, 4, S2)) 
"END" 
Input: 
4 2 1 
2 3 3 
13 14 14 
0 2 2 2 









"REAL" "PROCEDURE" MULHYPERGPROBCX,N,K,R>; 
"VALUE'; N,K; "REAL" N,K; "ARRAY" X,R; 
"BEGIN" "INTEGER" l,J,L,SR,SX; "REAL" MHP,XJ,RJ; 
"IF" N < 1 "OR" N > ENTIER(N) "THEN" 
STATAL3 ERROR("("MULHYPERGPROB")",2,N>; 
"IF" K < 1 "OR" K > ENTIER(K) "THEN" 
STATAL3 ERROR("("MULHYPERGPROB")",3,K); 
SX := SR := O; 
MHP := 0; 
"FOR" J := 1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" K "DO" 
"BEGIN" RJ := R[JJ; XJ := X[JJ; 
"IF" RJ < 0 "OR" RJ > ENTIER(RJ) "THEN" 
STATAL3 ERROR("("MULHYPERGPROB")",4,RJ); 
SR := SR + RJ; SX := SX + XJ; 
"IF" XJ > RJ "OR" XJ < 0 "OR" XJ > ENTIER(XJ) "THEN" 
"BEGIN" MULHYPERGPROB := 0; "GOTO" OUT "END"; 
MHP := MHP + LOGGAMMA(RJ+1) - LOGGAMMACXJ+1) 
- LOGGAMMA(RJ-XJ+1); 
"END" J ; 
"IF" SX ~ N "THEN" 
"BEGIN" MULHYPERGPROB := O; "GOTO" OUT "END"; 
MHP := MHP + LOGGAMMACN+1) + LOGGAMMA(SR-N+1) 
- LOGGAMMACSR+1); 





1.2 CONTINUOUS DISTRIBUTIONS 
1bis section contains procedures for computing the distribution function, 
the inverse distribution function, and the density function of continuous distri-
butions. The distribution and density functions are defined for all real values 
of the argument. Calling an inverse distribution function with a value of the 
argument PROB smaller than 10-14 or larger than 1-10-14 causes an error 
message. It is anyway advised not to call the inverse distribution function with 
a value of the argument too close to 1 or too close to 0, say < 10-10 or 
>1-10-10. 
We aimed for a pr~ion of 10-10 in the computation of the procedures. 
In some cases it was not possible to obtain this precision. 
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1.2.1.1 Uniform 
TrrLE: . Uniform 
AUI'HOR: R. Kaas 
INSTITUTE: Mathematical Centre 
llEcEIVED: 750515 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
The procedure computes the uniform distribution function, i.e. the probability 
that a random variable with a uniform <A,B> distribution is less than or equal 
to a given value x. The parameters A and e are the lower and the upper 
bound of the range. 
KEYWORDS 
Uniform distribution function 
CALLING SEQUENCE 
Heading . . 
"REAL" "PROCEDURE" UNIFORM ex, A, B); 
"VALUE" X, A, B; 
"REAL" X, A, B; 
"CODE" 41567; 
Formal parameters 
x: <arithmetic expression>, argument of the distribution function; 
A: <arithmetic expression>, lower bound of the range; 
e: <arithmetic expression>, upper bound of the range. 
DATA AND RESULTS 
The value of the distribution function is assigned to the procedure identifier 
UNIFORM. 
The following error message may appear: 






METHOD AND PERFORMANCE 
The distribution function is computed as follows: 
UNIFORMCX,A,8)= lO if X<A, (X-A)/(8-A) if Aos;;;X<B, 
1 if x;;;..e. 
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Uniform 
The precision is 10-14. 




UNIFORM( 2.5, 2.1, 4.3), 
UNIFORMC1.96, O, 2.45), 








"REAL" "PROCEDURE" UNIFORMCX, A, B); 
"VALUE" X, A, B; "REAL" X, A, B; 
"BEGIN" 
"IF" B <= A "THEN" 
STATAL3ERROR("("UNIFORM")", 2, B); 
UNIFORM:= "IF" X <= A "THEN" 0 "ELSE" 






Trrw: · Unifonninv 
AUTHOR: R Kaas 
INSTITUTE: Mathematical Centre 
RECEIVED: 750515 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
The procedure computes the argument x, for which the uniform <A,B> distri-
bution function has a given value PROB. The parameters A and B are the lower 
and the upper bound of the range. 
KEYwORDS 
Inverse uniform distribution function 
CALLING SEQUENCE 
Heading 
"REAL" "PROCEDURE" UNIFORMINV (PROB, A, B); 
"VALUE" PROB, A, B; 
"REAL" PROB, A, B; 
"CODE" 41568; 
Formal parameters 
PROB: <arithmetic expression>, left hand tail probability of the value to 
be computed; 
A: <arithmetic expression>, lower bound of the range; 
e: <arithmetic expression>, upper bound of the range. 
DATA AND RESULTS 
The value of the inverse distribution function is assigned to the procedure 
identifier UNIFORMINV. 
The following error messages may appear: 
Erromumber 1 (if PROB <; 0 or PROB ;;;. 1) 






MEmOD AND PERFORMANCE 
The inverse distribution function is computed as follows: 
UNI FORMINVC PROB, A, 8) =A +PROB•CB-A ). 
The precision is 10-14. 
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Uniforminv 




UNIFORMINVC.250, -5.1, 1.08), 
UNIFORMINV( 2/3, 2.97, 5.03), 








"REAL" "PROCEDURE" UNIFORMINVCPROB, A, B); 
"VALUE" PROB, A, B; "REAL" PROB, A, B; 
"BEGIN" . 
"IF" B <= A "THEN" STATAL3ERROR("("UNIFORMINV")", 2, B); 
"IF" PROB <= 0 "OR" PROB >= 1 "THEN" 
STATAL3ERROR("("UNIFORMINV")", 1, PROB); 







AUTHOR: R. Kaas 
INSTITUTE: Mathematical Centre 
RECEIVED: 750515 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
The procedure computes the density function of the uniform CA,B> distribu-
tion for a given argument x. The parameters A and B are the lower and the 
upper bound of the range. 
KEYWORDS 
Uniform density function 
CALLING SEQUENCE 
Heading 
"REAL" "PROCEDURE" UNIFORMDENS ex, A, B>; 
"VALUE" X, A, B; 
"REAL" X, A, B; 
"CODE" 41751; 
Formal parameters 
Y.: <arithmetic expression>, argument of the density function; 
A: <arithmetic expression>, lower bound of the range; 
e: <arithmetic expression>, upper bound of the range. 
DATA AND RESULTS 
The value of the density function is assigned to the procedure identifier UNI-
FORMDENS 
The following error message may appear: 






METHOD AND PERFORMANCE 
The inverse function is computed ad follows: 
UNIFORMDENSCX,A,B)= 
{1/CB-A) ifA<X<;B, 0 if X<;A or X>B. 
The precision is 10-14. 
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Uniformdens 
ExAMPLE OF USE 
"BEGIN" 
OUTPUT(61, "("3<z.6D,I>")", 













"REAL" "PROCEDURE" UNIFORMDENS(X, A, B); 
"VALUE" X, A, B; "REAL" X,A,B; 
"BEGIN" 
"IF" B <= A 
"THEN" STATAL3ERROR("("UNIFORMDENS")", 2, B); 
UNIFORMDENS:= "IF" X <= A "OR" X > B 







AumoR: R. Kaas 
INSTITUTE: Mathematical Centre 
RECEIVED: 740101 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
The procedure computes the standard nomal distribution function, i.e. the pro-
bability that a random variable with a standard normal distribution is less 
than or equal to a given value x. 
KEYWORDS 
Standard normal distribution function 
CALLING SEQUENCE 
Heading 





x: <arithmetic expression>, argument of the distribution function. 
DATA AND RESULTS 






METHOD AND PERFORMANCE 
The distribution function is computed using rational Chebyshev approxima-
tions. 
The precision is 10-14. 
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Phi 














The procedure is written in COMPASS; an equivalent ALGOL 60 text is given. 
"CODE" 41500; 
"REAL" "PROCEDURE" PHICX>; "VALUE" X; "REAL" X; 
"BEGIN" "REAL" ABSX, ERF, ERFC, C, P, Q; 
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X:= X * .70710 67811 8655; ABSX:= ABSCX>; 
"IF" X > 5.5 "THEN" PHI:= 1 "ELSE" "IF" X < -5.5 
"THEN" PHI:= 0 "ELSE" "IF" ABSX <= 0.5 "THEN" 
"BEGIN" C:= X * X; 
P:= CC-0.35609 84370 1815"-1 * C + 
0.69963 83488 6191"+1) * c + 0.21979 26161 8294"+2) 
* c + 0.24266 79552 3053"+3; 
Q:= CCC + 
0.15082 79763 0408"+2) * c + 
0.91164 90540 4515"+2) * c + 
0.21505 88758 6986"+3; 
PHI:= .5 * X * P I Q + .5 
"END" "ELSE" 
"BEGIN" "IF" ABSX < 4 "THEN" 
"BEGIN" C:= ABSX; 
P:= ((((((-0.13686 48573 8272"-6 * C + 
0.56419 55174 7897"+0) * c + 
0.72117 58250 8831"+1) * c + 
0.43162 22722 2057"+2) * c + 
0.15298 92850 4694"+3) * c + 
0.33932 08167 3434"+3) * c + 
0.45191 89537 1187"+3) * c + 
0.30045 92610 2016"+3; 
Q:= ((((CCC + 
0.12782 72731 9629"+2) * c + 
0.77000 15293 5230"+2) * c + 
0.27758 54447 4399"+3) * c + 
0.63898 02644 6563"+3) * c + 
0.93135 40948 5061"+3) * c + 
0.79095 09253 2790"+3) * c + 
0.30045 92609 5698"+3; 
1.2.2.1 
C:= P I Q 
"END" "ELSE" 
"BEGIN" C:= 1 I X I X; 
P:= (((0.22319 24597 3419"-1 * C + 
0.27866 13086 0965"-0) * c + 
0.22695 65935 3969"-0) * c + 
0.49473 09106 2325"-1) * c + 
0.29961 07077 0354"-2; 
Q:= (((C + 
0.19873 32018 1714"+1) * c + 
0.10516 75107 0679"+1) * c + 
0.19130 89261 0783"+0) * c + 
0.10620 92305 2847"-1; 
C:= (C * (-P) I Q + 0.56418 95835 4776) I ABSX 
"END"; 








AunmR: R Kaas 
INSTITUTE: Mathematical Centre 
RECEIVED: 760901 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
The procedure computes the argument x, for which the standard normal distri-bution function has a given value PROB. 
KEYWORDS 
Inverse standard normal distribution function 
CALLING SEQUENCE 
Heading 





PROB: <arithmetic expression>, left hand tail probability of the value to be computed. 
DATA AND RESULTS 
The value of the inverse distribution function is assigned to the procedure identifier PH INV. 
The following error message may appear: 






METHOD AND PERFORMANCE 
The inverse distribution function is computed using rational Chebyshev 
approximations. 
The precision is 10-14. 
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1.2.2.2 Phinv 













The procedure is written in COMPASS; an equivalent ALGOL 60 text is given. 
"CODE" 41501; 
"REAL" "PROCEDURE" PHINV(PROB); "VALUE" PROB; "REAL" PROB; 
"BEGIN" "REAL" EPS; 
"REAL" "PROCEDURE" INVERF(X); "VALUE" X; "REAL" X; 
"BEGIN" "REAL" ABSX, P, BETAX; 
"REAL" "ARRAY" A[O : 23]; 
"REAL" "PROCEDURE" CHEPOLSERCN, X, A); 
"VALUE" N, X; "INTEGER" N; "REAL" X; "ARRAY" A; 
"BEGIN" "INTEGER" K; "REAL" H, R, S, TX; 
TX:= X + X; R:= A[Nl; 
H:= A[N - 1] + R * TX; 
"FOR" K:= N - 2 "STEP" -1 "UNTIL" 1 "DO" 
"BEGIN" S:= R; R:= H; 
H:= A[K] + R * TX - S 
"END"; 
CHEPOLSER:= A[Ol- R + H * X 
"END" CHEPOLSER; 
ABSX:= ABS(X); 
"IF" ABSX <= 0.8 "THEN" 
"BEGIN" 
A[ Ol:= 0.99288 53766 1894; 
A[ 1l:= 0.12046 75161 4310; 
A[ 2l:= 0.01607 81993 4210; 
A[ 3l:= 0.00268 67044 3716; 
A[ 4l:= 0.00049 96347 3024; 
A[ 5l:= 0.00009 88982 1860; 
A[ 6l:= 0.00002 03918 1276; 
A[ 7l:= 0.00000 43272 7162; 
A[ 8l:= 0.00000 09380 8141; 
A[ 9l:= 0.00000 02067 3472; 
A[10l:= 0.00000 00461 5970; 
A[11l:= 0.00000 00104 1668; 




A[13l:= 0.00000 00005 4393; 
A[14l:= 0.00000 00001 2555; 
A[15l:= 0.00000 00000 2914; 
A[16l:= 0.00000 00000 0680; 
A[17l:= 0.00000 00000 0159; 
A[18l:= 0.00000 00000 0037; 
A[19l:= 0.00000 00000 0009; 
A[20l:= 0.00000 00000 0002; 
A[21l:= 0.00000 00000 0001; 
INVERF:= CHEPOLSERC21, X * X I 0.32 - 1, A) * X 
"END" "ELSE" 
"IF" 1 - ABSX >= 25"-4 "THEN" 
"BEGIN" 
A[ Ol:= 0.91215 88034 1755; 
A[ 1l:= -0.01626 62818 6766; 
A[ 2l:= 0.00043 35564 7295; 
A[ 3l:= 0.00021 44385 7007; 
A[ 4l:= 0.00000 26257 5108; 
A[ 5l:= -0.00000 30210 9105; 
A[ 6]:= -0.00000 00124 0606; 
A[ 7l:= 0.00000 00624 0661; 
A[ 8l:= -0.00000 00005 4013; 
A[ 9l:= -0.00000 00014 2321; 
A[10l:= 0.00000 00000 3438; 
A[11l:= 0.00000 00000 3358; 
A[12l:= -0.00000 00000 0146; 
A[13l:= -0.00000 00000 0081; 
A[14l:= 0.00000 00000 0005; 
A[15l:= 0.00000 00000 0002; 
BETAX:= SQRT(- LN(C1 + ABSX) * (1 - ABSX))); 
P:= -1.54881 30423 7326 * BETAX + 
2.56549 01231 4782; 
P:= CHEPOLSERC15, P, A); 
INVERF:= "IF" X < 0 "THEN" - BETAX * P 
"ELSE" BETAX * P 
"END" "ELSE" 
"BEGIN" 
A[ Ol:= 0.95667 97090 2049; 
A[ 1l:= -0.02310 70043 0907; 
A[ 2l:= -0.00437 42360 9751; 
A[ 3]:= -0.00057 65034 2265; 
A[ 4l:= -0.00001 09610 2231; 
A[ 5l:= 0.00002 51085 4703; 
A[ 6]:= 0.00001 05623 3607; 
A[ 7l:= 0.00000 27544 1233; 
A[ 8l:= 0.00000 04324 8450; 
A[ 9]:= -0.00000 00205 3034; 
A[10l:= -0.00000 00438 9154; 
A[11l:= -0.00000 00176 8401; 
A[12l:= -0.00000 00039 9129; 
A[13l:= -0.00000 00001 8693; 
A[14l:= 0.00000 00002 7292; 
A[15l:= 0.00000 00001 3282; 
A[16l:= 0.00000 00000 3183; 
1.2.2.2 
1.2.2.2 
AC17l:= 0.00000 00000 0167; 
AC18l:= -0.00000 00000 0204; 
AC19l:= -0.00000 00000 0097; 
AC20l:= -0.00000 00000 0022; 
AC21l:= -0.00000 00000 0001; 
A[22l:= 0.00000 00000 0001; 
AC23l:= 0.00000 00000 0001; 
BETAX:= SQRT(- LN((1 + ABSX) * (1 - ABSX))); 
P:= -0.55945 76313 29832 * BETAX + 
2.28791 57162 6336; 
P:= CHEPOLSERC23, P, A); 
INVERF:= "IF" X < 0 "THEN" - BETAX * P 
"ELSE" BETAX * P 
"END" 
"END" INVERSE ERROR FUNCTION; 
EPS:= "-14; 
"IF" PROB < EPS "OR" 1 - PROB < EPS "THEN" 
STATAL3 ERROR("("PHINV")", 1, PROB); 







AUTHOR: R Kaas 
INSTITUTE: Mathematical Centre 
RECEIVED: 750201 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
The procedure computes the density function of the standard normal distribu-
tion for a given argument x. 
KEYWORDS 
Standard normal density function 
CALLING SEQUENCE 
Heading 





x: <arithmetic expression>, argument of the density function. 
DATA AND RESULTS 






METHOD AND PERFORMANCE 
The density function is computed as follows: 
PHIDENSCX> = 1 / VC2•w> •EXP( -i-x2 >. 
The precision is 10-14. 
86 
1.2.2.3 














"REAL" "PROCEDURE" PHIDENS(X); "VALUE" X; "REAL" X; 






AUTHOR: E. Opperdoes 
INSTITUTE: Mathematical Centre 
RECEIVED: 740401 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
The procedure computes the normal distribution function, i.e. the probability 
that a random variable with a normal distribution is less than or equal to a 
given value x, the parameters MU and SIGMA are the mean and the standard 
deviation of the distribution. 
KEYWORDS 
Normal distribution function 
CALLING SEQUENCE 
Heading 
"REAL" "PROCEDURE" NORMAL ex, MU,SIGMA ); 
"VALUE" X, MU,SIGMA; 
"REAL" X, MU,SIGMA; 
"CODE" 41502; 
Formal parameters 
x: <arithmetic expression>, argument of the distribution function; 
MU: <arithmetic expression>, mean of the distribution; 
SIGMA: <arithmetic expression>, standard deviation of the distribution. 
DATA AND RESULTS 
The value of the distribution function is assigned to the procedure identifier 
NORMAL. 
The following error message may appear: 








METHOD AND PERFORMANCE 
The distribution function is computed as follows: 
NORMALCX,MU, SIGMA) =PHH (X-MU) /SIGMA). 
The precision is 10-14. 
88 
1.2.2.4 




NORMAL( 2.5, 2.1, 4.3), 
NORMALC-1.96, 0, 2), 








"REAL" "PROCEDURE" NORMALCX, MU, SIGMA); 
"VALUE" X, MU, SIGMA; "REAL" X, MU, SIGMA; 
NORMAL:= "IF" SIGMA <= 0 
"THEN" STATAL3 ERROR("("NORMAL")", 3, SIGMA) 






AUTHOR: E. Opperdoes 
INSTITUTE: Mathematical Centre 
RECEIVED: 760901 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
The procedure computes the argument x, for which the normal distribution 
function has a given value PROB. The parameters MU and SIGMA are the mean 
and the standard deviation of the distribution. 
KEYWORDS 
Inverse normal distribution function 
CALLING SEQUENCE 
Heading 





PROB: <arithmetic expression>, left hand tail probability of the value to 
be computed; 
MU: <arithmetic expression>, mean of the distribution; 
SIGMA: <arithmetic expression>, standard deviation of the distribution. 
DATA AND RESULTS 
The value of the inverse distribution function is assigned to the procedure 
identifier NORMALINV. 
The following error messages may appear: 
Erromumber I (if PROB< 10-14 or PROB>1-10-1 4 ) 










ME'mOD AND PERFORMANCE 
The distribution function is computed as follows: 
NORMALINV(PROB,MU,SIGMA)=MU+PHINV(PROB)*SIGMA). 
The precision is 10-14. 




NORMALINVC.25, 10, 12), 
NORMALINVC.95, 2.5, 4.1), 








"REAL" "PROCEDURE" NORMALINVCPROB, MU, SIGMA); 
"VALUE" PROB, MU, SIGMA; "REAL" PROB, MU, SIGMA; 
NORMALINV:= "IF" SIGMA <= 0 
"THEN" STATAL3 ERROR("("NORMALINV")", 3, SIGMA) 
"ELSE" "IF" PROB < "-14 "OR" PROB > 1 - "-14 
"THEN" STATAL3 ERROR("("NORMALINV")", 1, PROB) 






AUTHOR: R Kaas 
INSTITIJTE: Mathematical Centre 
RECEIVED: 750201 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
The procedure computes the density function of the normal distribution for a 
given argument x. The parameters MU and SIGMA are the mean and the stan-
dard deviation of the distribution. 
Kl!YwORDS 
Normal density function 
CAUJNG SEQUENCE 
Heading 





x: <arithmetic expression>, argument of the density function; 
MU: <arithmetic expression>, mean of the distribution; 
SIGMA: <arithmetic expression>, standard deviation of the distribution. 
DATA AND RESULTS 
The value of the density function is assigned to the procedure identifier NOR-
MALDENS. 
The following error message may appear: 






METHOD AND PERFORMANCE 
The distribution function is computed as follows: 
NORMALDENS(X,MU,SIGMA)=EXP(- ~ Y2 )/(V2,;•SIGMA), 
where Y=(X-MU)/SIGMA. 
The precision is 10-14. 
92 
1.2.2.6 




NORMALDENS( .OO, .OOO, 1.00), 
NORMALDENSC1.50, .178, 1.03), 








"REAL" "PROCEDURE" NORMALDENSCX, MU, SIGMA); 
"VALUE" X, MU, SIGMA; "REAL" X, MU, SIGMA; 
NORMALDENS:= "IF".SIGMA <= 0 
"THEN" 
STATAL3 ERROR("("NORMALDENS")", 3, SIGMA) 
"ELSE" EXP(-(((X - MU) I SIGMA) ** 2) I 2) 






AUTHORS: R Kaas, F.J.A. Overweel 
INSTITIITE: Mathematical Centre 
RECEIVED: 770101 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
The procedure computes the standard bivariate normal distribution function, 
i.e. the probability that two variables with a standard bivariate normal distri-
bution with correlation coefficient RHO are less than or equal to x and Y, 
respectively. 
KEYWORDS 
Bivariate standard normal distribution function 
CALLING SEQUENCE 
Heading . 
"REAL" "PROCEDURE" BIVANORM ex, y , RHO >; 
"VALUE" X, Y , RHO; 
"REAL" X, Y , RHO; 
"CODE" 41558; 
Formal parameters 
x: <arithmetic expression>, first argument of the distribution func-
tion; 
Y: <arithmetic expression>, second argument of the distribution 
function; 
RHO: <arithmetic expression>, correlation coefficient of the two vari-
ables. 
DATA AND RESULTS 
The value of the distribution function is assigned to the procedure identifier 
BIVANORM. 
The following error message may appear: 










METHOD AND PERFORMANCE 
The computation of the distribution function is based on formula (31) on p.97 
and formula (28) on p.96 from Johnson and Kotz (1972). 
The precision is 10-14. 
REFERENCE 
[I] · N.L. Johnson and S. Kotz: Continuous multivariate distributions, 
Houghton Miffiin Company, Boston, 1972. 




BIVANORMC-0.5, -1.0, -.90), 
BIVANORM( 0.3, 0.7, .40), 








"REAL" "PROCEDURE" BIVANORMCH, K, RHO); "VALUE" H, K, RHO; 
"REAL" H, K, RHO; 
"BEGIN" "REAL" B; 
"REAL" "PROCEDURE" V(H, K, EPS); "VALUE" H, K, EPS; 
"REAL" H, K, EPS; 
"IF" H = 0 "OR" K = 0 "THEN" V:= 0 "ELSE" 
"IF" ABS(H) < ABS(K) "THEN" 
V:= (PHI(H) - .5) * CPHI(K) - .5) - V(K, H, EPS) 
"ELSE" 
"IF" ABS(K)> 8 "THEN" 
V:=.15915 49430 9189 * ARCTAN CK/H) 
"ELSE" 
"BEGIN" "REAL" M, L, L2, S, R, T, SS, TSN; "INTEGER" N; 
L:= K I H; M:= H * H I 2; L2:= L * L; R:= EXP(-M); 
S:= 1 - R; T:= L; SS:= T * S; 
"FOR" N:= 1, N + 1 "WHILE" ABS(TSN) >= EPS "DO" 
"BEGIN" R:= R * M I N; S:= S - R; T:= -T * L2; 
TSN:= S *TI (2 * N + 1); 




V:= SS * .15915 49430 9189 
"END" V; 
"IF" H < -8 "OR" K < -8 "THEN" B:=O "ELSE" 
"IF" H > 8 "AND" K > 8 "THEN" 8:=1 "ELSE" 
B:= "IF" ABS(RHO) > 1 "THEN" 
STATAL3 ERROR("("BIVANORM")", 3, RHO) 
"ELSE" "IF" ABS(RHO) = 1 "THEN" 
("IF" RHO = 1 "THEN" C"IF" K <= H "THEN" PHICK) 
"ELSE" PHI( H)) 
"ELSE" ("IF" H <= -K "THEN" 0 
"ELSE" PHI(K) - PHI(H))) 
"ELSE" V(H,(K - RHO * H)/ SQRTC1 - RHO ** 2), "-14) 
+ V(K,CH - RHO * K)/ SQRTC1 - RHO ** 2), "-14) 
+ .5 * (PHI(H) + PHI(K)) 
- .15915 49430 9189 * ARCCOS(RHO); 





1.2.3.1 Log normal 
TITLE: l.ognormal 
AUTHOR: E. Opperdoes 
INSTITUTE: Mathematical Centre 
RECEIVED: 750201 
BRIEF· DESCRIPTION 
The procedure computes the lognormal distribution function, i.e. the probabil-
ity that a random variable with a lognormal distribution is less than or equal 
to a given value x. The parameters MU and SIGMA are the mean and the stan-
dard deviation of the logarithm of the random variable. 
KEYwORDS 
Lognormal distribution function 
CALLING SEQUENCE 
Heading 
"REAL" "PROCEDURE" LOGNORMAL (X, MU , SIGMA ); 
"VALUE" X, MU , SIGMA; 
"REAL" X, MU , SIGMA; 
"CODE" 41539; 
Formal parameters 
x: <arithmetic expression>, argument of the distribution function; 
MU: <arithmetic expression>, mean of the logarithm of the random 
variable; 
SIGMA: <arithmetic expression>, standard deviation of the logarithm of 
the random variable. 
DATA AND RESULTS 
The value of the distribution function is assigned to the procedure identifier 
LOGNORMAL. 
The following error message may appear: 










METiiOD AND PERFORMANCE 
The distribution function is computed as follows: 
LOGNORMALCX,MU,SIGMA)= 
{O if X<O, PHI<CLNCX)-MU)/SIGMA) if X>O. 
The precision is 10-14. 




L06NORMALC4, O, 1), 
L06NORMAL(1, 0, 1), 








"REAL" "PROCEDURE" LOGNORMALCX, MU, SIGMA); 
"VALUE" X, MU, SIGMA; "REAL" X, MU, SIGMA; 
LOGNORMAL:= "IF" SIGMA <= 0 
98 
"THEN" STATAL3 ERRORC"C"LOGNORMAL")", 3, SIGMA) 
"ELSE" "IF" X <= 0 "THEN" 0 





AUTHOR: E. Opperdoes 
INSTITIITE: Mathematical Centre 
RECEIVED: 760901 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
The procedure computes the argument x, for which the lognormal distribution 
function has a given value PROB. The parameters MU and SIGMA are the mean 
and the standard deviation of the logarithm of the random variable. 
KEYWORDS 
Inverse lognormal distribution function 
CALLING SEQUENCE 
Heading 
"REAL" "PROCEDURE" LOGNORMALINV CPROB, MU , SIGMA ); 
"VALUE" PROB, MU , SIGMA; 
"REAL" PROB, MU , SIGMA; 
"CODE" 41540; 
Formal parameters 
PROB: <arithmetic expression>, left hand tail probability of the value to 
be computed; 
MU: <arithmetic expression>, mean of the logarithm of the random 
variable; 
SIGMA: <arithmetic expression>, standard deviation of the logarithm of 
the random variable. 
DATA AND RESULTS 
The value of the inverse distribution function is assigned to the procedure 
identifier LOGNORMALINV. 
The following error messages may appear: 
Erromumber 1 (if PROB < 10-14 or PROB >1-10-14) 










METHOD AND PERFORMANCE 
The distribution function is computed as follows: 
LOGNORMALINV(PROB,MU,SIGMA)=EXP(PHINV(PROB)*SIGMA+MU). 
The precision is 10-14. 




LOGNORMALINV(.36, O, 1), 
LOGNORMALINV(.88, 0, 1>, 








"REAL" "PROCEDURE" LOGNORMALINV(PROB, MU, SIGMA>; 
"VALUE" PROB, MU, SIGMA; "REAL" PROB, MU, SIGMA; 
LOGNORMALINV:= "IF" SIGMA <= 0 · 
100 
"THEN" STATAL3 ERROR("("LOGNORMALINV")", 3, SIGMA) 
"ELSE" "IF" PROB < "-14 "OR" PROB > 1 - "-14 
"THEN" STATAL3 ERROR("("LOGNORMALINV")", 1, PROB) 





AuraoR: R. Kaas 
INSTITIITE: Mathematical Centre 
RECEIVED: 750201 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
The procedure computes the density function of the lognormal distribution for 
a given argument x. The parameters MU and SIGMA are the mean and the stan-
dard deviation of the logarithm of the random variable. 
KEYW'ORDS 
Lognormal density function 
CALLING SEQUENCE 
Heading 
"REAL" "PROCEDURE" LOGNORMALDENS ex, MU , SIGMA); 
"VALUE" X, MU , SIGMA; 
"REAL" X, MU , SIGMA; 
"CODE" 41574; 
Formal parameters 
x: <arithmetic expression>, argument of the density function; 
MU: <arithmetic expression>, mean of the logarithm of the random 
variable; 
SIGMA: <arithmetic expression>, standard deviation of the logarithm of 
the random variable. 
DATA AND RESULTS 
The value of the density function is assigned to the procedure identifier LOG-
NORMALDENS. 
The following error message may appear: 
Erromumber 3 (if SIGMA.;;;; o) 
PROCEDURES USED 
STATAL3 ERROR STATAL 40100 
LANGUAGE 
Algol 60 
METHOD AND PERFORMANCE 




The precision is 10-14. 




LOGNORMALDENSC4, 0, 1), 
LOGNORMALDENSC1, 0, 1>, 








"REAL" "PROCEDURE" LOGNORMALDENSCX, MU, SIGMA); 




STATAL3 ERRORC"("LOGNORMALDENS")", 3, SIGMA) 
"ELSE" "IF" X <= 0 "THEN" 0 
"ELSE" 
EXP(-(((LN(X) - MU) I SIGMA) ** 2) I 2> 




AUTHOR: M. van Gelderen 
INSTITUTE: Mathematical Centre 
RECEIVED: 750501 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
The procedure computes the t distribution function, i.e. the probability that 
a random variable having at distribution with DF degrees of freedom is less 
than or equal to a given value x. 
KEYwORDS 
t distribution function 
CALLING SEQUENCE 
Heading 
"REAL" "PROCEDURE" CHISQ ex, DF>; 
"VALUE" X, DF; 
"REAL" X, DF; 
"CODE" 41506; 
Formal parameters 
x: <arithmetic expression>, argument of the distribution function; 
DF: <arithmetic expression>, number of degrees of freedom of the 
distribution. 
DATA AND RESULTS 
The value of the distribution function is assigned to the procedure identifier 
CHI SQ. 
The following error message may appear: 








METHOD AND PERFORMANCE 
The distribution function is computed as follows: 
CHISQCX, DF>=GAMMACX, DF/2, 2). 
The precision is 10-10. 
103 
Chisq 














"REAL" "PROCEDURE" CHISQ(X, DF>; 
"VALUE" X, DF; "REAL" X, DF; 
CHISQ:= "IF" DF <= O"THEN" 
104 
STATAL3 ERROR("("CHISQ")", 2, Df) 
"ELSE" "IF" X <= 0 "THEN" 0 "ELSE" 





AUTHOR: E. Opperdoes 
INSTITUTE: Mathematical Centre 
RECEIVED: 760901 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
The procedure computes the argument x, for which the ,{- distribution function 
with DF degrees of freedom has a given value PROB. 
KEYWORDS 
Inverse ,{- distribution function 
CALLING SEQUENCE 
Heading 
"REAL" "PROCEDURE" CHISQINV (PROB, DF); 
"VALUE" PROB, DF; 
"REAL" PROB, DF; 
"CODE" 41507; 
Formal parameters 
PROB: <arithmetic expression>, left hand tail probability of the value to 
be computed; 
DF: <arithmetic expression>, number of degrees of freedom of the 
distribution. 
DATA AND RESULTS 
The argument of the inverse distribution function is assigned to the procedure 
identifier CHISQINV. 
The following error messages may appear: 
Erromumber 1 (if PROB.;;; 10-10 or PROB;;;. 1-10-10) 












METHOD AND PERFORMANCE 
The inverse distribution function is computed as follows: 
CHISQINV( PROB, DF) = INVERSECX, CHISQCX, DF), PROB, 10-10). 
The precision is 10-10. 














"REAL" "PROCEDURE" CHISQINVCPROB, DF>; 
"VALUE" PROB, DF; "REAL" PROB, DF; 
"IF" PROB < "-10 "OR" PROB > 1 "" "-10 
"THEN" STATAL3 ERROR( 11 ( 11CHISQINV11 ) 11 , 1, PROB) 
"ELSE" "IF" DF <= 0 
"THEN" STATAL3 ERROR("("CHISQINV")", 2, OF) 
"ELSE" 
"BEGIN" "REAL" X; 
X:= PHINVCPROB) * SQRT(2 * DF) + DF; 






TITLE: · Chisqdens 
AUTHOR: R. Kaas 
INSTITUTE: Mathematical Centre 
RECEIVED: 750601 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
The procedure computes the density function of the t distribution with DF 
degrees of freedom for a given argument x. 
KEYwORDS 
.,(- density function 
CALLING SEQUENCE 
Heading 
"REAL" "PROCEDURE" CHISQDENS (X, DF>; 
"VALUE" X, DF; 
"REAL" X, DF; 
"CODE" 41758; 
Formal parameters 
x: <arithmetic expression>, argument of the density function; 
DF: <arithmetic expression>, number of degrees of freedom of the 
distribution. 
DATA AND RESULTS 
The value of the density function is assigned to the procedure identifier 
CHISQDENS. 
The following error message may appear: 








METHOD AND PERFORMANCE 
The density function is computed as follows: 
{
EXP( CDF/2-1 )*LN(X)-X/2-DF*LN(2>12 




The precision is 10-10. 





CHISQDENSC 4, 15), 







"CODE" 41758; . . 
"REAL" "PROCEDURE" CHISQDENSCX, DF); 
"VALUE" X, DF; "REAL" X, DF; 
CHISQDENS:= "IF" DF <= 0 
108 
"THEN" STATAL3ERROR("("CHISQDENS")", 2, DF) 
"ELSE" "IF" X <= 0 "THEN" 0 "ELSE" 
EXPCCDF I 2 - 1) * LN(X) - X I 2 -





AUTHORS: J.M. Buhrman, R van der Horst 
INSITIUTE: Mathematical Centre 
RECEIVED: 770101 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
The procedure computes the distribution function of the non-central t distri-
bution, i.e. the probability that a random variable with a non-central t distri-
bution with DF degrees of freedom and non-centrality parameter DELTA is 
less than or equal to a given value x. 
KEYWORDS 
Non-central x!- distribution function 
CALLING SEQUENCE 
Heading 
"REAL" "PROCEDURE" NCCHISQ ex, DF, DELTA); 
"VALUE" X, DF, DELTA; 
"REAL" X, DF, DEL TA; 
"CODE" 41509; 
Formal parameters 
x: <arithmetic expression>, argument of the distribution function; 
DF: <arithmetic expression>; number of degrees of freedom of the 
distribution; 
DELTA: <arithmetic expression>, non-centrality parameter. 
DATA AND RESULTS 
The value of the distribution function is assigned to the procedure identifier 
NCCHISQ. 
The following error messages may appear: 
Erromumber 2 (if DF is not an integer > o) 












METHOD AND PERFORMANCE 
The computation of the distribution function is based on formula 28.3.2 from 
Johnson and Kotz (1969) and formula 26.4.8 from Abramowitz and Stegun 
(1970). 
The precision is 10-9. 
REFERENCES 
[l]. M. Abramowitz and D.A. Stegun: Handbook of mathematical functions, 
Dover Publications, New York, 1970. 
[2] N.L. Johnson and S. Kotz: Continuous univariate distributions - 2, 
Houghton MitHin Company, Boston, 1969. 




NCCHISQ(1, 4, 8), 
NCCHISQ(7, 7; 3), 








"REAL" "PROCEDURE" NCCHISQ(X, DF, DELTA); 
"VALUE" X, DF, DELTA; "REAL" X, DF, DELTA; 
"BEGIN" "REAL" FACTOR1, FACTOR2, PROB, SUM, TERM; 
110 
"INTEGER" M; 
"IF" DF < 1 "OR" DF > ENTIER(DF) "THEN" 
STATAL3ERROR("("NCCHISQ")", 2, DF>; 
"IF" DELTA < 0 "THEN" 
STATAL3ERROR("("NCCHISQ")", 3, DELTA); 
"IF" X <= 0 "THEN" NCCHISQ:= 0 "ELSE" . 
"IF" DELTA = 0 "THEN" NCCHISQ:= CHISQ(X, DF) "ELSE" 
"BEGIN" PROB:= CHISQ(X, DF>; X:= X I 2; DF:= DF I 2; 
DELTA:= DELTA I 2; FACTOR1:= EXP(-DELTA); 
FACTOR2:= EXP(DF * LN(X) - X - LOGGAMMA(DF + 1)); 
TERM:= SUM:= PROB * FACTOR1; M:= 0; 
"FOR" M:= M + 1 
"WHILE" "NOT"( TERM < "-9 "AND" M > DELTA ) "DO" 
"BEGIN" FACTOR1:= FACTOR1 *DELTA IM; 
1.2.4.4 
PROB:= PROB - FACTOR2; 
FACTOR2:= FACTOR2 * X I (DF + M); 










AUTHOR: J. Bethlehem 
INmTUTE: Mathematical Centre 
RECEIVED: 740121 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
The procedure computes the Student's t-distribution function, i.e. the probabil-
ity that a random variable having a Student's t-distribution with DF degrees of 
freedom is less than or equal to a given value x. 
KEYW'ORDS 
Student's t-distribution function 
CAWNG SEQUENCE 
Heading 
"REAL" "PROCEDURE" STUDENT CX,DF,>; 




x: <arithmetic expression>, argument of the distribution function; 
DF: <arithmetic expression>, number of degrees of freedom of the 
distribution. 
DATA AND RESULTS 
The value of the distribution function is assigned to the procedure identifier 
STUDENT. 
The following error message may appear: 








METHOD AND PERFORMANCE 
The distribution function is computed as follows: 
STUDENTCX, DF) = 
{ 1-IB/2 if X;;;;.. O, IB/2 ifX<O, 
112 
1.2.5.1 
where IB=INCOMPLETE BETA(DF/CDF+X•X>, DF/2, .5, EPS)/2. 
EPS, the precision of the incomplete beta function is 10-12 • 
The precision of the computation is 10-12 • 














"REAL" "PROCEDURE" STUDENTCX, DF>; "VALUE" X, DF; 
"REAL" X, DF; 
"BEGIN" "REAL"IB; 
"IF" DF <= 0 "THEN" 
STUDENT:= STATAL3 ERROR("("STUDENT")",2,DF) 
"ELSE" 
"BEGIN" IB:= 
INCOMPLETE BETA(DF/(DF + X * X),DF/2,0.5,"-12>; 
"IF" IB < 0 "THEN" IB:= 0 
"ELSE" "IF" IB > 2 "THEN" IB:= 2; 








AUTHOR: M. van Gelderen 
INSTITUTE: Mathematical Centre 
RECEIVED: 760901 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
The procedure computes the argument x, for which the Student's t-distribution 
function with DF degrees of freedom has a given value PROB. 
KEYWORDS 
Inverse Student's t-distribution function 
CALLING SEQUENCE 
Heading 





PROB: <arithmetic expression>, left hand tail probability of the value to 
be computed; 
DF: <arithmetic expression>, number of degrees of freedom of the 
distribution; 
DATA AND RESULTS 
The value of the inverse distribution function is assigned to the procedure 
identifier STUDENTINV. 
The following error messages may appear: 
Erromumber 1 (if PROB < 10-10 or PROB > 1-10-10) 












METIIOD AND PERFORMANCE 
The inverse distribution function is computed as follows: 
STUDENTINVCPROB,DF)=INVERSECX,STUDENTCX,DF),PROB,10-10 >. 
The precision is 10-10. 














"REAL" "PROCEDURE" STUDENTINV(PROB, DF>; 
"VALUE" PROB, DF; "REAL" PROB, ·DF; 
"BEGIN" 
"IF" PROB < "-10 "OR" PROB > 1 - "-10 
"THEN" STATAL3 ERRORC"C"STUDENTINV")", 1, PROB) 
"ELSE" "IF" DF <= 0 
"THEN" STATAL3 ERRORC"("STUDENTINV")", 2, DF> 
"ELSE" 
"BEGIN" "REAL" X, U, U2; 
U:= PHINVCPROB); U2:= U * U; 
X:= U * (1 + CU2 + 1) I 4 I DF + 
C3 + U2 * CU2 * 5 + 16)) I 96 I DF I DF); 








AUTHOR: R. Kaas 
INSTITUrE: Mathematical Centre 
RECEIVED: 750601 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
The procedure computes the density function of the Student's t-distribution 
with DF degrees of freedom for a given argument x. 
KEYWORDS 
Student's t-density function 
CALLING SEQUENCE 
Heading 
"REAL" "PROCEDURE" STUDENTDENS (X,DF); 
"VALUE" X,DF,; 
"REAL" X, DF; 
"CODE" 41762; 
Formal parameters 
x: <arithmetic expression>, argument of the density function; 
DF: <arithmetic expression>, number of degrees of freedom of the 
distribution; 
DATA AND RESULTS 
The value of the density function is assigned to the procedure identifier STU-
DENTDENS. 
The following error message may appear: 








METHOD AND PERFORMANCE 
The density function is computed as follows: 
STUDENTDENSCX, DF) =EXPCLOGGAMMA< C DF +1 )/2)-LOGGAMMAC DF /2)-
C DF +1)/2*LNC1 +x2 /DF )-LN( DF )/2-LN(w)/2). 
The precision is 10-10. 
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1.2.5.3 




STUDENTDENS( 1, 10>, 









"REAL" "PROCEDURE" STUDENTDENSCX, DF>; 
"VALUE" X, DF; "REAL" X, DF; 
STUDENTDENS:= "IF" DF <= 0 
"EOP" 
"THEN" STATAL3 ERROR("("STUDENTDENS")", 2, DF) 
"ELSE" 
EXP(LOGGAMMACCDF + 1) I 2) - LOGGAMMA(DF I 2) -
(DF + 1) I 2 * LN(1, + X * X I DF) -





AUTHOR: H. Elff ers 
INSTITUTE: Mathematical Centre 
RECEIVED: 750601 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
The procedure computes the non-central Student's t-distribution function, i.e. 
the probability that a random variable having a non-central Student's t-
distribution with D F degrees of freedom is less than or equal to a given value 
x. DEL TA is the non-centrality parameter. 
KEYWORDS 
Non-central Student's t-distribution 
CALLING SEQUENCE 
Heading . . 
"REAL" "PROCEDURE" NCSTUDENT ex, DF, DELTA); 
"VALUE" X, DF, DEL TA; 
"REAL" X,DF, DELTA; 
"CODE" 41533; 
Formal parameters 
x: <arithmetic expression>, argument of the distribution function; 
DF: <arithmetic expression>, number of degrees of freedom of the 
distribution; 
DELTA: <arithmetic expression>, non-centrality parameter. 
DATA AND RESULTS 
The value of the distribution function is assigned to the procedure identifier 
NCSTUDENT. 
The following error messages may appear: 
Erromumber 0 (if it is impossible to compute the distribution 
function with prescribed precision) 










METHOD AND PERFORMANCE 
An exact representation, according to Owen (1968), p.464, is used for the com-
putation of the distribution function. For odd DF an integral has to be 
evaluated numerically over a finite interval; details can be found in Elff ers 
(unpublished). 
The precision is 10-a. 
REFERENCES 
[l] D.B. Owen: A survey of properties and applications of the noncentral t-
distribution, Technometrics, 10, (1968), p.445-78. 
[2] H. Elffers: Comisch-Fisher expansie in exacte procedures voor de bereke-
ning van de niet-centrale studentverdeling, (unpublished report). 
ExAMPLE OF USE 
Program: 
"BEGIN" 
OUTPUT(61, "( "3( +ZD.6D,f)")", 
NCSTUDENTC-1.81,· 10, 1), 
NCSTUDENT( 2.93, 8, 2.5), 








"REAL" "PROCEDURE" NCSTUDENT(X, DF, DELTA); 
"VALUE" X, DF, DELTA; "REAL" X, DF, DELTA; 
"BEGIN" "REAL" A, B, A2, we, D2, TOL, TOLI, H, HELP, RESULT; 
"BOOLEAN" DFEVEN; 
"REAL" "PROCEDURE" INTEGRATE(YO, Y4, FO, F2, F4>; 
"VALUE" YO, Y4, FO, F2, F4; "REAL" YO, Y4, FO, F2, F4; 
"BEGIN" "REAL" F1, F3, Y2, TEE, Y; 
Y2:=(Y0 + Y4)/2; 
Y :=(YO+ Y2)/2; F1:= EXP(H•(1 + Y*Y))/(1 + Y*Y); 
Y :=(Y2 + Y4)/2; F3:= EXP(H•C1 + Y*Y))/(1 + Y*Y); 
TEE:=6•F2 - 4•(F1 + F3) + FO +F4; 
INTEGRATE:="IF" ABS(TEE) < TOLI 
"THEN" (Y4 - Y0)•(4•CF1 + F3) + 2•F2 + 
FO + F4 - TEE/15) 
"ELSE" INTEGRATE(YO, Y2, FO, F1, F2) + 
INTEGRATE(Y2, Y4, F2, F3, F4); 
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Ncstudent 
. "END" INTEGRATE; 
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"REAL" "PROCEDURE" SUMMATION OF FACTORS M; 
"BEGIN" "INTEGER" I; 
"REAL" MSUM, COEF, MIMIN2, MIMIN1, MI; 
"BOOLEAN" ADD; 
MSUM:= O; 
"IF" DF > 1 "THEN" 
"BEGIN" 
MIMIN2:= A*WB * EXP(H) * PHI(HELP*WB) * 
.3989422804; 
"IF" DFEVEN "THEN" MSUM:= MSUM + MIMIN2; 
"IF" DF > 2 "THEN" 
"BEGIN" COEF:= 1; 
MIMIN1:= B*(HELP*MIMIN2 + 
A•.1591549431*EXP(-.5•D2>>; 
"IF"" DFEVEN "THEN" MSUM:= MSUM + MIMIN1; 
ADD:= DFEVEN; 
"FOR" I:= 2 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" DF - 2 "DO" 
"BEGIN" Ml:= Cl -1)/I*B* 
(COEF*HELP*MIMIN1 + MIMIN2); 
"IF" ADD "THEN" MSUM:= MSUM + Ml; 
ADD:= A ADD; COEF:= 1/(l - 1 )/COEF; 




SUMMATION OF FACTORS M:= MSUM; 
"END" SUM .. ATION OF FACTORS "; 
"PROCEDURE" INITIALISATION; 
"BEGIN" TOL:= "-8; 
"IF" DF < 1 "OR" ENTIER( DF) '= l>F "THEN" 
STATAL3 ERROR("("NCSTUDENT")", 2, DF); 
DFEVEN:= ENTIER(DF/2) = l>F/2; 
A:= X/SQRTCl>F); A2:= A*A; 1>2:= DELTA*DELTA; 
HELP:= DELTA*A; 
B:=DF/(DF + X*X); WB:= SQRT(B); H:=-D2*B*.5; 




"IF" DFEVEN "THEN" 
PHIC-DELTA) + SUMMATION OF FACTORS M * 2.5066282746 
"ELSE" 
PHI(-DELTA*WB) + su""ATION OF FACTORS M * 2 + 
("IF" ABS(A) <= TOL "THEN" 0 "ELSE" 
.31830 98862 * INTEGRATECO, A, EXP(H), 
EXPCH*C1 + A2/4))/(1 + A2/4), 




"lF" TOL <= RESULT "AND" RESULT <= 1 - TOL "THEN" RESULT 
"ELSE" 
"IF" ABSCRESULT) < TOL "THEN" 0 "ELSE" 
"IF" ABSCRESULT - 1) < TOL "THEN" 1 "ELSE" 







AUTHOR: H. Elff ers 
INSTITUTE: Mathematical Centre 
RECEIVED: 750601 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
The procedure computes the argument x, for which the non-central Student's 
t-distribution function with DF degrees of freedom has a given value PROB. 
DELTA is the non-centrality parameter. 
KEYWORDS 
Inverse non-central Student's t-distribution 
CALLING SEQUENCE 
Heading 
"REAL" "PROCEDURE" NCSTUDENTINV (PROB, DF, DELTA); 
"VALUE" PROB, DF, DELTA; 
"REAL" PROB, DF, DELTA; 
"CODE" 41534; 
Formal parameters 
PROB: <arithmetic expression>, left hand tail probability of the value to 
be computed; 
DF: <arithmetic expression>, number of degrees of freedom of the 
distribution; 
DELTA: <arithmetic expression>, non-centrality parameter. 
DATA AND RESULTS 
The value of the inverse distribution function is assigned to the procedure 
identifier NCSTUDENTINV. 
The following error messages may appear: 
Erromumber 0 (if it is impossible to find a solution) 
Erromumber 1 (if PROB < 10-1 or PROB > 1-10-1) 














MEmOD AND PERFORMANCE 
Ncstudentinv 
The procedure searches a solution of the equation in T: 
NCSTUDENT<T,DF,DELTA)=PROB. This is performed by a call of the procedure 
ZEROIN in an interval which is constructed by means of an initial Cornish-
Fisher approximation to the solution. For details see reference [2] of section 
1.2.5.4. 
The precision is 10-1. 




NCSTUDENTINV(.05, 19, 8), 
NCSTUDENTINV(.52, 15, 4), 








"REAL" "PROCEDURE" NCSTUDENTINV(PROB, DF, DELTA); 
"VALUE" PROB, DF, DELTA; "REAL" PROB, DF, DELTA; 
"BEGIN" "REAL" X, Y, TOL; 
"PROCEDURE" CORNISH FISHER EXPANSION; 
"BEGIN" "REAL" UA, UA2, UA3, UA4, UA5; 
"INTEGER" DF4, DFDF; 
UA:=PHINV(PROB); 
UA2:=UA*UA; UA3:=UA2•UA; UA4:=UA2•UA2; 
UA5:=UA4•UA; DF4:=DF•4; DFDF:=DF•DF; 
X:=-UA/DFDF/32; 
X:=X•DELTA - (UA2 - 1)/DFDF/24; 
X:=X•DELTA + UA/DF4 + (UA3 + UA•4)/DFDF/16; 
X:=X•DELTA + 1 + (UA2*2 + 1)/DF4 + 
(UA4*4 + UA2•12 + 1)/DFDF/32; 
X:=X•DELTA + UA + (UA3 + UA)/DF4 + (UA5•5 + UA3•16 
+ UA•3)/DFDF/96; 




"IF" PROB < TOL "OR" PROB > 1 - TOL "THEN" 
STATAL3 ERROR("("NCSTUDENTINV")", 1, PROB); 
"IF" DF < 1 "OR" ENTIER(DF)"' DF "THEN" 
STATAL3 ERROR("("NCSTUDENTINV")", 2, Df); 
CORNISH FISHER EXPANSION; 
NCSTUDENTINV:= 







AUTHOR: J. Bethlehem 
INSTITUTE: Mathematical Centre 
REcEIVED: 740114 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
The procedure computes the Fisher distribution function, i.e. the probability 
that a random varianble having a Fisher distribution with DF1 and DF2 degrees 
of freedom is less than or equal to a given value x. 
KEYWORDS 
Fisher distribution function 
CALLING SEQUENCE 
Heading 
"REAL" "PROCEDURE" FISHER (X,DF1,DF2); 




x: <arithmetic expression>, argument of the distribution; 
DF1: <arithmetic expression>, number of degrees of freedom of the 
numerator; 
DF2: <arithmetic expression>, number of degrees of freedom of the 
denominator. 
DATA AND RESULTS 
The value of the distribution function is assigned to the procedure identifier 
FISHER. 
The following error messages may appear: 
Erromumber 2 (if DF1 .,;;; o) 










METHOD AND PERFORMANCE 
The distribution function is computed as follows: 
FISHERCX,DF1,DF2)= 
{~ - INCOMPLETE BET AC DF2/C DF2+DF1•X), DF2/2, DF1 /2, EPS) 
EPS, the precision of the incomplete beta function, is 10-12 • 
The precision of the computation is 10-12 • 




FISHER( 1, 3, 2), 
FISHERC23, 3, 4), 








if x > o, 
if x .;;; o. 
"REAL" "PROCEDURE" FISHERCX, DF1, DF2); "VALUE" X, DF1, DF2; 
"REAL" X, DF1, DF2; 
"BEGIN" "REAL"IB; 
"IF" DF1 <= 0 "THEN" 
FISHER:= STATAL3 ERROR("("FISHER")",2,DF1) 
"ELSE" 
"IF" DF2 <= 0 "THEN" 
FISHER:= STATAL3 ERRORC"C"FISHER")",3,DF2) 
"ELSE" 
"IF" X <= 0 "THEN" FISHER:= 0 
"ELSE" 
"BEGIN" IB:= INCOMPLETE BETACDF2/CDF2 + DF1 * X) 
, DF2/2,DF1/2,"-12); 
"IF" IB < 0 "THEN" IB:= 0 
"ELSE" "IF" IB > 1 "THEN" IB:= 1; 







TITLE: · Fisherinv 
AUTHOR: M. van Gelderen 
INSTITUTE: Mathematical Centre 
RECEIVED: 760901 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
The procedure computes the argument x, for which the Fisher distribution 
function with DF1 and DF2 degrees of freedom has a given value PROB. 
KEYWORDS 
Inverse Fisher distribution function 
CALLING SEQUENCE 
Heading 
"REAL" "PROCEDURE" FISHERINV CPROB,DF1,DF2); 




PROB: <arithmetic expression>, left hand tail probability of the value to 
be computed; 
DF1: <arithmetic expression>, number of degrees of freedom of the 
numerator; 
DF2: <arithmetic expression>, number of degrees of freedom of the 
denominator. 
DATA AND RESULTS 
The value of the inverse distribution function is assigned to the procedure 
identifier FISHERlNV. 
The following error messages may appear: 
Erromumber 1 (if PROB < 10-10 or PROB > 1-10-10) 
Erromumber 2 (if DF1 .;;; O) 












METHOD AND PERFORMANCE 
The inverse distribution function is computed as follows: 
FISHERINVCX,DF1,DF2)=INVERSECX,FISHERCX,DF1,DF2),PROB,10-10 >. 
The precision is 10-10. 




FISHERINVC.950, 6, 22), 
FISHERINVC.338, 10, 18), 








"REAL" "PROCEDURE" FISHERINVCPROB, DF1, DF2); 
"VALUE" PROB, DF1, DF2; "REAL" PROB, DF1, DF2; 
"BEGIN" 
"IF" PROB < "-10 "OR" PROB > 1 - "-10 
"THEN" STATAL3 ERRORC"("FISHERINV")", 1, PROB) 
"ELSE" "IF" DF1 <= 0 
"THEN" STATAL3 ERROR("("FlSHERINV")", 2, DF1) 
"ELSE" "IF" DF2 <= 0 
"THEN" STATAL3 ERROR("("FISHERINV")", 3, DF2) 
"ELSE" 
"BEGIN" "REAL" X; 
X:= "IF" PROB <= .5 "THEN" .5 "ELSE" 
"IF" DF2 <= 4 "THEN" 1 "ELSE" 
DF2 I CDF2 - 2) + PHINVCPROB) * 
SQRT(2 * DF2 * DF2 * (DF1 + DF2 - 2) I (DF1 * (DF2 - 4) * CDF2- 2) * CDF2 - 2))); 
FISHERINV:= 






1.2.6.3 Fisher dens 
TrrLB:· 
AUTHOll: R. Kaas 
INSTITCJTB: Mathematical Centre 
RBcmvm>: 750601 
BRIEF PESCRIPTION 
The procedure computes the density function of the Fisher distribution with 
DF1 and DF2 degrees of freedom for a given argument x. 
KEYwORDS 
Fisher density function 
CAWNG SEQUENCE 
Heading 
"REAL" "PROCEDURE" FISHERDENS (X, DF1, DF2); 
"VALUE" X, DF1, DF2; 
"REAL" X, DF1, DF2; 
"CODE" 41761; 
Formal parameters 
x: <arithmetic expression>, argument of the density function; 
DF1: <arithmetic expression>, number of degrees of freedom of the 
numerator; 
DF2: <arithmetic expression>, number of degrees of freedom of the 
denominator. 
DATA AND RESULTS 
The value of the density function is assigned to the procedure identifier 
FISHERDENS. 
The following error messages may appear: 
Erromumber 2 (if DF1 < o) 










METHOD AND PERFORMANCE 
The density function is computed as follows: 
FISHERDENSCX,DF1,DF2)= 
EXPCLOGGAMMAC CDF1 + DF2)/2)-LOGGAMMA( DF1 /2)-
LOGGAMMACDF2/2) + 
CDF1*LNCDF1 HDF2•LN(DF2))/ 
2+cDF1 /2-1 )*LNCX)-( DF1 +DF2)/2* 
LNC DF1 *X + DF2)) 
0 
The precision is 10-10. 




FISHERDENSC10, 11, 12), 
FISHERDENS( t, 3.5, 5.7), 








"REAL" "PROCEDURE" FISHERDENSCX, DF1, DF2); 
"VALUE" X, DF1, DF2; 
"REAL" X, DF1, DF2; 
FISHERDENS:= "IF" DF1 <= 0 
if x > o, 
if x ,,.; o. 
"THEN" STATAL3 ERRORC"C"FISHERDENS")", 2, DF1) 
"ELSE" 
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"IF" DF2 <= 0 
"THEN" STATAL3 ERRORC"C"FISHERDENS")", 3, DF2) 
"ELSE" 
"IF" X <= 0 "THEN" 0 "ELSE" 
EXP(LOGGAMMACCDF1 + Df2) I 2) -
"EOP" 
LOGGAMMA(DF1 I 2) - LOGGAMMACDF2 I 2) + 
CDF1 * LNCDF1) + DF2 * LNCDF2)) I 2 + 
CDF1 I 2 - 1) * LN(X) - CDF1 + DF2) I 2 * 




AUTHOR.: I. van der Tweel 
INSTITUTE: Mathematical Centre 
REcEIVED: 770901 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
The procedure computes the non-central Fisher distribution function, i.e. the 
probability that a random variable having a non-central Fisher distribution 
with DF1 and DF2 degrees of freedom and non-centrality parameter DEL TA is 
less than or equal to a given value x. 
KEYW'OR.DS 
Non-central Fisher distribution function 
CAUJNG SEQUENCE 
Heading 
"REAL" "PROCEDURE" NCFISHER (X, DF1, DF2, "DELTA"); 
"VALUE" X, DF1, DF2, DELTA; 
"REAL" X, DF1, DF2, "DELTA"; 
"CODE" 41525; 
Formal parameters 
x: <arithmetic expression>, argument of the distribution function; 
DF1: <arithmetic expression>; number of degrees of freedom of the 
numerator; 
DF2: <arithmetic expression>, number of degrees of freedom of the 
denominator; 
DELTA: <arithmetic expression>, non-centrality parameter. 
DATA AND RESULTS 
The value of the distribution function is assigned to the procedure identifier 
NCFISHER. 
The following error messages may appear: 
Erromumber 2 (if DF1 < O) 
Erromumber 3 (if DF2 < o) 










METHOD AND PERFORMANCE 
1.2.6.4 
The computation of the distribution function is based on formula 26.6.20 on 
p.947 in Abramowitz and Stegun (1970). 
If DF1 .;;; 1000 and DF2.;;; 1000 the precision of the computation is 10-12 • 
REFERENCE 
[1] M. Abramowitz & I.A. Stegun: Handbook of mathematical functions, 
Dover publications, New York, 1970. 
ExAMPLE OF USE 
Program: 
"BEGIN" 
OUTPUTC61, "( "3( Z.6D,/)")", 
NCFISHERC33.677, 1, 19, 64.00), 
NCFISHER( .750, 4, 5, 1.20), 








"REAL" "PROCEDURE" NCFISHERCX,DF1,DF2,DELTA); 
"VALUE" X,DF1,DF2,DELTA; "REAL" X,DF1,DF2,DELTA; 
"BEGIN" "INTEGER" J; "REAL" XX,FAKTOR1,FAKTOR2,EPS,SUM; 
"IF" DF1 <= 0 "THEN" STATAL3 ERRORC"C"NCFISHER")",2,DF1) 
"ELSE" 
"IF" DF2 <= 0 "THEN" STATAL3 ERROR("("NCFISHER")",3,DF2) 
"ELSE" 
"IF" DELTA < 0 "THEN" 
STATAL3 ERRORC"C"NCFISHER")",4,DELTA) 
"ELSE" "IF" X <= 0 "THEN" NCFISHER:= 0 "ELSE" 
"BEGIN" XX:= CDF1 * X) I CDF1 * X + DF2); EPS:= "-12; 
DF1:= DF1 I 2; DF2:= DF2 I 2; DELTA:= DELTA I 2; 
FAKTOR1:= 1; 
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FAKTOR2:= SUM:= INCOMPLETE BETA(XX,DF1,DF2,EPS); 
"IF" DELTA = 0 "THEN" "GOTO" UIT; 
J:= 0; "FOR" J:= J + 1 "WHILE" FAKTOR2 > EPS "DO" 
"BEGIN" FAKTOR1:= FAKTOR1 *DELTA I J; 
FAKTOR2:= FAKTOR1 * 
1.2.6.4 
INCOMPLETE BETA(XX,DF1 + J,DF2,EPS); 
SUM:= SUM + FAKTOR2 
"END"; 








AUTHOR: J. Bethlehem 
INSTITUTE: Mathematical Centre 
RECEIVED: 741206 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
The procedure computes the distribution function of the exponential distribu-
tion, i.e. the probability that a random variable with an exponential distribu-
tion is less than or equal to a given value x. The scale parameter LAMBDA is the 
inverse of the mean of the distribution. 
KEYWORDS 
Exponential distribution function 
CALLING SEQUENCE 
Heading . 
"REAL" "PROCEDURE" EXPON ex, LAMBDA); 
"VALUE" X, LAMBDA"; 
"REAL" X, LAMBDA; 
"CODE" 41561; 
Ji'orrnalJJararneters 
x: <arithmetic expression>, argument of the distribution function; 
LAMBDA: <arithmetic expression>, inverse scale parameter. 
DATA AND RESULTS 
The value of the distribution function is assigned to the procedure identifier 
EXPON. 
The following error message may appear: 






METHOD AND PERFORMANCE 
The distribution function is computed as follows: 
EXPONCX,LAMBDA)= 
{o if x.;;; o, 1-EXPC-X*LAMBDA) if X > O. 
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1.2.7.1 
The precision is 10-14. 




EXPON( 2.0, 1.0), 









"REAL" "PROCEDURE" EXPON ex, LAMBDA); 
"VALUE" X, LAMBDA; "REAL" X, LAMBDA; 
EXPON:= "IF" LAMBDA <= 0 
"THEN" STATAL3 ERROR("("EXPON")", 2, LAMBDA) 
"ELSE" "IF" X <= 0 "THEN" 0 






AUTHOR: J. Bethlehem 
INSTITUTE: Mathematical Centre 
RECEIVED: 741206 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
The procedure computes the argument x, for which the exponential distribu-
tion function has a given value PROB. The scale parameter LAMBDA is the 
inverse of the mean of the distribution. 
KEY'WORDS 
Inverse exponential distribution function 
CALLING SEQUENCE 
Heading 
"REAL" "PROCEDURE" EXPONINV CPROB, LAMBDA); 
"VALUE" PROB, LAMBDA; . 
"REAL" PROB, LAMBDA; 
"CODE" 41562; 
Formal parameters 
PROB: <arithmetic expression>, left hand tail probability of the value to 
be computed; 
LAMBDA: <arithmetic expression>, inverse scale parameter. 
DATA AND RESULTS 
The value of the distribution function is assigned to the procedure identifier 
EXPONINV. 
The following error messages may appear: 
Erromumber 1 (if PROB < 10-14 or PROB > 1-10-14) 






METHOD AND PERFORMANCE 
The inverse distribution function is computed as follows: 
EXPONINV(PROB, LAMBDA)= -LN( 1-PROB)/LAMBDA. 
The precision is 10-14. 
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1.2.7.2 














"REAL" "PROCEDURE" EXPONINVCPROB, LAMBDA); 
"VALUE" PROB, LAMBDA; "REAL" PROB, LAMBDA; 
EXPONINV:= "IF" LAMBDA <= 0 
"THEN" STATAL3 ERROR("C"EXPONINV")",2,LAMBDA) 
"ELSE" "IF" PROB <= 0 "OR" PROB >= 1 
"THEN" STATAL3 ERROR("("EXPONINV")",1,PROB) 






AUTHOR: R. Kaas 
INSTITUTE: Mathematical Centre 
RECEIVED: 750601 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
The procedure computes the density function of the exponential distribution 
for a given argument x. The scale parameter LAMBDA is the inverse of the 
mean of the distribution. 
KEYWORDS 
Exponential density function 
CALLING SEQUENCE 
Heading 
"REAL" "PROCEDURE" EXPONDENS ex, LAMBDA); 
"VALUE" X, LAMBDA; 
"REAL" X, LAMBDA; 
"CODE" 41755; 
Formal parameters 
x: <arithmetic expression>, argument of the density function; 
LAMBDA: <arithmetic expression>, inverse scale parameter. 
DATA AND RESULTS 
The value of the density function is assigned to the procedure identifier EXPON-
DENS. 
The following error message may appear: 






METHOD AND PERFORMANCE 
The density function is computed as follows: 
EXPONDENS(X,LAMBDA)= 
{LAMBDA*EXP(-LAMBDA*X) if X >O, 0 if x .;;;; o. 
The precision is 10-14. 
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1.2.7.3 














"REAL" "PROCEDURE" EXPONDENS(X, LAMBDA>; "VALUE" X, LAMBDA; 
"REAL" X, LAMBDA; 
EXPONDENS:= "IF" LAMBDA <= 0 
"THEN" 
STATAL3 ERROR("("EXPONDENS")", 2, LAMBDA) 
"ELSE" "IF" X <= 0 "THEN" 0 






AUTHOR: ]. Bethlehem 
INSTITUTE: Mathematical Centre 
RECEIVED: 750501 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
The procedure computes the logistic distribution function. i.e. the probability 
that a random variable with a logistic distribution is less than or equal to a 
given value x. The location parameter LOC is the mean of the distribution, the 
scale parameter SCALE is proportional to the standard deviation of the distribu-
tion. 
KEYWORDS 
Logistic distribution function 
CALLING SEQUENCE 
Heading 
"REAL" "PROCEDURE" LOGISTIC (X, LOC, SCALE); 
"VALUE" X, LOC, SCALE; 
"REAL" X, LOC, SCALE; 
"CODE" 41550; 
Formal parameters 
x: <arithmetic expression>, argument of the distribution function; 
LOC: <arithmetic expression>, location parameter; 
SCALE: <arithmetic expression>, scale parameter. 
DATA AND RESULTS 
The value of the distribution function is assigned to the procedure identifier 
LOGISTIC. 
The following error message may occur: 






METHOD AND PERFORMANCE 
The distribution function is computed as follows: 
LOGISTIC(X,LOC,SCALE)=1/(1 +EXP( -(X-LOC)/SCALE)). 
The precision is 10-14. 
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LOGISTIC( O, 0, 1), 
LOGISTIC(.37, 1, 2>, 








"REAL" "PROCEDURE" LOGISTICCX, MU, SIGMA); 
"VALUE" X, MU, SIGMA; "REAL" X, MU, SIGMA; 
LOGISTIC:= "IF" SIGMA <= 0 
"THEN" STATAL3 ERROR("("LOGISTIC")", 3, SIGMA) 






AumoR: J. Bethlehem 
INSTITUTE: Mathematical Centre 
RECEIVED: 750501 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
The· procedure computes the argument x, for which the logistic distribution 
function has a given value PROB. The location parameter LOC is the mean of 
the distribution, the scale parameter SCALE is proportional to the standard 
deviation of the distribution. 
KEYWORDS 
Inverse logistic distribution function 
CALLING SEQUENCE 
Heading 
"REAL" "PROCEDURE" LOGISTICINV CPROB, LOC, SCALE); 
"VALUE" PROB, LOC, SCALE; 
"REAL" PROB, LOC, SCALE; 
"CODE" 41551; 
Formal parameters 
PROB: <arithmetic expression>, left hand tail probability of the value to 
be computed; 
LOC: <arithmetic expression>, location parameter; 
SCALE: <arithmetic expression>, scale parameter. 
DATA AND RESULTS 
The value of the inverse distribution function is assigned to the procedure 
identifier LOGISTICINV. 
The following error messages may occur: 
Erromumber l (if PROB .;;;; 0 or PROB ;;;. 1) 








METHOD AND PERFORMANCE 
The inverse distribution function is computed as follows: 
LOGISTICINVCPROB, LOC,SCALE) = -SCALE*LN( ( 1-PROB) /PROB) +LOC. 
The precision is 10-14. 




LOGISTICINV(0.3, 0, 1), 
LOGISTICINVC0.1, 1, 2), 








"REAL" "PROCEDURE" LOGISTICINV (PROB, MU, SIGMA); 
"VALUE" PROB, MU, SIGMA; "REAL" PROB, MU, SIGMA; 
LOGISTIClNV:= "IF" SIGMA <= 0 
"THEN" STATAL3 ERROR("("LOGISTICINV")", 3, SIGMA) 
"ELSE" "IF" PROB <= 0 "OR" PROB >= 1 
"THEN" STATAL3 ERROR("("LOGISTICINV")", 1, PROB) 






AUTIIOR: J. Bethlehem 
INSTITUTE: Mathematical Centre 
RECEIVED: 750501 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
The procedure computes the logistic density function for a given argument x. 
The location parameter LOC is the mean of the density, the scale parameter 
SCALE is proportional to the standard deviation of the distribution. 
KEYWORDS 
Logistic density function 
CALLING SEQUENCE 
Headi.ng 
"REAL" "PROCEDURE" LOGISTICDENS ex, LOC, SCALE); 
"VALUE" X, LOC; SCALE; 
"REAL" X, LOC, SCALE; 
"CODE" 41765; 
Formal parameters 
x: <arithmetic expression>, argument of the density function; 
LOC: <arithmetic expression>, location parameter; 
SCALE: <arithmetic expression>, scale parameter. 
DATA AND RESULTS 
The value of the density function is assigned to the procedure identifier LOGIS-
TICDENS. 
The following error message may occur: 






METHOD AND PERFORMANCE 
The density function is computed as follows: 
LOGISTICDENSCX,LOC, SCALE)=Y /( ( 1 +Y>2•SCALE), 
where Y=EXP(-(X-LOC)/SCALE). 
The precision is 10-14. 
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LOGISTICDENS( O, O, 1), 
LOGISTICDENS( 1, 1, 2), 








"REAL" "PROCEDURE" LOGISTICDENS(X, MU, SIGMA); 
"VALUE" X, MU, SIGMA; "REAL" X, MU, SIGMA; 
"BEGIN" 
"IF" SIGMA <= 0 
"THEN" STATAL3 ERROR("("LOGISTICDENS")", 3, SIGMA); 
X:= EXP(-(X - MU) I SIGMA); 







AUiHOR: M. van Gelderen 
INSTITUTE: Mathematical Centre 
RECEIVED: 760901 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
The procedure computes the gamma distribution function, i.e. the probability 
that a random variable having a gamma distribution with shape and scale 
parameters ALPHA and SCALE is less than or equal to a given value x. 
KEYwORDS 
Gamma distribution function 
CALLING SEQUENCE 
Heading 
"REAL" "PROCEDURE" GAMMA ex, ALPHA, SCALE); 
"VALUE" X, ALPHA, SCALE; 
"REAL" X, ALPHA, SCALE; 
"CODE" 41513; 
Formal parameters 
x: <arithmetic expression>, argument of the distribution function; 
ALPHA: <arithmetic expression>, shape parameter; 
SCALE: <arithmetic expression>, scale parameter. 
DATA AND RESULTS 
The value of the distribution function is assigned to the procedure identifier 
GAMMA. 
The following error messages may appear: 
Erromumber 2 (if ALPHA < 0) 








METHOD AND PERFORMANCE 
The algorithm used is based upon the recurrence formula 6.5.21 from 
Abramowitz and Stegun (1970), which shows that any GAMMA integral can be 
reduced to the sum of: 
1) A series of terms which can be directly evaluated, and 
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2) . A GAMMA integral with: 1 < ALPHA < 2, which is evaluated by pade 
approximations. 
For ALPHA > 500, a normal approximation is used. 
The precision of the computation depends on the parameters ALPHA and SCALE. 
For moderate values of the parameters the precision is 10-10• 
REFERENCE 
[l] M. Abramowitz and IA. Stegun: Handbook of mathematical functions, 
Dover Publications, New York, 1970. 




GAMMA( 20, 10, 3), 
GAMMA( 105, 6.8, 21), 








"REAL" "PROCEDURE" GAMMACX, ALPHA, SCALE); 
"VALUE" X, ALPHA, SCALE; "REAL" X, ALPHA, SCALE; 
"BEGIN" "INTEGER" DELTA, UPP; 
"REAL" BETA, START, SUM, TERM; 
"REAL" "PROCEDURE" INCGAMCX, A, EPS); 
"VALUE" X, A, EPS; "REAL" X, A, EPS; 
"BEGIN" "REAL" CO, C1, C2, DO, D1, D2, X2, AX, P, 
Q, R, S, R1, R2, SCF; "INTEGER" N; 
S:= EXPC-X + A * LN(X)); SCF:= "+300; 
"IF" X <= 1 "THEN" 
"BEGIN" X2:= X * X; AX:= A * X; 
DO:= 1; P:= A; CO:= S; 
D1:= (A+ 1) * (A+ 2 - X); 
C1:= (D1 +AX+ 2 * X) * S; 
R2:= C1 I D1; 
"FOR" N:= 1, N + 1 
"WHILE" ABS<CR2 - R1) I R2) > EPS "DO" 
"BEGIN" P:= P + 2; 
Q:= (p + 1) * (p * (p + 2) - AX); 
R:= N * (N + A) * (p + 2) * X2; 
C2:= (Q * C1 + R * CO) I P; 
D2:= (Q * D1 + R * DO) I P; 
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R1:= R2; R2:= C2 I D2; 
CO:= C1; C1:= C2; DO:= D1; D1:= D2; 
"IF" ABS(C1) > SCF "OR" ABSCD1) > SCF "THEN" 
"BEGIN" CO:= CO I SCF; C1:= C1 I SCF; 
DO:= DO I SCF; D1:= D1 I SCF 
"END" 
"END"; INCGAM:= R2 I A I EXPCLOGGAMMA(A)) 
"END" "ELSE" 
"BEGIN" CO:= A* S; C1:= C1 + X) * CO; 
Q:= X + 2 - A; 
DO:= X; D1:= X * Q; R2:= C1 I D1; 
"FOR" N:= 1, N + 1 
"WHILE" ABSCCR2 - R1) I R2) > EPS "DO" 
"BEGIN" Q:= Q + 2; R:= N * (N + 1 - A); 
C2:= Q * C1 - R * CO; D2:= Q * D1 - R * DO; 
R1:= R2; R2:= C2 I D2; 
CO:= C1; C1:= C2; DO:= D1; D1:= D2; 
"IF" ABSCC1) > SCF "OR" ABSCD1) > SCF "THEN" 
"BEGIN" CO:= CO I SCF; C1:= C1 I SCF; 
DO:= DO I SCF; D1:= D1 I SCF 
"END" 
"END"; INCGAM:= 1 - R2 I A I EXPCLOGGAMMA(A)) 
"END" 
"END" INCGAM; 
"IF" ALPHA <= 0 "THEN" 
STATAL3 ERRORC"C"GAMMA")", 2, ALPHA) 
"ELSE" "IF" SCALE <= 0 "THEN" 
STATAL3 ERROR("("GAMMA")", 3, SCALE) 
"ELSE" "IF" X <= 0 "THEN" GAMMA:= 0 "ELSE" 
"IF" ALPHA >= 500 "THEN" 
"BEGIN" 
GAMMA:= PHI(((X I SCALE I ALPHA) ** .33333333333333 
- 1 + 1 I (9 * ALPHA)) * 3 * SQRTCALPHA)) 
"END" "ELSE" 
"BEGIN" X:= X I SCALE; BETA:= ALPHA - ENTIERCALPHA) + 1; 
START:= "IF" X >= 40 "THEN" 1 "ELSE" 
INCGAMCX, BETA, "-12); 
"IF" ALPHA < 1 "THEN" 
GAMMA:= START + EXPC-X + ALPHA * LN(X) 
- LOGGAMMACALPHA + 1)) 
"ELSE" "IF" ALPHA < 2 "THEN" GAMMA:= START 
"ELSE" "IF" X > 700 "THEN" GAMMA:= 1 
"ELSE" 
"BEGIN" UPP:= ENTIER(ALPHA) - 2; SUM:= TERM:= 
EXPC-X + (ALPHA - 1) * LN(X) - LOGGAMMACALPHA)); 
"FOR" DELTA:= 1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" UPP "DO" 
"BEGIN" TERM:= TERM * (ALPHA - DELTA) I X; 
SUM:= SUM + TERM 
"END"; 








AUTHOR: I. van der Tweel 
INSTITUTE: Mathematical Centre 
RECEIVED: 770101 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
The procedure computes the argument x for which the gamma distribution 
function has a given value PROB. ALPHA and SCALE are the shape and scale 
parameters of the distribution. 
KEYwORDS 
Inverse gamma distribution function 
CALLING SEQUENCE 
Heading 
"REAL" "PROCEDURE" GAMMAINV (PROB, ALPHA, SCALE); 
"VALUE" PROB, ALPHA, SCALE; 
"REAL" PROB, ALPHA, SCALE; 
"CODE" 41514; 
Formal parameters 
PROB: <arithmetic expression>, left hand tail probability of the value to 
be computed; 
ALPHA: <arithmetic expression>, shape parameter; 
SCALE: <arithmetic expression>, scale parameter. 
DATA AND RESULTS 
The value of the inverse gamma distribution is assigned to the procedure 
identifier GAMMAINV. 
The following error messages may appear: 
Erromumber l (if PROB .;;;; 10-10 or PRoe;;;;.1-10-10) 
Erromumber 2 (if ALPHA<; 0) 












METHOD AND PERFORMANCE 
The inverse distribution function is computed as follows: 
GAMMAINVCPROB,ALPHA,SCALE)=lNVERSECX,GAMMACX,ALPHA,SCALE), 
PROB, 10-1o). 
The precision is 10-10. 




GAMMAINVC.372, 10, 3), 
GAMMAINVC.863, 6.8, 21>, 








"REAL" "PROCEDURE" GAMMAINVCPROB,ALPHA,SCALE); 
"VALUE" PROB,ALPHA,SCALE; "REAL" PROB,ALPHA,SCALE; 
"BEGIN" "REAL" X,TOL; 
TOL:= "-10; 
"IF" ALPHA <= 0 "THEN" 
STATAL3 ERRORC"C"GAMMAINV")",2,ALPHA) "ELSE" 
"IF" SCALE <= 0 "THEN" 
STATAL3 ERRORC"C"GAMMAINV")",3,SCALE) "ELSE" 
"IF" PROB <= TOL "OR" PROB >= 1 - TOL "THEN" 
STATAL3 ERRORC"("GAMMAINV")",1,PROB); 








AUTHOR: I. van der Tweel 
INSTITUTE: Mathematical Centre 
RECEIVED: 770101 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
The procedure computes the gamma density function for a given argument x. 
ALPHA and SCALE are the shape and scale parameters of the distribution. 
KEYWORDS 
Gamma density function 
CALLING SEQUENCE 
Heading 
"REAL" "PROCEDURE" GAMMADENS ex, ALPHA, SCALE); 
"VALUE" X, ALPHA, SCALE; 
"REAL" X, ALPHA, SCALE; 
"CODE" 41756; 
Formal parameters 
x: <arithmetic expression>, argument of the density function; 
ALPHA: <arithmetic expression>, shape parameter; 
SCALE: <arithmetic expression>, scale parameter. 
DATA AND RESULTS 
The value of the density function is assigned to the procedure identifier GAM-
MADENS. 
The following error messages may appear: 
Erromumber 2 (if ALPHA .;;; o) 








METHOD AND PERFORMANCE 
The density function is computed as follows: 
GAMMADENS(X,ALPHA,SCALE)= 
{~XP(-ALPHA*LN(SCALE)- if X.;;; O, LOGGAMMA (ALPHA) - X/ SCALE+ 
(ALPHA-1 )*LN(X)) if X > 0. 
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The precision is 10-14. 
ExAMPLE OF USE 
Program: 
"BEGIN" 
OUTPUTC61, "("3( Z .6D,I>")", 
GAMMADENSC7, 5.5, 4), 
GAMMADENSC4, 6.8, 3), 








"REAL" "PROCEDURE" GAMMADENSCX,ALPHA,SCALE); 
"VALUE" X,ALPHA,SCALE; "REAL" X,ALPHA,SCALE; 
"IF" X <= 0 "THEN" GAMMADENS:= 0 "ELSE" 
"BEGIN" 
"IF" ALPHA <= 0 
"THEN" STATAL3 ERROR("("GAMMADENS")",2,ALPHA) 
"ELSE" "IF" SCALE <= 0 
"THEN" STATAL3 ERROR("("GAMMADENS")",3,SCALE); 
GAMMADENS:= 
EXP(- ALPHA * LNCSCALE) - LOGGAMMA(ALPHA) -







AumoR: R Kaas 
INSTITUTE: Mathematical Centre 
REcEIVED: 750201 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
The procedure computes the beta distribution function, i.e. the probability that 
a random variable having a beta distribution with parameters ALPHA 1 and 
ALPHA2 is less than or equal to a given value x. 
KEYwORDS 
Beta distribution function 
CALLING SEQUENCE 
Heading 
"REAL" "PROCEDURE" BETA.(X, ALPHA1, ALPHA2); 
"VALUE" X, ALPHA1, ALPHA2; 
"REAL" X, ALPHA1, ALPHA2; 
"CODE" 41517; 
Formal parameters 
l<: <arithmetic expression>, argument of the distribution function; 
ALPHA1: <arithmetic expression>, first shape parameter; 
ALPHA2: <arithmetic expression>; second shape parameter. 
DATA AND RESULTS 
The value of the distribution function is assigned to the procedure identifier 
BETA. 
The following error messages may appear: 
Erromumber 2 (if ALPHA1 ...-.; O} 








METHOD AND PERFORMANCE 
The distribution function is computed as follows: 
BETA(X,ALPHA1,ALPHA2) =INCOMPLETE BETACX,ALPHA1, ALPHA2, EPS). 
EPS, the precision of the incomplete beta function, is 10-12• 
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The precision is 10-12. 




BETAC.5, 5, 5), 
BETAC.1, 2, 3), 








"REAL" "PROCEDURE" BETA(X, ALPHA1, ALPHA2); 
"VALUE" X, ALPHA1, ALPHA2; "REAL" X, ALPHA1, ALPHA2; 
BETA:= "IF" ALPHA1 <= 0 
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"THEN" STATAL3 ERROR("("BETA")", 2, ALPHA1) 
"ELSE" "IF" ALPHA2 <= 0 -
"THEN" STATAL3 ERROR("("BETA")", 3, ALPHA2) 
"ELSE" "IF" X <= 0 "THEN'~ 0 
"ELSE" "IF" X >= 1 "THEN" 1 





AUTHOR: I. van der Tweel 
INSTITUTE: Mathematical Centre 
RECEIVED: 770101 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
The procedure computes the argument x, for which the beta distribution func-
tion has a given value PROB. ALPHA1 and ALPHA2 are the parameters of the dis-
tribution. 
l<EYwORDS 
Inverse beta distribution function 
CALLING SEQUENCE 
Heading 
"REAL" "PROCEDURE" BETAINV (PROB, ALPHA1, ALPHA2); 
"VALUE" PROB, ALPHA1, ALPHA2; 
"REAL" PROB, ALPHA1, ALPHA2; 
"CODE" 41518; 
Formal parameters 
PROB: <arithmetic expression>, left hand tail probability of the value to 
be computed; 
ALPHA1: <arithmetic expression>, 'first shape parameter; 
ALPHA2: <arithmetic expression>, second shape parameter. 
DATA AND RESULTS 
The value of the inverse beta distribution function is assigned to the procedure 
identifier BETAINV. 
The following error messages may appear: 
Erromumber 1 (if PROB.;;;; 10-10 or PROB;;;. 1-10-10) 
Erromumber 2 (if ALPHA1 .;;;; O} 
Erromumber 3 (if ALPHA2.;;;; O} 
PROCEDURES USED 
INVERSE 









METHOD AND PERFORMANCE 
The inverse beta distribution function is computed as follows: 
BETAINV(PROB,ALPHA1,ALPHA2)=INVERSE(X,BETA(X,ALPHA1,ALPHA2), 
PROB,10-10 >. 
The precision is 10-10. 




BETAINV(.5 , 5, 5), 
BETAINV(.523, 2, 3), 








"REAL" "PROCEDURE" BETAINV(PROB,ALPHA1,ALPHA2); 
"VALUE" PROB,ALPHA1,ALPHA2; "REAL" PROB,ALPHA1,ALPHA2; 
"BEGIN" "REAL" X,Y,TOL; 
"COfllMENT" DEFINE ACCURACY; 
TOL:= "-10; 
"COMMENT" TEST FOR ADMISSIBILITY OF PARAMETERS; 
"IF" ALPHA1 <= 0 "THEN" 
STATAL3 ERROR("("BETAINV")",2,ALPHA1) 
"ELSE" 
"IF" ALPHA2 <= 0 "THEN" 
STATAL3 ERROR("("BETAINV")",3,ALPHA2) 
"ELSE" 









TITLE: . Betadens 
AumoR: I. van der Tweel 
INSTITUTE: Mathematical Centre 
RECEIVED: 770101 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
The procedure comput~ the beta density function for a given argument x. 
ALPHA1 and ALPHAZ are the parameters of the distribution. 
KEYWORDS 
Beta density function 
CALUNG SEQUENCE 
Heading 
"REAL" "PROCEDURE" BET ADENS ex, ALPHA1, ALPHA2); 
"VALUE" X,ALPHA1,ALPHA2; 
"REAL" X,ALPHA1,ALPHA2; . 
"CODE" 41760; 
Formal parameters 
x: <arithmetic expr~sion>, argument of the density function; 
ALPHA1: <arithmetic expression>, first shape parameter; 
ALPHAZ: <arithmetic expression>, second shape parameter. 
DATA AND RESULTS 
The value of the density function is assigned to the procedure identifier BETA-
DENS. 
The following error m~sag~ may appear: 
Erromumber 2 (if ALPHA1 .;;;; O} 








METHOD AND PERFORMANCE 
The density function is computed as follows: 
BETADENSCX,ALPHA1,ALPHA2)= 
BETA*EXPCCALPHA1-1 )*LNCXHCALPHA2-1 )*LN(1-X)), 
where BETA is the reciprocal of the complete beta function. 
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The precision is 10-14 • 




BETADENSC.5, 5, 5), 
BETADENSC.1, 2, 3), 








"REAL" "PROCEDURE" BETADENSCX,ALPHA1,ALPHA2); 
"VALUE" X,ALPHA1,ALPHA2; "REAL" X,ALPHA1,ALPHA2; 
"BEGIN" "REAL" BET; 
"IF" ALPHA1 <= 0 
"THEN" STATAL3 ERRORC"C"BETADENS")",2,ALPHA1); 
"IF" ALPHA2 <= 0 
"THEN" STATAL3 ERRORC"C"BETADENS")",3,ALPHA2); 
"IF" X <= 0 "OR" X >= 1 "THEN" BETADENS:= 0 "ELSE" 
"BEGIN" BET:= EXPCLOGGAMMACALPHA1 + ALPHA2) -
LOGGAMMA(ALPHA1) - LOGGAMMACALPHA2)); 
BETADENS:= BET* EXPCCALPHA1 - 1) * LN(X) + 








AumoR: R Kaas 
INSTITUTE: Mathematical Centre 
RECEIVED: 750201 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
The procedure computes the Cauchy distribution function, i.e. the probability 
that a random variable having a Cauchy distribution is less than or equal to a 
given value x. The location parameter LOC is the median of the distribution. 
KEYWORDS 
Cauchy distribution function 
CALLING SEQUENCE 
Heading 
"REAL" "PROCEDURE" CAUCHY ex, LOC, SCALE); 
"VALUE" X, LOC, SCALE; 
"REAL" X, LOC, SCALE; 
"CODE" 41541; 
Formal parameters 
x: <arithmetic expression>, argument of the distribution function; 
LOC: <arithmetic expression>, location parameter; 
SCALE: <arithmetic expression>, ·scale parameter. 
DATA AND RESULTS 
The value of the distribution function is assigned to the procedure identifier 
Cauchy. 
The following error message may appear: 






METHOD AND PERFORMANCE 
The distribution function is computed as follows: 
CAUCHYCX, LOC, SCALE)=. 5+ARCTAN( (X-LOC)/SCALE)/w. 
The precision is 10-14. 
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CAUCHYC10, 0, 1 ), 
CAUCHY< O, O, 1 >, 
CAUCHY( 0, 10, 0.002)) 
SOURCE TEXT 
"CODE" 41541; 
"REAL" "PROCEDURE" CAUCHYCX, LOC, SCALE); 
"VALUE" X, LOC, SCALE; "REAL" X, LOC, SCALE; 
CAUCHY:= "IF" SCALE <= 0 
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"THEN" STATAL3 ERROR("("CAUCHY")", 3, SCALE) 





AumoR: E. Opperdoes 
INSTITUTE: Mathematical Centre 
RECEIVED: 751001 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
The procedure computes the argument x, for which the Cauchy distribution 
function has a given value PROB. The location parameter LOC is the median of 
the distribution. 
KEYwORDS 
Inverse Cauchy distribution function 
CAllING SEQUENCE 
Heading 
"REAL" "PROCEDURE" CAUCHYINV CPROB, LOC, SCALE); 
"VALUE" PROB, LOC, SCALE; 
"REAL" PROB, LOC, SCALE; 
"CODE" 41542; 
Formo,/ parameters 
PROB: <arithmetic expression>, left hand tail probability of the value to 
be computed; 
Loe: <arithmetic expression>; location parameter; 
SCALE: <arithmetic expression>, scale parameter. 
DATA AND RESULTS 
The value of the inverse Cauchy distribution function is assigned to the pro-
cedure identifier CAUCHYINV. 
The following error messages may appear: 
Erromumber 1 (if PROB ... 0 or PROB ;;;.. 1) 






ME'raOD AND PERFORMANCE 
The inverse distribution function is computed as follows: 
CAUCHY INV= LOC-SCALE*COS(w*PROB) /SIN(tr*PROB). 
The precision is 10-14. 
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CAUCHYINVC.35, O, 1>, 
CAUCHYINVC.05, 2, 1.3), 








"REAL" "PROCEDURE" CAUCHYINV CPROB, LOC, SCALE); 
"VALUE" PROB, LOC, SCALE; "REAL" PROB, LOC, SCALE; 
"BEGIN" "REAL" 'ARG; 
ARG:= 3.1415 92653 5898 * PROB; 
CAUCHYINV:= "IF" PROB <= 0 "OR" PROB >= 1 "THEN" 
STATAL3 ERROR ("("CAUCHYINV")", 1, PROB) 
"ELSE" "IF" SCALE <= 0 "THEN" 
STATAL3 ERROR ("("CAUCHYINV")", 3, SCALE) 
"ELSE" 






TITLE: . Cauchydens 
AUTHOR: I. van der Tweel 
INSTITUTE: Mathematical Centre 
RECEIVED: 770101 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
The procedure computes the Cauchy density function for a given argument x. 
LOC and SCALE are the parameters of the distribution. 
KEYWORDS 
Cauchy density function 
CALLING SEQUENCE 
Heading 
"REAL" "PROCEDURE" CAUCHYDENS ex, LOC, SCALE); 
"VALUE" X, LOC, SCALE; 
"REAL" X, LOC, SCALE; 
"CODE" 41763; 
Formal parameters 
x: <arithmetic expression>, argument of the density function; 
LOC: <arithmetic expression>, location parameter; 
SCALE: <arithmetic expression>, scale parameter. 
DATA AND RESULTS 
The value of the density function is assigned to the procedure identifier CAU-
CHYDENS. 
The following error message may appear: 






METHOD AND PERFORMANCE 
The density function is computed as follows: 
CAUCHYDENSCX, LOC, SCALE) =1/('IT'*SCALE*C 1 + C CX-LOC )/SCALE)2 )). 
The precision is 10-14. 
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CAUCHYDENS( 1, O, 1), 
CAUCHYDENS( 2, O, 1>, 








"REAL" "PROCEDURE" CAUCHYDENS(X,LOC,SCALE); 
"VALUE" X,LOC,SCALE; "REAL" X,LOC,SCALE; 
"BEGIN" "REAL" ·p1,Q; 
"IF" SCALE <= 0 
"THEN" STATAL3 ERROR("("CAUCHYDENS")",3,SCALE); 
PI:= 3.1415926535898; 
Q:= (X - LOC) I SCALE; 







AUTHOR: R Kaas 
INSTITUTE: Mathematical Centre 
RECEIVED: 760901 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
The procedure computes the Weibull distribution function, i.e the probability 
that a random variable with a Weibull distribution is less than or equal to a 
given value x. LOC,SCALE and ALPHA are the parameters of the distribution. 
KEYWORDS 
Weibull distribution function 
CALLING SEQUENCE 
Heading 
"REAL" "PROCEDURE" WEIBULL ex, LOC, SCALE, ALPHA); 
"VALUE" X, LOC, SCALE, ALPHA; 
"REAL" X, LOC, SCALE, ALPHA; 
"CODE" 41545; 
Formal parameters 
x: <arithmetic expression>, argument of the distribution function; 
LOC: <arithmetic expression>, location parameter; 
SCALE: <arithmetic expression>; scale parameter; 
ALPHA: <arithmetic expression>, exponent. 
DATA AND RESULTS 
The value of the distribution function is assigned to the procedure identifier 
WEIBULL. 
The following error messages may appear: 
Erromumber 3 (if SCALE ..;; 0) 






METHOD AND PERFORMANCE 
The distribution function is computed as follows: 
WEIBULL< X, LOC, SCALE, ALPHA)= 
{0 if X..;; LOC, 
1 -EXP( - (( X-LOC) /SCALE )ALPHA) if X > LOC. 
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The precision is 10-14. 




WEIBULL( 4, 1, 1.0, 2), 
WEIBULL( 2, 1, 0.5, 1), 








"REAL" "PROCEDURE" WEIBULLCX, LOC, SCALE, ALPHA); 
"VALUE" X, LOC, SCALE, ALPHA; "REAL" X, LOC, SCALE, ALPHA; 
WEIBULL:= "IF" SCALE <= 0 
166 
"THEN" STATAL3 ERROR("("WEIBULL")", 3, SCALE) 
"ELSE" "IF" ALPHA <= 0 
"THEN" STATAL3 ERRORC"C"WEIBULL")", 4, ALPHA) 
"ELSE" "IF" X <= LOC "THEN" 0 




Tm.E: · Weibullinv 
AUTHOR: I. van der Tweel 
INSTITUTE: Mathematical Centre 
RECEIVED: 770101 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
The procedure computes the argument x, for which the Weibull distribution 
function has a given value PROB. LOC, SCALE and ALPHA are the parameters of 
the distribution. 
KEYWORDS 
Inverse Weibull distribution function 
CALLING SEQUENCE 
Heading 
"REAL" "PROCEDURE" WEIBULLINV CPROB, LOC, SCALE, ALPHA); 
"VALUE" PROB, LOC, SCALE, ALPHA; 
"REAL" PROB, LOC, SCALE, ALPHA; 
"CODE" 41546; 
Formal parameters 
PROB: <arithmetic expression>, left hand tail probability of the value to 
be computed; 
LOC: <arithmetic expression>,. location parameter; 
SCALE: <arithmetic expression>, scale parameter; 
ALPHA: <arithmetic expression>, exponent. 
DATA AND RESULTS 
The value of the inverse distribution function is assigned to the procedure 
identifier WEIBULLINV. 
The following error messages may appear: 
Erromumber 1 (if PROB.;;;; 10-10 or PROB;;;. 1-10-10) 
Erromumber 3 (if SCALE .;;;; 0) 








METHOD AND PERFORMANCE 
The inverse distribution function is computed as follows: 
WEIBULLINV(PROB, LOC, SCALE, ALPHA) =LOC+SCALE*( -LN( 1-PROB) )< 1/ALPHA>. 
The precision is 10-10. 




WEIBULLINV(.987, 1, 1 , 2 ), 
WEIBULLINV(.466, 1, .5, 1 ), 








"REAL" "PROCEDURE" WEIBULLINV(PROB,LOC,SCALE,ALPHA); 
"VALUE" PROB,LOC,SCALE,ALPHA; "REAL" PROB,LOC,SCALE,ALPHA; 
"BEGIN" . 
"IF" PROS <= "-10 "OR" PROS >= 1 - "-10 "THEN" 
STATAL3 ERROR("("WEIBULLINV")",1,PROB) "ELSE" 
"IF" SCALE <= 0 "THEN" 
STATAL3 ERROR("("WEIBULLINV")",3,SCALE) 
"ELSE" 
"IF" ALPHA <= 0 "THEN" 
STATAL3 ERROR("("WEIBULLINV")",4,ALPHA); 






AUTHOR: I. van der Tweel 
INSTITUTE: Mathematical Centre 
RECEIVED: 770101 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
The procedure computes the Weibull density function for a given argument x. 
LOC,SCALE and ALPHA are the parameters of the distribution. 
KEYwORDS 
Weibull density function 
CALLING SEQUENCE 
Heading 
"REAL" "PROCEDURE" WEIBULLDENS (X, LOC, SCALE, ALPHA); 
"VALUE" X, LOC, SCALE, ALPHA; 
"REAL" X, LOC, SCALE, ALPHA; 
"CODE" 41159; 
Formal parameters 
x: <arithmetic expression>, argument of the density function; 
LOC: <arithmetic expression>, location parameter; 
SCALE: <arithmetic expression>, scale parameter; 
ALPHA: <arithmetic expression>, exponent. 
DATA AND RESULTS 
The value of the density function is assigned to the procedure identifier 
WEIBULL DENS. 
The following error messages may appear: 
Erromumber 3 (if SCALE.;;; 0) 






MlmIOD AND PERFORMANCE 
The density function is computed as follows: 
WEIBULL DENS( X, LOC, SCALE, ALPHA)= 




The precision is 10-14. 




WEIBULLDENS(4, 1, 1, 2), 
WEIBULLDENS(2, 1, .5, 2), 








"REAL" "PROCEDURE" WEIBULLDENS(X,LOC,SCALE,ALPHA); 
"VALUE" X,LOC,SCALE,ALPHA; "REAL" X,LOC,SCALE,ALPHA; 
"BEGIN" 
"IF" SCALE <= 0 
"THEN" STATAL3 ERROR("("WEIBULLDENS")",3,SCALE) "ELSE" 
"IF" ALPHA <= 0 
"THEN" STATAL3 ERROR("("WEIBULLDENS")",4,ALPHA); 
WEIBULLDENS:= "IF" X <= LOC "THEN" 0 "ELSE" 
(ALPHA I SCALE) * EXP((ALPHA - 1) * 







AumoR: R. Kaas 
INSTITUTE: Mathematical Centre 
RECEIVED: 750201 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
The procedure computes the Laplace distribution function, i.e. the probability 
that a random variable with a Laplace distribution is less than or equal to a 
given value x. The location parameter LOC is the mean of the distribution, the 
scale parameter SCALE is proportional to the standard deviation. 
KEYwORDS 
Laplace distribution function 
CALLING SEQUENCE 
Heading 
"REAL" "PROCEDURE" LAPLACE ex, LOC, SCALE); 
"VALUE" X, LOC, SCALE; 
"REAL" X, LOC, SCALE; 
"CODE" 41565; 
Formal parameters 
x: <arithmetic expression>, argument of the distribution function; 
LOC: <arithmetic expression>, location parameter; 
SCALE: <arithmetic expression>, scale parameter; 
DATA AND RESULTS 
The value of the distribution function is assigned to the procedure identifier 
LAPLACE. 
The following error message may appear: 






METHOD AND PERFORMANCE 
The distribution function is computed as follows: 
LAPLACECX,LOC,SCALE)= 
{1-EXP(-(X-LOC)/SCALE)/2 if X > LOC, EXP( +cX-LOC)/SCALE)/2 if X :so; LOC. 
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Laplace 
The precision is 10-14. 




LAPLACE( 100, 100, 100), 
LAPLACE( 1, O, 1), 








"REAL" "P.ROCEDURE" LAPLACECX, MU, SIGMA); 
"VALUE" X, MU, SIGMA; "REAL" X, MU, SIGMA; 
"BEGIN" 
"IF" SIGMA <= 0 "THEN" 
STATAL3 ERROR("("LAPLACE")", 3, SIGMA); 
X:= (X - MU) I SIGMA; 







AumoR: R. Kaas 




The procedure computes the argument x. for which the Laplace distribution 
function has a given value PROB. The location parameter LOC is the mean of 
the distribution, the scale parameter SCALE is proportional to the standard 
deviation. 
KEYWORDS 
Inverse Laplace distribution function 
CALLING SEQUENCE 
Heading 
"REAL" "PROCEDURE" LAPLACEINV (PROB, LOC, SCALE); 
"VALUE" PROB, LOC, SCALE; 
"REAL" PROB, LOC, SCALE; 
"CODE" 41566; 
Formal parameters 
PROB: <arithmetic expression>, left hand tail probability of the value to 
be computed; · 
LOC: <arithmetic expression>, location parameter; 
SCALE: <arithmetic expression>, scale parameter. 
DATA AND RESULTS 
The value of the inverse distribution function is assigned to the procedure 
identifier LAPLACE INV. 
The following error messages may appear: 
Erromumber l (if PROB ~ 0 or PROB ;;;;.. 1) 








METHOD AND PERFORMANCE 
The inverse distribution function is computed as follows: 
LAPLACEINV(PROB,LOC,SCALE)= !LOC+LN(2*PROB)*SCALE if PROB..;; t, LOC-LN(2*( 1-:PROB))*SCALE if t < PROB < 1. 
The precision is 10-14. 




LAPLACEINVC.546, 5.5, 1.0), 
LAPLACEINVC.872, 4.3, 2.2), 








"REAL" "PROCEDURE" LAPLACEINV(PROB,LOC,SCALE); 
"VALUE" PROB, LOC, SCALE; "REAL" PROB, LOC, SCALE; 
"BEGIN" 
"IF" SCALE <= 0 "THEN" 
STATAL3 ERROR("("LAPLACEINV")",3,SCALE); 
"IF" PROB <= 0 "OR" PROB >= 1 "THEN" 
STATAL3 ERROR("("LAPLACEINV")",1,PROB); 
II IF" PROB <= • 5 "THEN" 
LAPLACEINV := LOC + LN(2 * PROB) * SCALE 
"ELSE" 







AumoR: R. Kaas 
INSTITUTE: Mathematical Centre 
RECEIVED: 770301 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
The procedure computes the density function of the Laplace distribution for a 
given argument x. The location parameter LOC is the mean of the distribution, 
the scale parameter SCALE is proportional to the standard deviation. 
KEYwoRDs 
Laplace density function 
CALLING SEQUENCE 
Heading 
"REAL" "PROCEDURE" LAPLACEDENS (X, LOC, SCALE); 
"VALUE" X, LOC, SCALE; . 
"REAL" X, LOC, SCALE; 
"CODE" 41764; 
Formal parameters 
x: <arithmetic expression>, argument of the density function; 
LOC: <arithmetic expression>, location parameter; 
SCALE: <arithmetic expression>,-scale parameter. 
DATA AND RESULTS 
The value of the density function is assigned to the procedure identifier LAPLA-
CEDENS. 
The following error message may appear: 






METHOD AND PERFORMANCE 
The density function is computed as follows: 
LAPLACEDENSCX, LOC, SCALE) =EXP( -ABS( CX-LOC)/SCALE)/(2*SCALE). 
The precision is 10-14. 
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LAPLACEDENS( .1, 1.0, 5.3), 
LAPLACEDENS( 2.0, 2.0, 8.9), 








"REAL" "PROCEDURE" LAPLACEDENS(X,LOC,SCALE); 
"VALUE" X, LOC, SCALE; "REAL" X, LOC, SCALE; 
"BEGIN" . 
"If" SCALE <= 0 
"THEN" STATAL3 ERROR("("LAPLACEDENS")",3,SCALE); 
X := (X - LOC) I SCALE; 






TITLE: ·. Erlang 
AumoR: R. Kaas 
INSTITIITE: Mathematical Centre 
RECEIVED: 750201 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
The procedure computes the Erlang distribution function, i.e. the probability 
that a random variable having an Erlang distribution with parameters ALPHA 
and SCALE is less than or equal to a given value x. 
KEYwORDS 
Erlang distribution function 
CALLING SEQUENCE 
Heading 
"REAL" "PROCEDURE" ERLANG ex, ALPHA, SCALE); 
"VALUE" X, ALPHA, SCALE; 
"REAL" X, ALPHA, SCALE; 
"CODE" 41563; 
Formal parameters 
JC: <arithmetic expression>, argument of the distribution function; 
ALPHA: <arithmetic expression>, shape parameter; 
SCALE: <arithmetic expression>, scale parameter. 
DATA AND RESULTS 
The value of the distribution function is assigned to the procedure identifier 
ERLANG. 
The following error messages may appear: 
Erromumber 2 (if ALPHA is not an integer > O} 








METHOD AND PERFORMANCE 
The distribution function is computed as follows: 
ERLANGCX,ALPHA,SCALE)=GAMMACX,ALPHA,1/SCALE). 
The precision is 10-10. 
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ERLANG(2, 2, 0.5), 
ERLANGC1, 10, 2.5), 








"REAL" "PROCEDURE" ERLANG(X, N, SCALE); 
"VALUE" X, N, SCALE; "REAL" X, N, SCALE; 
ERLANG:= "IF" SCALE (i: 0 
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"THEN" STATAL3 ERROR("("ERLANG")", 3, SCALE) 
"ELSE" "IF" N <= 0 "OR" ENTIER(N) < N 
"THEN" STATAL3 ERROR("("ERLANG")", 2, N) 
"ELSE" GAllllllACX, N, SCALE); 
"EOP" 
1.2.14.1 
1 .2.14.2 Erlanginv 
Tm.E: . Erlanginv 
AUTHOR: I. van der Tweel 
INSTITUTE: Mathematical Centre 
RECEIVED: 770301 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
The procedure computes the argument x, for which the Erlang distribution 
function with parameters "ALPHA" and SCALE has a given value PROB. 
KEYwORDS 
Inverse Erlang distribution function 
CALLING SEQUENCE 
Heading 
"REAL" "PROCEDURE" ERLANGINV (PROB, ALPHA, SCALE); 
"VALUE" PROB, ALPHA, SCALE; 
"REAL" PROB, ALPHA, SCALE; 
"CODE" 41564; 
Formal parameters 
PROB: <arithmetic expression>, left hand tail probability of the value to 
be computed; 
ALPHA: <arithmetic expression>, shape parameter; 
SCALE: <arithmetic expression>, .scale parameter. 
DATA AND RESULTS 
The value of the inverse distribution function is assigned to the procedure 
identifier ERLANGINV. 
The following error messages may appear: 
Erromumber 1 (if PROB.;;; 10-10 or PROB;;;. 1-10-10) 
Erromumber 2 (if ALPHA is not an integer > o) 










ME1HOD AND PERFORMANCE 
The inverse distribution function is computed as follows: 
ERLANGINV(PROB,ALPHA,SCALE)=GAMMAINVCPROB,ALPHA,1/SCALE). 
The precision is 10-10. 




ERLANGINVC.384, 1, 3.5), 
ERLANGINVC.119, 2, 1.5), 








"REAL" "PROCEDURE" ERLANGINVCPROB,ALPHA,SCALE); 
"VALUE" PROB,ALPHA,SCALE; "REAL" PROB,ALPHA,SCALE; 
"IF" PROB <= "-10 "OR" PROB >= 1· - "-10 "THEN" 
STATAL3 ERROR("("ERLANGINV")",1,PROB) 
"ELSE" "IF" ALPHA <= 0 "OR" ENTIER(ALPHA) < ALPHA "THEN" 
STATAL3 ERROR("("ERLANGINV")",2,ALPHA) 
"ELSE" "IF" SCALE <= 0 "THEN" 
STATAL3 ERROR("("ERLANGINV")",3,SCALE) 





Trn.E: . F.rlangdens 
AUTHOR: I. van der Tweel 
INSTITUTE: Mathematical Centre 
RECEIVED: 770301 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
The procedure computes the density function of the Erlang distribution with 
parameters ALPHA and SCALE for a given argument x. 
KEY'wORDS 
Erlang density function 
CALLING SEQUENCE 
Heading 
"REAL" "PROCEDURE" ERLANGDENS ex, ALPHA, SCALE); 
"VALUE" X, ALPHA, SCALE; 
"REAL" X, ALPHA, SCALE;· 
"CODE" 41757; 
Formal parameters 
x: <arithmetic expression>, argument of the density function; 
ALPHA: <arithmetic expression>; shape parameter; 
SCALE: <arithmetic expression>, scale parameter. 
DATA AND RESULTS 
The value of the density function is assigned to the procedure identifier 
ERLANG DENS. 
The following error messages may appear: 
Erromumber 2 (if ALPHA is not an integer > o) 








METHOD AND PERFORMANCE 
The density function is computed as follows: 
ERLANGDENS(X,ALPHA,SCALE)= 
10 ifXos;;;O, EXP( -ALPHA*LN( SCALE) -LOGGAllllllA( ALPHA) 
-X/SCALEHALPHA-1 )•LN(X)) if X > O. 
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ERLANGDENSC2, 8, 1), 
ERLANGDENSC3, 7, 2), 








"REAL" "PROCEDURE" ERLANGDENSCX,ALPHA,SCALE); 
"VALUE" X,ALPHA,SCALE; "REAL" X,ALPHA,SCALE; 
"IF" X < 0 
"THEN" STATAL3 ERRORC"C"ERLANGDENS")",1,X) "ELSE" 
"IF" ALPHA <= 0 "OR" ENTIERCALPHA) < ALPHA "THEN" 
STATAL3 ERRORC"C"ERLANGDENS")",2,ALPHA) "ELSE" 
"IF" SCALE <= 0 
"THEN" STATAL3 ERRORC"C"ERLANGDENS")",3,SCALE) 
"ELSE" ERLANGDENS:= "IF" X = 0 "THEN" 0 "ELSE" 
EXPC-ALPHA * LN(SCALE) - LOGGAMMACALPHA) - X I SCALE + 
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TITLE: · Extval 
AUTHOR: R Kaas 
INSTITUTE: Mathematical Centre 
REcEIVED: 770101 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
The procedure computes the extreme value distribution function, i.e. the pro-
bability that a random variable with a type 1 extreme value distribution, is less 
than or equal to a given value x. LOC and SCALE are the parameters of the 
distribution. 
KEYWORDS 
Extreme value distribution function 
CALLING SEQUENCE 
Heading . 
"REAL" "PROCEDURE" EXTVAL (X, LOC, SCALE); 
"VALUE" X, LOC, SCALE; 
"REAL" X, LOC, SCALE; 
"CODE" 41571; 
Formal parameters 
x: <arithmetic expression>, argument of the distribution function; 
LOC: <arithmetic expression>,.location parameter; 
SCALE: <arithmetic expression>, scale parameter. 
DATA AND RESULTS 
The value of the distribution function is assigned to the procedure identifier 
EXTVAL. 
The following error message may appear: 






METHOD AND PERFORMANCE 
The distribution function is computed as follows: 
EXTVAUX,LOC,SCALE)=EXP(-EXP( -(X-LOC)/SCALE)). 




[1] N.L. Johnson & S. Kotz: Continuous univariate distributions - I, 
Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston, 1970. 




EXTVALC 5, 0, 1), 
EXTVAL(100, 100, 10), 








"REAL II "PROCEDURE" EXTVALC X, LOC, SCALE); 
"VALUE" X, LOC, SCALE; "REAL" X, LOC, SCALE; 
"BEGIN" 
"IF" SCALE <= 0 "THEN" 
STATAL3 ERROR("("EXTVAL")", 3, SCALE); 
X:= -ex - LOC) I SCALE; 








AUTIIOR: R Kaas 
INSTITUTE: Mathematical Centre 
RECEIVED: 770301 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
The procedure computes the argument x, for which the type 1 extreme value 
distribution with parameters LOC and SCALE has a given value PROB. 
KEYwORDS 
Inverse Extreme value distribution function 
CALLING SEQUENCE 
Heading 
"REAL" "PROCEDURE" EXTVALINV (PROB, LOC, SCALE; 
"VALUE" PROB, LOC, SCALE; 
"REAL" PROB, LOC:, SCALE; 
"CODE" 41572; 
Formal parameters 
PROB: <arithmetic expression>, left hand tail probability of the value to 
be computed; 
LOC: <arithmetic expression>, location parameter; 
SCALE: <arithmetic expression>, scale parameter. 
DATA AND RESULTS 
The value of the inverse distribution function is assigned to the procedure 
identifier EXTVALINV. 
The following error messages may appear: 
Erromumber 1 (if PROB .;;; 0 or PROB ;;;,. 1) 






METHOD AND PERFORMANCE 
The inverse distribution function is computed as follows: 
EXTVALINV(PROB, LOC, SCALE)=-SCALE*LN( -LNCPROB)) +LOC. 
The precision is 10-14. 
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EXTVALINVC.747, 3, 5), 
EXTVALINV(.685, 14, 8), 








"REAL" "PROCEDURE" EXTVALINVCPROB, LOC, SCALE); 
"VALUE" PROB, LOC, SCALE; "REAL" PROB, LOC, SCALE; 
"BEGIN" 
"IF" SCALE <= 0 "THEN" 
STATAL3 ERRORC"("EXTVALINV")", 3, SCALE); 
"IF" PROB <= 0 "OR" PROB >= 1 "THEN" 
STATAL3 ERROR("("EXTVALINV")", 1, PROB); 







AUTHOR: R Kaas 
INSTITUTE: Mathematical Centre 
RECEIVED: 770301 
BRIEF .DESCRIPTION 
The procedure computes the density function of the type 1 extreme value dis-
tribution with parameters LOC and SCALE for a given argument x. 
KEYWORDS 
Extreme value density function 
CALLING SEQUENCE 
Heading 
"REAL" "PROCEDURE" EXTVALDENS (X, LOC, SCALE); 
"VALUE" X, LOC, SCALE; 
"REAL" X, LOC, SCALE; 
"CODE" 41766; 
Formal parameters 
x: <arithmetic expression>, argument of the density function; 
Loc: <arithmetic expression>, location parameter; 
SCALE: <arithmetic expression>, scale parameter. 
DATA AND RESULTS 
The value of the density function is assigned to the procedure identifier 
EXTVALDENS. 
The following error message may appear: 






METHOD AND PERFORMANCE 
The density function is computed as follows: 
EXTVALDENSCX, LOC, SCALE)=EXPC-(Y +EXP( -Y)) )/SCALE, 
where Y=(X-LOC)/SCALE. 
The precision is 10-14. 
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EXTVALDENSC 8, 4, 1), 
EXTVALDENSC 9, 3, 2), 








"REAL" "PROCEDURE" EXTVALDENSCX, LOC, SCALE); 
"VALUE" X, LOC, SCALE; "REAL" X, LOC, SCALE; 
"BEGIN" . 
"IF" SCALE <= 0 "THEN" 
STATAL3 ERRORC"C"EXTVALDENS")", 3, SCALE); 
X:= ex - LOC) I SCALE; 





1.2.16.1 Stud range 
TITLE:· Studnmge 
AUTHOR: J.M. Buhrman 
INSTITUTE: Mathematical Centre 
RECEIVED: 770101 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
The procedure computes the probability that a studentized range statistic (of 
which the numerator is the range of a sample of size N from the standard nor-
mal distribution and the denominator is the square root of an independent t 
distributed random variable with DF degrees of freedom, divided by DF) is less 
than or equal to a given value x. 
KEYWORDS 
Studentized range distribution function 
CALLING SEQUENCE 
Heading 
"REAL" "PROCEDURE" STUDRANGE (X, N, DF>; 
"VALUE" X, N, DF; 
"REAL" X, N, DF; 
"CODE" 41560; 
Formal parameters 
x: <arithmetic expression>,. argument of the distribution function; 
N: <arithmetic expression>, sample size associated with the numera-
tor of the studentized range statistic; 
DF: <arithmic expression>, number of degrees of freedom associated 
with the denominator of the studentized range statistic. 
DATA AND RESULTS 
The value of the distribution function is assigned to the procedure identifier 
STUDRANGE. 
The following error messages may appear: 
Erromumber 2 (if N is not an integer > 1) 














MlmI:OD AND PERFORMANCE 
1.2.16.1 
The distribution function is computed by integration of the density, which is 
obtained by integration. The formula used can be found in the references 
below. 
The precision is 10-4. 
Due to the repeated integration each call of STUDRANGE requires much time (5 -
10 cps). 
REFERENCES 
[l] H.L. Harter, D.S. Clemm and E.H. Guthrie: The probability integrals 
of the range and of the studentized range, 1 and 2, Wright Air Develop-
ment Center, Ohio, Techn. Report 58 - 484 (1959). 
[2] E.S Pearson and H.O. Hartley: Biometrika tables for statisticians, 
(1969) p.43, p.53 
[3] Joyce M. May: Extended and corrected tables of the upper percentage 
point of the •studentized' range. Biometrica 39 (1952), p.192 - 193. 




STUDRANGEC4.0, 2, 1), 
STUDRANGEC5.0, 50, 2), 










"REAL" "PROCEDURE" STUDRANGECQ,N,NU); 
"VALUE" Q,N,NU; "REAL" Q,N,NU; 
"BEGIN" "REAL" X, PI, LN4, LNSQRT2PI, LNSQRTPI4; 
"ARRAY" E[1 : 3]; 
"REAL" "PROCEDURE" POWER(X)TO:(N); "VALUE" X, N; 
"REAL" X; "INTEGER" N; 
"BEGIN" "INTEGER" N2; "REAL" Y; 
Y:= 1; 
WHILE POS N: 
"IF" N <= 0 "THEN" "GOTO" END WHILE POS N; 
N2:= N II 2; 
WHILE EVEN N: 
"IF" N2 * 2 'I= N "THEN" "GOTO" END WHILE EVEN N; 
N:= N2; X:= X * X; N2:= N // 2; 
"GOTO" WHILE EVEN N; 
END WHILE EVEN N: 
N:= N - 1; Y:= Y * X; 
"GOTO" WHILE POS N; 
END WHILE POS N: 
POWER:= Y 
"END" POWER; 
"REAL" "PROCEDURE" RANGECT,N); "VALUE" T,N; "REAL" T,N; 
"BEGIN" "REAL" U; "REAL" "ARRAY" E[1:3l; 
E[1l:= E[2l:= "-7; 
RANGE:= N * QADRATCU, -5, +5; 
PHIDENS(U) * POWERCPHICU + T) - PHI(U), N - 1), E); 
"END" RANGE; 
"REAL" "PROCEDURE" INTEGRAND(X); "VALUE" X; "REAL" X; 
"BEGIN" "REAL" XQ; 
XQ:= X I Q; 
INTEGRAND:= EXP(NU * (LN4 + LNCXQ) - LNSQRT2PI 
- XQ * XQ I 2)) * (1 - RANGECX, N)) I X; 
"END" INTEGRAND; 
"IF" N < 2 "OR" ENTIERCN) < N "THEN" 
STATAL ERROR("("STUDRANGE")", 2, N); 
"IF" NU < 1 "OR" ENTIERCNU) < NU "THEN" 
STATAL ERROR("("STUDRANGE")", 3, NU>; 
E[1l:= E[2l:= "-6; PI:= ARCTAN(1) * 4; 
LNSQRT2PI:= .5 * LNC2 * PI); LN4:= LNC4); 
LNSQRTPI4:= .5 * LNCPI) - LN4; 
STUDRANGE:= "IF" Q <= 0 "THEN" 0 "ELSE" 
1 - 2 * EXP(NU * CLNCNU) I 2 + LNSQRTPI4) 
- LOGGAMMACNU I 2)) * 





Binorcor 1 .2 .17 .1 
TITLE: Binorcor 
AumoR: J.M. Buhrman 
INSTITUTE: Mathematical Centre 
RECEIVED: 770101 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
The procedure computes the probability that the correlation coefficient in a 
sample of size N drawn from a bivariate normal distribution with correlation 
coefficient RHO, is less than or equal to a given value x. 
KEYWORDS 
Sample correlation coefficient distribution function 
CALLING SEQUENCE 
Heading 
"REAL" "PROCEDURE" BINORCOR ex, RHO, N>; 
"VALUE" X, RHO, N; 
"REAL" X, RHO, N; 
"CODE" 41569; 
Formal parameters 
x: <arithmetic expression>, argument of the distribution function; 
RHO: <arithmetic expression>, correlation coefficient of the normal dis-
tribution from which the sample is drawn; 
N: <arithmetic expression>, sample size. 
DATA AND RESULTS 
The value of the distribution function is assigned to the procedure identifier 
BINORCOR. 
The following error messages may appear: 
Erromumber 2 (if ABSCRHO) ;;;;. 1) 














METHOD AND PERFORMANCE 
H RHO = o the distribution function is computed exactly using the Student dis-
tribution. 
H RHO =I= 0 and 
3 < N .;;; 8 exact formulae ( cf. Garwood, 1939) are used, 
9 .;;; N .;;; 500 the exact (N < 15) or approximated c N ;i. 15) density is integrated, 
N > 500 normal approximations are used (see all references below). 
H ABSCRHO> .;;; .9 and N > 500 the precision is at most 10-5 • 
For valu.es of RHO close to l or -1 the precision is uncertain. 
REFERENCES 
[l] F. Garwood: The probability integral of the correlation coefficient in 
samples from a normal bi-variate population, Biometrica 25 (1939), 
p.71 - 78. 
[2] N.L. Johnson and S. Kotz: Continuous unvariate distributions 2, (1970), 
p.230 (form. (19) corrected). 
[3] H. Hotelling: New light on the correlation coefficient and its transforrru, 
Journal of the Royal Statistical Society, Series B, 15 (1953), p.213 -
217. 




BINORCORC-0.1 , 0.1 , 25), 
BINORCOR( .701, .701, 600), 










"REAL" "PROCEDURE" BINORCORCR,RHO,N); 
"VALUE" R, RHO, N; "REAL" R, RHO, N; 
"BEGIN" 
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"REAL" "PROCEDURE" SAMCORBIVNORDENCR,RHO,N); 
"VALUE" R, RHO, N; "REAL" R, RHO, N; 
"BEGIN" 
"IF" ABSCR> >= 1 "THEN" SAMCORBIVNORDEN := 0 
"ELSE" 
"BEGIN" 
"REAL" W1, W3, Y1, Y2, Y3, Y4, N1, R2, RRHO, 
R2RH02, W2, PI, RH02; 
R2 := R * R; 
RH02 := RHO * RHO; 
RRHO := R * RHO; 
R2RH02 := R2 * RH02; 
W1 := SQRT(1 - R2); 
W2 := SQRTC1 - RH02); 
W3 := SQRT(1 - RH02 * R2); 
PI := ARCTANC1) * 4; 
N1 := N - 1; 
"IF" N < 15 "THEN" 
"BEGIN" 
"REAL" "ARRAY" SB[3:NJ; "INTEGER" I; 
SB[3J := 
C1-RH02) I PI I W1 * C1 + RRHO * 
ARCCOSC-RRHO) I W3) I (1 - R2RH02>; 




(1 - RH02) * W2 I PI * (3 * RRHO + 
C1 + 2 * R2RH02) * ARCCOS(-RRHO) I W3) 
I (1 - R2RH02) I (1 - R2RH02); 
"IF" N = 4 "THEN" SAMCORBIVNORDEN := SB[4J 
"ELSE" 
"BEGIN" "FOR" l := 5 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" N "DO" 
SB[Il := 
C2 * I - 5) I CI - 3) * RRHO * W1 * W2 
I (1 - R2RH02) * SB[l-1] + 
CI - 3) I CI - 4) * (1 - RH02) * 
(1 - R2) I C1 - R2RH02) * SB[I-2l; 






Y1 := (RRHO + 2) I 8; 
Y2 := (3 * RRHO + 2) * C3 * RRHO + 2) I 128; 
Y3 := (((15 * RRHO + 18) * RRHO - 4) 
* RRHO - 8) * 5 I 1024; 
1.2.17.1 
1.2.17.1 
Y4 := ((((3675 * RRHO + 4200) * RRHO - 2520) 
* RRHO - 3360) * RRHO - 336) I 32768; 
SAMCORBIVNORDEN := 
CN - 2) I SQRTCN - 1) * (1 - RH02) * W2 
* (W1 * W2 I (1 - RRHO)) ** N1 * 
SQRTC(1 - RRHO) I 2 I PI) 
I ((1 - R2) * W1 * <1 - RH02) * W2) 
* ((((Y4 I N1 + Y3) I N1 + Y2) I N1 + Y1) 




"IF" ABS(RHO) >= 1 "THEN" 
STATAL3 ERROR("("BINORCOR")", 2, RHO) 
"ELSE" "IF" N > ENTIER(N) "OR" N < 3 "THEN" 
STATAL3 ERROR("("BINORCOR")", 3, N) 
"ELSE" "IF" R <= -1 "THEN" BINORCOR := 0 
"ELSE" "IF" R >= 1 "THEN" BINORCOR := 1 
"ELSE" "IF" RHO = 0 "THEN" 
BINORCOR := 
STUDENT(R * SQRTC(N - 2) I (1 - R * R)), N - 2) 
"ELSE" 
"IF" N <= 500 "THEN"-
"BEGIN" "REAL" W1, W2, W3, PI, R2, RH02, RH03, 
RH04, RRHO, R2RH02; 
R2 := R * R; 
RH02 := RHO * RHO; 
RH03 := RH02 * RHO; 
RH04 := RH02 * RH02; 
RRHO := R * RHO; 
R2RH02 := R2 * RH02; 
W1 := SQRT(1 - R2); 
W2 := SQRTC1 - RH02); 
W3 := SQRT(1 - RH02 * R2); 
PI := ARCTAN(1) * 4; 
"IF" N = 3 "THEN" 
BINORCOR := 
(ARCCOS(-R) - RHO * W1 I W3 * ARCCOS(-RRHO)) I PI 
"ELSE" "IF" N = 4 "THEN" 
BINORCOR := 
W1 * W2 * SAMCORBIVNORDEN(R, RHO, 3) I RHO -
CW2 I RHO - ARCCOSCRHO)) I PI 
"ELSE" "IF" N = 5 "THEN" 
BINORCOR := 
W1 * W2 * SAMCORBIVNORDEN(R, RHO, 4) I 2 I RHO 
- R * (1 - R2) I 2 * SAMCORBIVNORDENCR, RHO, 3) 
- W1 * C1 + RH02) I (2 * PI * RHO) * ARCCOSC-RRHO) 
I W3 + ARCCOS(-R) I PI 
"ELSE" 
"IF" N = 6 "THEN" 
BlNORCOR := 
W2 * (1 - 4 * RH02) I (3 * PI * RH03) 
+ ARCCOS(RHO) I PI 





SAMCORBIVNORDEN(R, RHO, 3) 
+ (1 - RH02) * R I 3 I RH02 * 
SAMCORBIVNORDENCR, RHO, 4) 
+ W1 * W2 I 3 I RHO * SAMCORBIVNORDEN(R, RHO, 5) 
"ELSE" "IF" N = 7 "THEN" 
BINORCOR := 
ARCCOS(-R) I PI - (3 + 6 * RH02 - RH04) * 
ARCCOS(-RRHO) I W3 * W1 I (8 * PI * RHO) 
- R * (1 - R2) * (4 - 3 * RH02 + 3 * RH04) I 8 I 
RH02 * SAMCORBIVNORDEN(R, RHO, 3) 
- R2 * W1 * W2 * (2 - RH02) I 8 I RHO * 
SAMCORBIVNORDEN(R, RHO, 4) 
+ (1 - RH02) * R I 4 I RH02 * 
SAMCORBIVNORDEN(R, RHO, 5) 
+ W1 * W2 I 4 I RHO * SAMCORBIVNORDENCR, RHO, 6) 
"ELSE" "IF" N = 8 "THEN" 
BINORCOR := ARCCOS(RHO) 
I PI - W2 * (3 - 11 * RH02 + 23 * RH04) 
I 15 I PI I RH04 I RHO 
+ CW2 I RHO) ** 5 * W1 I 5 * 
SAMCORBIVNORDENCR, RHO, 3) 
- R * C1-RH02) * C1-RH02) I 5 I RH04 * 
SAMCORBIVNORDEN(R, RHO, 4) 
+ (3 * R2 - 1) * C1 - RH02) * W2 I W1 I 15 I RH03 
* SAMCORBIVNORDEN(R, RHO, 5) 
+ (1 - RH02) * R I 5 I RH02 * 
SAMCORBIVNORDENCR, RHO, 6) 
+ W1 * W2 I 5 I RHO * SAMCORBIVNORDEN(R, RHO, 7) 
"ELSE" 
"BEGIN" "REAL" "ARRAY" E[1:3l; "REAL" X; 
EC1l := E [2] := "-6; 
BINORCOR := 
STUDENTC-RHO * SQRT(N - 1) I W2, N - 1) 




"BEGIN" "REAL" R2, RH02, RH03; "INTEGER" N1, N2, N3; 
N1 := N - 1; N2 := N1 * N1; N3 := N1 * N2; 
R2 := R * R; 
RH02 := RHO * RHO; 
RH03 := RH02 * RHO; 
BINORCOR := 
"IF" ABS(RHO) <= .7 "THEN" 
PH!((R * SQRT((N - 2.5) I C1 - R2)) -
RHO* SQRT((N - 1.5) I (1 - RH02))) 
I SQRT(1 + RH02 I 2 I (1 - RH02) + R2 I 
2 I (1 - R2))) 
"ELSE" 
PHI((.5 * LN((1 + R) * (1 - RHO) I (1 - R) I 
(1 + RHO)) - RHO I 2 I N1 -
(5 * RHO + RH03) I 8 I N2 - (11 * RHO + 
(2 + RH02) * 3 * RH03) I 16 I N3) 
I SQRT(1 I N1 + C4 - RH02) I 2 I N2 + 
1.2.17.1 
1.2.17.1 
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
The procedure computes the distribution function of the two-sided 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test-statistic under the hypothesis that the two empirical 
distribution functions F1 and F2 stem from the same population. The two-
sided Kolmogorov-Smirnov test-statistic equals the maximum over all numbers 
Z of D = ABS(F1(Z)-F2CZ)). 
KEYWORDS 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov distribution function 
CALLING SEQUENCE 
Heading 
"REAL" "PROCEDURE" KOLSIUR ex, 14, N, EPS); 
"VALUE" X, 1111, N, EPS; 
"REAL" X, 1111, N, EPS; 
"CODE" 41556; 
Formal parameters 
x: <arithmetic expression>, argument of the distribution function; 
1111: <arithmetic expression>, size of the first sample; 
111: <arithmetic expression>, size of the second sample; 
EPS: <arithmetic expression>, precision of the value to be computed. 
DATA AND RESULTS 
The value of the distribution function is assigned to the procedure identifier 
KOLSllllIR. 
The following error messages may appear: 
Erromumber 2 (if 1111 is not an integer > o) 








MEnloi> AND PERFORMANCE 
If O.;;; EPS < 10-3 and <M + IU!/(M!•N!>o;;; the maximal representable real 
number, the distribution function is computed exactly by counting 
configurations leading to a test-statistic less than or equal to x. In all other 
cases the distribution function is computed approximately, using the asymp-
totic relation 
00 
KOLSMIRCX,M,N,EPS)=1 +2 ~ C-1 )k EXPC-YK2 ), 
k=1 
where Y=xxMN/C2M+2N>. The summation is terminated as soon as a term is 
less than EPS. 
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KOLSMIR( .1, 11, 11, 0), 
KOLSMIR( .1, 100, 150, 0.001), 








"REAL" "PROCEDURE" KOLSMIRCD, XSIZE, VSIZE, EPS); 
"VALUE" D, XSIZE, YSIZE, EPS; "REAL" D, XSIZE, YSIZE, EPS; 
"BEGIN" "INTEGER" I, KGV, M, N; 
"INTEGER" "PROCEDURE" GGD(M, N); 
"VALUE" M, N; "INTEGER" M, N; 
GGD:= "IF" N = 0 "THEN" M "ELSE" GGD(N, M - M // N * N); 
"PROCEDURE" APPROX; 
"BEGIN" "INTEGER" K; "REAL" SUM, X, TERM, THETA; 
SUM:= .5; THETA:= C1 + (MI KGV) ** 1.2) I CM+ N); 
X:= (I I KGV + THETA) ** 2 * 2 I (1 I M + 1 I N); 
"FOR" K:= 1, K + 2 "WHILE" TERM > EPS "DO" 
199 
Kolsmir 
"BEGIN" TERM:= EXP(-X * K * 10; 
SUM:= SUM - TERM* (1 - EXPC-X * C2 * K + 1))) 
"END"; 
KOLSMIR:= 2 * SUM 
"END"; 
"PROCEDURE" EXACT; 
"BEGIN" "INTEGER" "ARRAY" LOWCO:Nl; "ARRAY" HCO:Ml; 
"INTEGER" DMN, MN1, X, Y, UPP; "REAL" SUM, BINCOEF; 
BINCOEF:= 1; LOW[Ol:= 0; MN1:= M + N + 1; 
DMN:= I * M * N I KGV; 
"FOR" X:= 1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" N "DO" 
"BEGIN" "INTEGER" T, TN; 
T:= M * X - DMN; TN:= T // N; 
LOW[Xl:= "IF" T <= 0 "THEN" 0 "ELSE" 
"IF" TN = T I N "THEN" TN "ELSE" TN + 1; 
BINCOEF:= BINCOEF * (MN1 - X) I X; 
"IF" BINCOEF > "318 "THEN" 
"BEGIN" EPS:= "-4;"GOTO" L "END" 
"END"; 
HCOl:= 1; 
"FOR" Y:= "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" M "DO" H[Yl:= O; 
"FOR" .X:= 0 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" N "DO" 
"BEGIN" Y:= LOW[Xl; SUM:= H[Yl; 
UPP:= M - LOW[N - Xl; 
"FOR" Y:= Y + 1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" UPP "DO" 
H[Yl:= SUM:= SUM + H[Y] 
"END"; 
KOLSMIR:= SUM I BINCOEF 
"END"; 
"IF" XSIZE <= 0 "OR" XSUE > ENTIER(XSIZE) "THEN" 
STATAL3 ERROR("("KOLSMIR")", 2, XSIZE); 
"IF" YSIZE <= 0 "OR" YSIZE > ENTIERCYSIZE) "THEN" 
STATAL3 ERROR("("KOLSMIR")", 3, YSIZE); 
"IF" XSIZE < YSIZE "THEN" 
"BEGIN" N:= XSIZE; M:= YSIZE "END" 
"ELSE" "BEGIN" M:= XSIZE; N:= YSIZE "END"; 
"IF" EPS < 0 "OR" EPS > "-2 "THEN" EPS:= "-3; 
"IF" XSIZE < YSIZE "THEN" 
"BEGIN" N:= XSIZE; M:= YSIZE "END" 
"ELSE" "BEGIN" M:= XSIZE; N:= YSIZE "END"; 
KGV:= M * N I GGDCM, N); 
I:= ENTIER((1 + "-14) * D * KGV); 
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